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1 THE D~~V:~LOF~~:!:lJr .:C.iTD T:REA'l':.-s:·TT OF TEE HISTORICJJ.. RC:.: • .:,:rJCS ;! 
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I . 
Il~ 3:-~GIJl.::D FRO?-:: TIE TD.~~~ OF SCOTT TO 1910 
Preface 
·:.nen one thjnks of the historical rorr"ance, he invariably 
i .thinks of Scott's novels. The thought of Scott and this type 
I 
I 
1 of writing are inextricably 4 nterwoven. But one may ask, 
J "\'That ha~;::ened to the historical noYel nfter Scott died?" 
I is precisely this nuesticn which this thesis attempts to 
answer. In ord2r to study the ~evelopment of this typ3 of 
It 
writin~, it is first necessary to discover just wh~t is meant 
the term '1 historico.l rcmance" and whc.tt its _;:-::act status 
is as a form of literature. 'rhe next important step is to 
provide a basis for further study by finding out exactly how 
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:iir ·:·alter Scott, the great romanticist, treated the historical II 
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novel, Y:lLt his :r:,ethods and theories vwre, and what constituteu!J 
I' 
his contribution to this field of ~riting. However, this II j: 
thesis does not attempt to make an exhaustive study of Scott's !! 
., 
1/;ork or, in fact, of the ~or~ of ~ny author of the nineteenth 
cer1tury. 
After this foundation has b?en laid, it is necessary to 
make a list cf those at'thors who have bee,., at all successful 
in the fiel~ of historical fiction. A comprehensive list of 
such authors has been m3.de~ but no attempt has been made to 
list all of their works for such an accounting is unnecessary 
1. Following page 14 
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i for the purpose of our study. The chief v:ri ters have been 
divided into three groups 1832-184G, 1640-18?0, and 18?0-1910. 
~ 3y investig:...ttins two representative novels, one may discover 
somethL1g of the t~chnique, merits, and treatment of each 
uuthor by which to judge whether he has made any valuable con-
tribution to this type cf novel, 
let the end of each 9eriod there is a summary of develop-
r:,ent s noted dur1ng th ::t time, Thns·,. i* this thesis, the writer 
hopes to chov; th, t· the historical romance did not fade into 
cblivion after Scott's death but continued to grow, change, 
.:ind develop. 
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CHJ>PTER I 
Introduction 
The Historical Romance 
Just as a fickle crowd shouts "The King is deadl Long 
live the King", the literary public is ready to shout with 
the critics, "Romance is deadl", but immediately the cry is 
j
1 
taken up, "Romance is never dead!" 
li as Stevenson did in his "Note on Realism"~ yet today Steven-
One may scoff at it just 
[ 
son's fame depends on his romances. Even the sophisticated 
coldness of the twentieth century realists must quail before 
the fact that in the period from 1900-1910 more than twice as 
many writers attempted the historical rom~nce as in the pre-
vious decade. 2 liot only is the romance alive, but the his-
torical romance is also a living and flourishing type of 
literature in spite of rr,uch adverse criticism. 
The term "historical romance"has often been misused to 
apply to novels of a contemporary nature. Jonathan lrield in 
, his introduction says, "A Novel is rendered historical by the 
introduction of dates, personages, or events, to which iden-
tification can be readily given." 3 Such a definition would 
explain why he includes in his list4 such novels as Trollope's 
l. Brander ~atthews--The Historical ~ovel and Other 3ssays 
2~ List following page 15 
.3. J. I~ield--"Guide to best Historical Novels and Tales" XVIII:: 
4. Ibid. 
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11Jurcl1Gster Tmr-srs" ar:d ~liot' s 11 I iddle; .. arcll", ·:ihic:. uro ~~ure-
Cill:;" uy t:-:.J j_)c_:_SS~;_;e of ti::;c. In this thesis I have disre:_:;o.trded 
such r:ovols D'~ c :~1..; s·:;, ._,ccord i <::. tc the vie'.·:poin t of the au thor, 
tl1ey were :::1ot historic0l ir~ pcint of' tir:,e. If' t'be Gutllor is 
treati~c the historical events of' his o~n period, he is ~ritinG 
: r_;fer.-e6 tc do ~:ot r.:::..._ke the :"ovol historicul. '='he tech:Jique 
ri:lVGlV;jd 
I 
in tree. tin,_: con te'<Jorary events is cui te different frorr1 · 
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t:~; t 1.: sed ill tree:. tine the events of un e:.Jrlier epoch of his tory,, 
I· 
\ kEO'.'!Il to the ':.ri ter only throuch his re<.J.din 2nd rese,,r·ch. In 
the novel ~hich treuts of the customs of the au- i: 
I 
: t~~or' s day is not o. true historical novel; it is H1erely u 
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novel \f 
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: of' c.:.:J.nner s. =oth the novel of contemporary events and the novel• 
I 
lor ffiUn:Jers have often been loosely referred to by the Rriters 
next century us ''t.istorical" because tllGy ttrcw light, 
en the custo.ms, iceas, personuces, and events of nn earlier 
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period, but such a clussificuticn is false. In a true historical 
;n'::vel, the author v.·eaves into the te ,.;-ture of his story events 
i 
:whicb have hap:'e.;JGd before his lifetime. The definition of the 
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t' 
\historical novel r1hic:1 ·.;~e shall a.dhere to in this thesis is that" 
:by EuGh ·,;alpole v;hich s.;;ems to be the l!lost satisfactory--" A 
I 
lnovel is historical ':Jhen, in time, its a.ction is antecedent to 
i 
lthe period of the novelist who has written it. It is the his-
torical view of the author of it th~t determines its genre, and 
that :wment v;hen there is an attempt at the re-creation of cus- 1 
toms, thought, and feeling no ji 
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1 longer contemporary with the author, the novel is historical." 
To every author Romance has an individual meaning; critic 
have in vain tried to set up a formula for it which will apply 
to all its shades of meaning. Its mysterious vagueness almost 
defies a set definition. In the historical novel Romance may 
refer to any or all of the following ideas: the national 
past of a country, the remote or unfamiliar, the love story, 
the picturesque, intense local feeling, mysticism, or as 
Pater ex9resses it "strangeness added to beauty."2 Although 
all of these ideas may be included, a romance, in its simp-
lest terms, is a novel which deals with the more colorful 
and unusual hapoenings of life. Although every historical 
novel is likely to be a romance, the majority of romances 
are not historical. 
Uany opinions have been expressed on the validity of the 
historical novel as a literary form. Like Stevenson who 
thought it dead, F'rosper Eerimee considered it a 11 bastard" 
form in spite of the fact that he wrote one of the finest 
3 
examples of historical fiction, "Chronique de Charles IX". 
The French, considering history too sacred for fiction, approve 
the statement of' M. Anatole France (in "Jardin d'Epicure"), 
"We cannot reproduce with any accuracy what no longer exists".4 
Even in England and ~\merica, critics have bitterly opposed the 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
H. J. c. Grierson--Sir 
Brander Matthews--Op. 
B. Eatthews op. cit. 
Ibid p. 5 
~alter Scott Today P. 162 
cit. p. 35 
p. 13 
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form. Brander Uatthews in a biting tirade said, "Let the dead 
past bury its dead."1 Others feel that the historical novel 
is not eood fiction because it teaches history. The very 
fact that so many errors in historical data h~ve been found 
in the novels of even the best authors of the historical 
n~vel proves that the author's primary purpose was not to 
teach history but to write a novel v:hich would e;ive a reali-
zation of life a'nd ·would amuse, the two purposes which any 
gocd novel must fulfill. It is unquestionably true that this 
ty_pe does teach, but if the aLJ.thor starts writing with didactic 
purpose, he is bound to fail, for he will approach his novel 
in a spirit of patronage and condescension. The chief cri-
ticism which proponents of this literary form have to face is 
that the historical novel is a mortal enemy of history. Thomas 
?alerave and Leslie Stephen concur in this condemnation, while 
Stephen even goes so far as to say it is the enemy of fiction. 2 
Unfortunately these accusations are often true, because Scott's 
novels were so popular and his formula looked so easy, that 
authors of inferior ability flooded the market with cheap imi-
tations, thus jeopardizing the standing of the historical 
novel by their abuse. Inaccuracies, prejudiced pictures, false 
chronology resulted in the strong criticism of historians. 
Ibid p. 1? 
Henry ~. Beers--History of Romanticism in the Nineteenth 
Century p. 38 
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Justification of ~ in Study of Scott 
In spite of this severe criticisn1, Saintsbury says, 
"The historical novel is a good kind, good friends, a marVel-
lous good kind; and it has the advantage over the pure novel 
of manner:::: that it is rr"uch less subject to obsolescence, if it 
be really well done; while it can pr£tctically annex ~Lost of 
the virtues of the novel of manners itself." 1 The best justi-
fication of the novel of history is found by examirling the 
works of Scott and by probing his purpose in the use of his-
tory in his fiction. Ee felt strongly thut in order to cope 
with problems of the present we :1mst understand the manners, 
faiths, and ideals of the past. To his mind it was just as 
important for us to know What our ancestors thought, how they 
lived, why they acted as they did, as it is to know what they 
did from the annals of history. Thus his novels are an attempt 
to give us a view of a whole period or epoch. Through Scott's 
efforts, imagination has triumphed by making us hear the voice 
of a time that no longer exists. He admits the danger that 
the intermingling of fiction and fact may produce some inaccu-
racies and perhaps even some false pictures, but he never 
meant to teach history. He merely hoped to arouse curiosity 
concerning the past, for he realized always that romanticized 
history is still superficial. The ideal which he set for 
9 himself is stated in his article on .,Tales of My Landlord": 
"If ••• the features of an age gone by can be recalled in a spi-
George Saintsbury--The English Novel p. 202 
I 
I 
! 
1 
----------------------------· ·•'·~ .~ -·---..., 
rit of delineation at once faithful and striking •••. the com-
position is in every point of view dignified and improved."l 
Certainly the historical novel in spite of abuses, may be 
justified as a worthy form of literature if we may accept 
Carlyle's criticism from his "Essay on Scott"--"His historical 
novels taught all men this truth which looks like a truism and 
yet was as good as unknovm to writers of history and others, 
1 till so taught--that the bygone ages of the world were actually 
I 
I 
i! 11 filled by living men, not by protocols, state-papers, contro-
l 
versies, and abstractions of men." 2 
HIS FR3F Lqil.TION 
In order to understand.the development of the historical 
novel after the time of Scott, it is necessary for comparative 
purposes to see why Scott is considered not only the originator 
II but the master of this type of writing. Although many fine 
li 
writers have gained fame in this field, no one has excelled the 
1 historiographer of Abbotsford. During his childhood Scott 
listened to stories of romance, ballads, songs of Scotland and 
~ngland. lie read extensively but was captivated by stories 
of battle, military affairs, knighthood, Spenserian romance. 
This love for the old, coupled with a lively imagination and 
excellent memory, and a love for story telling gave him a rich :' 
li 
., 
background for his writing. Folk-lore, mythology, ballads of I' 
ij 
the border were sources of delight to Scott. Unlike Wordsworth~ 
1. 
2. 
~argaret Ball--Scott as a eritic of Lit. p. 132 
~argaret Ball--op. cit. p. 125 
.- ;;..:_: --~­
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~ some story connected with it. 'l.very ruin, hill, and river was 
I 
romantic, not because of its beauty, but because it was associa-
~§ ted in his mind with a local legend, or history. His curiosity 
was stirred by anything old; he was a true anti0uarian. His 
.. ,. 
,, 
love for .Scotland, its ancestry and heritage, was intense. Thi~ 
local feeling was the ~ey to his romanticism. Stepped in the 
~I 
romance of antiquity and filled with national pride, Scott had 
the ability to judge what was important and what was dnimportant 
History was a ~art of him; his imagination pictured the past 
as real, alive with interesting people and lively action. That 
is the secret of his suneriority over his many imitators; that 
is why what seems so easy and natural with him is a strained 
effort with other3. As Brander li:a tthews says, "He was as well ".' 
!. read in history as any man of his time; and he himself explained 
his superiority over the host of imitators who encompassed him 
i 
ab0ut by saying that they read to write, while he wrote because 
he had read." 1 Where others had to read extensively to gain a 
knovvledge of the period they wished to write about, Scott. seemed 
to have the knov1ledge already in hand. This familiar knowledge 
of ancient manhers gave ' vitality and vivacity. His tech-
nique vms careless, free, but realistic not fantastic. Anything 
picturesque or colorful caught his imagination. He stressed 
, feudal pomp, the display of the tournament, the excite~ent of 
battle, giving full play to his powers of description but alwa ·;s 
remembering to describe the scene as it would naturally strike ! 
the spectators, avoiding confused detail. I 
----------:J.l. Brander !::atthews--o_p_. ell. _p_.__l2 L 
! 
. ~ 
' l 
His Technique 
His historical novels weJ.'e successful primarily because 
he was a novelist first and an historical novelist secondly. 
His story was fictitious with an imaginary hero or heroine • 
1 After stressing this, he romanticized history by sweeping this 
I private story into a stream of public or political events. 
I A~though our attention is focussed on the fate of the lovers, 
. we feel the reality of the history presented to us--the battles,j 
the fall of kings, the rivalry of political groups. Scott 
romanticizes history, yes, but it remains history. Though it 
may be strange, it's real, for the atmosphere is not from 
another world but from the past. By studying two of Scott's 
outstanding novels, we can see how he managed to achieve this 
sense of realness. 
Ivanhoe 
Ivanhoe, which is admitted by ~eygandt, who dislikes the 
1 form; to be as "great a book as an historical novel can be", 
is a story of the twelfth century when Richard, The Lion Hearte 
had his power in England threatened by his brother, John. This 
intrigue forms the background of the story while the reader's 
attention is centered on a young knight Ivanhoe, a follower 
) 
of Richard, disowned by his father, Cedric the Saxon. As an 
unknown knight he wins the tournament at Ashby de la Zouche 
9· with the help of the Black Knight (Richard, in plain armor). 
These two with the help of Locksley (or Robin Hood) rescue 
1. ·.·reygandt--·op. cit .. p. 48. 
...., 
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1: Cedric, his daughter Rowena, the Jew Isaac of York, and his 
I. 
beuutiful dauehter Rebecca from the castle of Front-de-Boeuf, 
a ~orrnan kni~ht. The story ends with Rowena and Ivanhoe 
! reunited and John's forgiveness by Richard who is back on his 
throne. Historically the story is outstanding because of the 
excellent picture ~hich it gives of the ill-feeling bet~een 
the conouered Saxons and their conquerors, the ~ormans. The 
plain, blunt, freedom-loving Saxons, epitomized by Cedric and 
Athelstane, rebel at the patronage of the high-spirited :Tor::1:ans .: 
i 
II 
1: 
li 
with their rec:cless love of adventure and boldness. The in so-
lence and imr:~orality of Front-de-5oeuf and De Bracy disgust 
the loyal Anglo-Saxons. "o'Je know that Scott wrote the story 
.) 
not primarily to tell us of Rebecca, Rowena, und the disin-
Lerited knight, but for the historical and romantic element, 
to give us a broad picture of a whole period .1 Yet he never 
makes the mistake of having a major figure of history as his 
hero or heroine--it is "Ivanhoe" not "Eichard Coeur de Lion" 
and "Kenilworth" not "Elizabeth". In most cases, it is wrong 
i 
·, j! 
r 
" t'
!I ,. 
to make a great historical figure the central character becauseo~ i: 
many readers already have a preconceived, idealistic picture 
of this character already. The author, trying- to show the 
human weaknesses of this hero, will soon find thbt the reader 
is antagonistic, resenting the author's interpretation. If 
the historical figure is only a minor character, this danger 
is minimized. Eis characterization of the corrmon people such 
1. Louis !/aigron--Le Homan .His tori que p. 83 
;. 
J: 
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as Gurth, ·:;amba, Isaac, in "Ivanhoe", and Varney, r.:ichael 
Lambourne, and Flibbertigibbet in "Kenilworth" is just as 
real as th8t of Elizabeth or Richard. Jn picturing the major 
figures of history he always keeps to the traditional character 
of the personage. 
Kenilworth 
In ''Kenilworth", however, he is not quite so successful. 
Perhaps the chief reason is that the character of Zlizabeth 
seems to be too important in the story. Although he doesn't 
fall into the error which contemporaries made of making her 
the heroine of the story, he does make her character at times 
dominate the whole story. lie succeeds in giving the portrait 
of an age for he always tried to live up to his ideal (once 
expressed in a review of Hoffmann's Novels in 182?) of what 
he believed the historical novel could be--"The historical 
romance approaches, in some measure, when it is nobly executed, 
to the epic in poetry". 1 "Kenilworth", called by Balzac in 
1821 "la plus belle chose du monde", 2 is the story of Amy 
Robsart, daughter of a humble Devonshire knight, who had been 
secretly married to the Zarl of Leicester, the favorite of 
Queen Elizabeth. Tl.lrough the intrigue of Richard Varney this 
unwise marriage is kept hidden until Amy and her still faithful 
lover, Edmund 'l'ressilian, appear at Kenilworth. The treachery 
of Varney is discovered, and Leicester finally reveals the 
1. Margaret Ball--op. cit. p. 132 
2. H. J. c. Grierson-- p. 94. op. cit. 
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truth of the matter to 3lizabeth but too late to save Amy from 
a violent death. This story is best for its pictures of 
court intrigue, and court life, with the rivalry of Sussex 
and Leicester for the favour of ~lizabeth holding our interest 
throughout. J. .. s a Scotsman, Scott is somewhat prejudiced in 
his picture of the passionate Queen hesitating between a sense 
of her rank, the duty she owed her subjects, and her attuch-
ment to Leicester. He makes this age of Elizabeth, as well 
as the age of' Chivalry in "Ivanhoe", realistic by his atten-
tion to detail, color, costume and by peopling the scene with 
living, breathing, human characters. 
At times he falls into the abyss of stagy melodrama as 
in the scene of Ulrica's death in the burning castle of 
Torquilstone, Athelstane's resurrection from the dead, and the 
death of luny Robsart by springing the trap door; at times 
(but very seldom) he becomes mystical as in the scenes invol-
ving Rebecca's trial for witchcraft and Wayland's magic in 
saving the life of Sussex but usually his romance does not 
become mystical, magical or mysterious. Inaccuracies as to 
facts and chronology are ~resent here and there in Scott 
because he preferred to write spontaneously rather than to 
polish, but his hurried frankness of style made him write 
naturally with vitality. The endless lmowledge 1vhich he seemed 
~ to possess, gained through his love and study of the past, 
coupled with his knowledg~ of humanity, brought him success 
in this field. In creating characters such as Rebecca, Gurth, 
..., 
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~aruba, Flibbertigibbet, Scott showed us that he realized that 
a novel depends upon the portrayal of character as well dS upo 
suc~ession of incidents. Knowing the people of the lower 
classes as well as those of the upper class made him reaster 
of the picturesque and of words. His unfailing belief that 
"There is a hunGer for romance thbt goes unappeased"l made 
hin: give the ree::ders "wonder, forgetfulness of self, trans-
portation to a brighter earth than that men daily inhabit." 2 
The standard which he set up for his imitutors is certainly 
a high one, for the historical novelist to eoual Scott must 
have the heart of & poet, a depth and soundness of historical 
knowlede;e (but must not let it become didacticism), a sense 
of character value, a strong love for romance, the power of a 
realist, and most of all a belief in what he is doing. This 
is the challenge which Scott has offered to his imitators! 
Challenge to Other ~/lri ters 
The challenge was taken up by hundreds of writers--the 
historical novel was new, alluring, easyl But was it easy? 
Of the many who tried it there were only a very few who 
succeeded. 
In this thesis we shall examine only those who were 
considered, either in their cvm day or in the light of later 
criticism, as worthy imitators. In order to discover which 
authors might be considered "worthy'', it was first necessary 
1. C. ~eygandt--op. cit. p. 39 
2. Ibid p. 39 
.. -, 
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to compile a complete list of all the English writers who 
have attempted this type of literature. This comprehensive 
tabulation was n:J.de by referrine; to Eaker's "Guide to Risto-
rical Fiction" containing a list of all historical fiction in 
all countries, inferior as well as worth-while. This first 
list was cteckeu by reference to Be.ker und Fac:-una.n' s "Guide 
to the :Sest :Fiction'' which, of course, weeded out ma::y of 
lesser ability. However, even this second list of ~uthors 
was not accurc..te, for it contained the names of some novelists 
l 1 1 ' t t th . t ~ d f. . t. 1 w1ose nove s wou a no mee e reou1remen s o~ our e 1n1 1on, 
semi-historical novels such as "Vanity Fair" by Thackeray or 
"The Forest Lovers" by Hewlett which concerned the author's 
own ;;eriod. The final list, which v;as reuched by consultation 
vd th Nield's "Guide to the Best Historical :Tovels and Tales", 
contains the na~es of novelists of England, Ireland, and 
Scotland who in the period from 1832 (the death of Scott) to 
1910, the beginning of the twentieth century, made a worth-
while contribution to the field of historical fiction. After 
this "weeding" process, 130 writers of the historical novel 
have been listed. 2ven this list had to be revised after 
consulting the card catalog of the Boston Public Library, for 
it s~:;ems reasonable to judge th~t no author should be consider-
ed of l~sting worth unless some of his bocks are kept in a 
~~ library as comprehensive as the Boston Public Library. 
Of course, this number lists many authors who contributed 
Page 2. 
-..-, 
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only one novel to this field, but that one novel, if listed 
by rield. and found &t the library, gave that author a right 
to a place in our final reckoning. ~s a matter of interest 
by chec~ing this final list by ~unitz-Eaycr~ft--"British 
Author3 of the ~:ineteenth Century", Vihich of cour::>'3 includes 
authors in all fields of literature, I found that only 44 
of the 130 are considered by Kunitz-Haycraft as worthy of 
being ranke~ with the foremost British authors. Of this 
·group of 44 there are only about 14 who made a definite con-
tribution to historical romance. Thus we must admit vvith this 
host of imitators that the historical novel, though it may 
lool-: easy in the hands of Scott, recuires great skill. 
The followers of Scott up to 1910 have been divided by 
I~ugh ~alpole1 into three groups, a logical arrangement which 
I shall follow in my classification also. 
1. The Simple Romancers--1832-1840 
2. The Serious Victorian Flood 1840-18?0 
3, The Light Hearted Adventurers 18?0-1910 
~lthough the designation of each group is somewhat arbitrary 
(especially in the third group where such an anthor as 
Shorthouse would certainly not be called a "light-hearted 
adventurer") v1e may accept this division for the purposes of 
our study. In the list which follows, if the author has 
written only one or two historical romances, these are listed; I 
I 
in other cases two representative novels have been chosen, whil 1 
others are indicated by "etc." I 
1. E. J. C. Grierson--op. cit. p. 166 
.., 
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FROU 1832 TO 1910 
• *Listed in Kuni tz-Haycraft-- "British J._uthors of the l':ineteenth 
• 
Century''. 
I 
I. THZ SII.TLE RCT.L.:JJC2RS 1832-1840 
I* Ainsworth, ~illiam H. (1809-1882) 
I 
I 
I 
Crichton 183? 
Old St. Paul's 1841 
.:Etc. 
Bray, Anna Eliza 
The White Hoods 1828 
Henry de Pomeroy 1842 
Etc. 
* Bulwer-Lytton, Edward G. E. 
The Last Days of ?ompeii 1834 
The Last of the Barons 1843 
James, G. P. H. 
Darnley 1841 
A.gincourt 1844 
Etc. 
(1?90-1883) 
(1805-18?3) 
(1801-1860) 
II. TGZ SERIOUS VICTORIJ~J FLCOD 1840-18?0 
* Aguilar, Grace 
Tho Days of Bruce 1852 
* Collins, William ~ilkie 
Antoriina 1850 
Craik, Dinah r.:. N:ulock 
John fialifax, Gentleman 185? 
* Dickens, Charles 
Barnaby Rudge 1841 
A tale of Two Cities 1859 
(1816-184?) 
(1824-1889) 
(1826-1887) 
(1812-1870) 
iA 
• 
* Gaskell, Elizabeth c. 
?Jorth and South 1855 
Silvia's Lovers 1863 
* Grant, James 
Scottish Cavalier 1850 
Captain of the Guard 1862 
* Kingsley, Rev. Charles 
Hypatia 1853 
':Jestward Eo! 1855 
Etc. 
* Le F h anu, Josep s. 
(1810-1865) 
(1822-1887) Scottish 
(1819-1875) 
(1814-1873) Irish 
The Fortunes of Colonial Torlogh O'Brien 1847 
* Lever, Charles J. 
The O'Donoghue 1845 
Uaurice Tiernay 1861 
*' I'.:anning, Anne 
(1806-1872) Irish 
(1807-1285) 
The E:ousehcld of Sir Thon;.as t:iore 1851 
The Colloouies of 3dward Csborne 1852 
Etc. 
* Martineau, ilarriet 
The Hour and the Ean 
* .. 1 R J h ., ~ea e, ev. o n k. 
Duchenier 1848 
Theodora Phranza 1857 
Etc. 
* .i.Jewrnan, Cardinal John H. 
Callista 1856 
~Villiam L7 • 
Barry Lindon 1844 
Henry Esmond 1852 
(1802-1876) 
(1818-1860) 
(1201-1890) 
(1811-1863} 
I 
.I 
I 
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* Trollope, Frances E. (1?80-1863) 
Life and -~dventures of Ttichael Armstrong 1840 
* Blackmore, Richard D. 
Lorna Doone 1869 
~aid of bker 18?2 
Etc. 
Charles, 2lizabeth 
1860-18?0 
(1825-1900) 
(1828-1896) 
The Draytons and DavenaLts 186? 
On Both Sides of the Sea 1868 
.Stc. 
* "5£liot, Geor,se" 
(or ~arion 2vans) 
Romola 1863 
:+- Kingsley, Henry 
Geoffrey !l·a ~lyn 1859 
Lademoisell.C :.Iathilde 1868 
Ztc. 
* Reade, Charles 
Feg :.l'offington 1853 
(1819-1880) 
(1830-18?6) 
( 1814-1884) . 
The Cloister and the r.:.earth 1861 
Taylor, Col. :Philip :·.:eadows 
Tard 1863 
Ralph Darnell 1863 
;·Jhyte-I.:.e lville, George John 
Holmby House 1860 
The ~:peen Is I/ aries 1862 
:Gtc • 
* Yonge, Charlotte, M. 
The Little Duke 1854 
The Prince and the rage 1866 
2tc. 
(1808-18?6) 
(1821-18?8) 
(1823-1901) 
3A 
• 
TlB LIG:iT EEAHT.3:D ADIR~~TUR~S 1870-1910 
1870-lBP'J 
Alcock, Deborah 
Spanish Brothers 1871 
I~ot for Crown or Scepter 1902 
* Ballantyne, Robert (1825-1894) 
The Pirate City 1875 
In the Track of Troops 1878 
7'.:tc. 
Banl::s, :L.:rs. G. Linnaeus 
r.:anchester :r,:an 1876 
Clarke, Rev. Augustus D. 
Aemilius 1871 
Alfgar the Dane 1875 
.2:tc. 
(1821-1899) 
(1836-1890) 
bacDonald, George (1824-1905) Scottish 
St. George and St. i,:ichael 1876 
Thackeray, Anne Isabella (1838-1919) 
1,:iss Angel 187 5 
Wingfield, Hon. Lewis S. (1842-1891) Irish 
1/y Lords of Strogue 1879 
1880-1890 
* Besant, Sir Walter (1836-1901) 
The World Went Very ~ell Then 1887 
For Faith and Freedom 1889 
Etc . 
Cobl.J, James F. 
In Time of '.'iar 1880 
• 
• 
Frith, Henry 
Under Bayard's Banner 1886 
Froude, James A • (1818-1894) 
The Two Chiefs of Dunboy 1889 
Graham, Jol1n ,,·,T. (1859-
Xaera 1886 
* Hardy, Thomas (1240-1928) 
The Trumpet l.:ajor 1880 
Holt, Emily s. 
A Forgotten Hero 1883 
Linder One September 1884 
Hopkins, Tighe (1856-
For Freedom 1888 
* Kingston, ~illiam H. G. (1814-1880) 
From Powder konkey to Admiral 1883 
* Fater, Walter (1839-1894) 
2arius the Epicurean 1885 
Gaston de .Latour 188? 
* Shorthouse, Joseph Henry 
John Inglesant 1881 
(1834-1903) 
* Stevenson, Robert L. B. (1850-1894) Scottish 
The :.~aster of Ballantras 1889 
Catriona 1893 
Etc. 
"Stuart, Esme" 
Isabeau's Eero 1882 
For Love and Ransom 1904 
---------.... 
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1890-1900 
Allardyce, Alexander 
Balmoral 1893 
Balfour, Andrew 
By Stroke of Sword 1897 
To Arms 1898 
(1846-1896) Scottish 
(1873-1931) Scottish 
Benson, Edward F. (1867-
The Vintage 1898 
The Capsina 1899 
Bidder, Cary 
~estminster Cloisters 1887 
In the Shadow of the Crovm 1899 
Slake , ?.I. r,:. 
Siere of ~orwich Castle 1893 
Glory and Song of Norwich 1899 
Bryden, Henry A. (1854-
il.n Exiled Scot 1899 
Cai~e, Oliver V. (1862-
Face to Face with Napoleon 1898 
In the Year of Waterloo 1899 
Church, Rev. Alfred J. 
Burning of Rome 1892 
Lords of the ·:·:orlds 1898 
Coleridge, Christabel R. 
Uinstrel Dick 1896 
(1829-1912) 
(1843-1921) 
Coleridge, ~ary E. (1861-1907) 
The Ying with Two Faces 1897 
Fiery Dawn 1901 
6A 
• 
Cornford, Leslie c. 
!,-aster Beggars 189'7 
* Crockett, Samuel R. 
Dark C' the Loon 1902 
~hite Flumes of Navarre 1906 
Stc. 
(186'7) 
(1860-1914) 
* Doyle, Sir Arthur Conan (1859-1930) Irish 
The '.','hi te Company 1891 
Rodney Stone 1896 
t:;t c. 
* ~dVlards, T.~atilda B. Betham (1836-1919) 
H .Storm Rent Slcy 1892 
* Farrar, Fredirick ~. (1831-1903) 
Gathering Clouds 1895 
Fletcher, Joseph 3. (1863-
·:ihen Charles I was King 1892 
In the Days of Dra~e 1896 
Etc. 
:?orrest, R. E. 
Eight Days 1891 
Ruby of Rajast'han 1914 
Gilliat, Rev. E. (1814-1915) 
Forest Outlaws 188'7 
God Save ~ing Alfred 1901 
Gould, Rev. Sabine Baring (1834-1924) 
Domitia 1898 
Pabo the Priest 1899 
Green, Evelyn -3verett 
Loyal Hearts and True 1891 
A Olerk of Oxford 1898 
Etc. 
(1856-
• 
• 
Hacc;ard, Sir Eer~ry uider 
~ric Brighteyes 1891 
~, o:ntezuma' s Daughter 1894 
Eenty, Georee "·· 
In Freedoffi's Cuuse 1885 
Bonr-.ie I rince Charlie 1888 
Etc. 
"Hope, .i:,.nthony" 
( H k' nav: J.ns, -~ntlwny Lope) 
Sirr~on Dale 1898 
(1856-1925) 
(1832-1902) 
(1863-1933) 
Keightly, :::Jir Sumuel H. ( 1859-
The Crimson Sign 1895 
The Cavaliers 1896 
.J;tc. 
* Lang, Andrew 
A Monk of Fife 
* L la H ~ '1 aw .. ss, .on- .:.!.ffil y 
Eae1cho 1890 
1896 
~ith Essex in Ireland 1894 
Leighton, Robert 
The Thirsty Sword 1893 
The Golden Galleon 1898 
"Lyall, Edna" 
(or Bayly, Sdna E. ) 
In the Golden Days 1885 
In Spite of All 1901 
Etc. 
I.". ar shall , i£rn.c11a 
Penhurst Castle 1894 
The Young Cueen of Hearts 1898 
:r.:tc. 
(1844-1912) 
(1845-1913) Irish 
(1859- Irish 
(185?-1903) 
(1830-1899) 
8A 
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L:ason, Arthur ii:. ~·.:. (1865-
The Courtship of Uorrice Buckler 1896 
Clementine 1901 
1·.~a thew, Fra:-~k 
Defender of the Forth 1899 
The Royal Sisters 1901 
l~tc. 
Koore, F. Frankfort 
The Jessamy Bride 189? 
The Fatal Gift 1898 
.:!:tc. 
(1865-
(1855-
I:lewbolt, Sir Eenry John (1862-
Taken from the Enemy 1892 
The ~~ew June 1909 
Irish 
0' Brien, ':!illiam (1852-1928) Irish 
'::hen i,';e '.'!ere Boys 1890 
A Queen of !,:en 1898 
O'Grady, Standish (1846-1922) 
Ulrick the Ready 1896 
The Flight of the ~agle 1897 
Etc. 
Pemberton, Sir r.:ax ( 1863-
The Little Huguenot 1895 
The Puritan's ITife 1896 
Etc. 
Pickering, ~dgar 
Silas Verney 1892 
The Dogs of ~ar 1900 
* ~uiller-Couch, Sir Arthur T • 
Splendid Spur 1889 
Blue Pavilions 1891 
Raymond , ;;1 alter 
Two I,ien of !::adip 1889 
In the Smoke of War 1895 
(1863-
(1853-1930) 
g;, 
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"Rutherford, L~ark" 
(~hite, ~i1lia~ H. 
Revolution In Tanner's Lane 1887 
Catherine Furze 1893 
(1829-1913) 
"Tytler, Sarah" (1827-1914) Scottish 
Keddie, Henrietta) 
The ~acDonald Lass 1895 
Sir David's Visitors 1903 
Etc. 
Westall, Tiilliam (1834-1903) 
With the Red Eagle 1897 
A Red Bridal 1899 
Vieyman, Stanley J. ( 1855-1928) 
The House of ~olfe 1890 
A gentleman of France 1893 
Etc. 
Woods, Nargaret L. (1856-
Esther Vanhomrigh 1891 
Sons of the Sword 1901 
Etc. 
Yeats, Sidney K. Levett 
Honor of Savelli 1895 
Chevalier d'Auriac 1897 
Etc. 
1900-1910 
"Ayscough, John" 
Dromill.1 1909 
San ~ulestino 1909 
Etc. 
Barr, Amelia 
The Black Shilling 1903 
The House on Cherry Street 1910 
Barr, Robert 
A Prince of Good Fellows 1902 
(1858-1928) 
(1831-1919) Scottish 
(1850-1912) 
The Sword Maker 1910 Etc. 
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Barry, Rev. 1'/i lliam F. (1849-1930) 
The Day Spring 1903 
Benson, Very Hec. Eonsignor Robert H. (1871-1914) 
Richard Raynal, Solitary 1906 
The (ueen's Tragedy 1906 
Etc. 
Bullen, Frank T. (1857-1915) 
Sea Puritans 1904 
Castle, Agnes s. 
and Castle, Egerton 
Ey L:erry Rockhurst 
Young Conspiracy 
Etc. 
"Collingv10od, 1-iarry" 
Cruise of the Thetic 1910 
Etc. 
Conrad, Joseph 
and Hueffer, Ford ~. 
Romance 1903 
* Fenn, Georee ~e. 
The King's Son 1901 
Frbser, Ers. Hugh 
In the Shadow of the Lord 1906 
Gilson, Capt. Charles J. L. 
The Lost Column 1909 
'rhe Spy 1910 
Etc. 
* Gissing, George R. 
Veranilda 1904 
-1922) 
(1858-1920) 
(1856-1924) 
(1873-
(1931-1909) 
(1878-
(1857-1903) 
Gull, Cyril R. (1875-
The Serf 1902 
•j 
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Gwynn, Stephen L. 
John ;,~axwell' s I.~arr iaee 1903 
Robert 2mmett 1909 
Eartley, :,:rs. l:'ay 
Beyond . ~ ' . an s Strength 1909 
Hevdett, :r~=aurice E. 
Richard Yea and ~~ay 1900 
The Queen's ~uair 1903 
Hinkson, Henry A/ 
Up for the Green 1898 
Silk and Steel 1902 
Etc. 
Hollis, Gertrude 
Philip Okeover's Fagehood 1907 
Between Two Crusades 1£08 
Etc. 
Hueffer, Ford kadox 
rrhe :Fifth C;ueen 
The Half Moon 1909 
3tc. 
Kaye-Smith, Sheila 
The Tramping ~ethodist 1908 
Starbrace, 1909 
3tc. 
UcCarthy, Justin E. 
The Flower of France 1906 
The Gorgeous Borgia 1908 
Etc. 
* "r.-.:acLaren, Ian" 
(or ~atson, Rev. John) 
Graham of Claverhouse 1908 
I -
(1864- Irish 
Irish 
(1861-1923) 
(1865- Irish 
(1873-
(1888-
(1860- Irish 
(1850-1907) Scottish 
J2A 
• 
I1:acl.Ianus, Liss L. 
Lally of the Brigade 18?? 
:t;essa 1904 
Etc. 
!.'asefield, John 
Captain ~argaret 1908 
Eartin Eyde 1910 
Etc. 
(18?4-
"Merriman, Henry S." (1863-1903) 
(or Scott, Eugh s. 
In Kedar's Tents 189? 
Barlasch of the Guard 1903 
7~tc. 
Ollivant, Alfred (18?4-1927) 
The Gentleman 1908 
Etc. 
Orczy, 5aroness Errmuska (1865-
The Scarlet Iimpernel 1905 
The Elusive Pimpernel 1908 
2tc. 
"Oxenham, John" 
(or Dunkerley, ~illiam A. ) 
John of Gerisau 1902 
Under the Iron Flail 1902 
Etc. 
Pease, Eoward 
I.;:aenus Sinclair 1904 
Of Uistress Eve 1906 
Etc. 
Phillpotts, Eden 
The Junerican Frisoner 1904 
Etc. 
Price, Eleanor Catherine 
The C,uecn' s l.~en 1905 
Etc. 
(1862-
13A 
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Rawson, I.: au de S. 
A Lady of Regency 1900 
A Journeyman Love 1902 
Sheehan, Canon Patrick A. (1852-1913) Irish 
Glenanaar 1905 
Etc. 
Snaith, JohL Collis (1876-
Fatricia at the Inn 1901 
The ~ayfarers 1902 
.i..Stc. 
Stewart, John A, 
The Red Reaper 1905 
(1861-
Sutcliff, Halliwell (1870-1932) 
Ricroft of Withens 1898 
Under the '.Vhite Cockade 1902 
Etc. 
Vachell, liorace A. (1861-
John Charity 1900 
Scottish 
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CHAPT!!:R II 
The Simple Romancers 
Hugh '/J'alpole called this first period the "Simple Roman-
cers"1 because the historical novel became a rather childish 
type in the hands of these immediate followers of Scott, 
Ainsworth, James, and Bulwer-Lytton. It is interesting to 
study Ainsworth and James, although they added little to the 
real development of the historical novel. In imitating Scott, 
they used all outward "trap;ings" of history--elaborate des-
criptions of costume, melodra~atic events, famous names, dutes, 
obsolete expressions, ar~or, and coloring. As a result these 
1(. 
:I 
three early romancers are really superficial "costume11 imitator 
although Bulwer-Lytton's work is a step forward for the histo-
rical .novel, as we shall see. 
'Nilliam Garrison Ainsworth 
The first of these, ~illiam Harrison Ainsworth, had star-
ted his work while Scott was still alive. In his Journal 2 
Scott said they (~saning particularly Ainsworth and Smith) 
could not do it as naturally as he did. Scott who was Ains-
worth's favorite rosance writer, strongly influenced the latter 
author. In his day Ainsworth was u top-notcher, considered 
a worthy rival of Dickens3 and ac~ordinG to critics far out-
1. See .P':.1.ge 14. 
2. Il. J. c. Grierson op. cit. p. 165 
3. Eis Jacl: Sheppard had a better sale than Cliver TvJist 
Adrian Joline--At the Library Table p. 96 
.., 
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shining Bulwer-Lytton, having great melodramatic and 
I 
descrij 
tive power. 2 hlthoueh he produced many books, he took great 
care to be accurate in historical details. Often he used the 
device of fitting a story to an important landmark such as 
Cld St. ~aul's and The Tower of London. Yet, according to th, 
~ "· 1 0 
taste of later periods, he merits the oblivion which he had 
-\ 
3 fallen. 
Crichton 
Crichton published in 1837 is based on the fabulous 
though true historical character, Crichton, who was -:·famed as 
a scholar, soldier, statesman and upholder of the Catholic 
faith. He was in love with ~sclairemonde, a Huguenot maiden 
whose high birth is lmovm only to Catherine de Iv:edicis. By 
chance Crichton discovered a treasonable plot hatched by the 
C~ueen mother, Catherine, to replace Henry III by her other 
son, F'ranpois, as king of France. Together with Henri de 
Navarre, Crichton succeeds in foiling this plot and establish-
ing Esclairemonde's identity as sister to the king of l~avarre. 
In spite of their difference in religion, the two young lovers 
are plighted. 
The story is filled with many names, whole sections of 
history, impossible-situations; feats of magic, grotesnueness, 
and hairbreadth escdpes. In 364 closely-packed pages the 
activities of three days are crowded with sensations and thril s. 
The clown, Cli to, is too obviously the deus-ex-machina. 1.'!hen 
in the beginning of the story we find pages devoted to the 
scenes at the University and much attention given to the 
Italian girl, the Gelosa, we expect these scenes and the girl 
1. Ibid p. 84 
2. Ibid p. ·115. At a banquet in his honor in Uanchester in 
1881, the Mayor, Sir Thomas Baker, noted that there 
were 250 volumes of his different works in the Man-
chester free libraries--read by 7,666 in one year 
3. Cornelius ',Veygandt--op. cit. p. 149 
------------------ ~----· --------- ~~-
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to be important to the plot; they are never mentioned again. 
!Ainsworth, in spite of his slipshod characterization and sen-
lsational story, does give a fuithful interpretation of the wily, 
treacherous, power-mad Catherine de Medicis, who under the 
Salic law cannot rule France. The whole atmosphere of the 
court life is one of intrigue. The hatred of Catholics for 
Huguenots, the profligacy of court life, and the lawlessness 
of the ~niversity students give us a good picture of the age. 
rl'he sale of "Crichton" was :phenomenal, the· first edition of 
1,250 copies being sold out the first day. 1 Ellis in his cri-
ji tical and biographical study calls this "a very historical ro-
,/ 
i' mance whose mass of erudition, quantity of Latin, and the ultra-
orofuseness of detail with which it bristle~.l, must have sadly 
perplexed the great bulk of its less culture~ readers." 2 It is 
very evident that Ainsworth has steeped himself in historical 
lore and that he has a passion for accuracy, but at times this 
antiquarian knovdedge seems to be too heavy. By means of his 
excellent and minute descriptions of costume, buildings, fur-
nishing, etc., he does make the reader actually realize the 
scenes and events of the period. 
Old St. Paul's 
In "Old St. Faul's" published in 1841 we follow the story 
of a good-aiid holy man, Stephen Bloundel, a grocer in ~,l'ood Stree 
Cheapside, during the years of the London Plague and Fire. Af-
ter his son had been afflicted and cured, the good man,sealed up 
his house to stay there with his family until it was over. The 
3arl of Rochester, after repeated efforts, tricked Am&bel, the 
1. S. E. Sllis--"William .Earrison Ainsworth and His Friends" 
Vol. I p. 318 
2. Ibid p. 31? 
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grocer's daughter, into a marria:.e vJhich is meant to be false 
but which was rendered valid by the trickery of old Judith 
1-almeyns, the l·:urse, and her partner in plundering the dead, 
Chowles, the coffin-ma~er, who later died a horrible death in 
the vaults of the church. The hero of the story, an appren-
tice named Leonsrd Holt, after iill1abel's death rises to creat 
heights by saving the king's life. He is rewarded by a title 
and marriage to Lady h.rgentine, who until nearly the end of the 
story had been knovm as the humble razz a' erstwhile daughter 
of a blind piper. 
The action is crov;ded with too many incidents ar:d charac-
ters. · '1.-elodrama once more is evident, for ~\.insworth takes 
delight in picturing the half-crazed apostle of religion, So-
lomon ~agle, who after denouncing the city as wick.:d, plun~es 
into the flames VJhich are devouring old St. :;= aul' s Cathedral. 
In the vivid details of the pl~gue-stricken victims the author 
piles horror on hor::·or until the re::1der becorr1es almost nau-
seated by the morbid picture. There is no relief by hul.'or, 
for evidently this author had no humor. Also in portraying 
the licentiov.s, libertine i:rn;::or.llity of the upper class Ains-
worth paints a vivid picture--too vivid. He tries to drive 
home his point by a wealth of incident. Yet to be fair to 
Ainsworth, v;e must admit th:::.~t he gives a very realistic picture 
of old London with its narrow lanes, its picturesQue houses, 
its fear-stricken people, and the desolation of the fire. 
His excellent imagination is best seen in this novel where 
his most powerful incidents have been carefully built up from 
just the briefest allusions in Defoe's "Journal of the Flague 
Year"; Ainsworth remains true to historical fact, but in com-
parison to Scott ho fails utterly, for he has too much love 
l 
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for melodrama, horr·ors, sensations, scores of characters, and 
fighting. l-:is stories are realistic but ''ro:ma21ce escapes him~ 
.-i vigorous imagination and a ro11ghness of style give his 
novels plenty of ~usto, energy, and zest. As for his ability 
to create character, we find that Ainswortt has none. Eis 
scenes live; his acti~n is vivid; but his characters seefu 
more like automatons than human beings as they speed through 
adventures. ~e never sec their emotions, passions, or per-
sonal feelings. As a result, Crichton, ~r. Bloundel, Leonard 
Holt, :.:arguerite of Valois, all seem to be puppets without 
life. Though his faults are many and his novels almost too 
sensational for most people to enjoy, it is interesting to 
see that there have been sicns of a revival of interest in his 
works. In "George .~liot and Eer Times" published in 1927, 
Piss 3lizabeth Haldene, after referring to some historical 
novelists (including Eingsley, Bulwer-Lytton, and Reade), says 
•:though many of us go so fur as to prefer Harrison J1..insworth, 
slipshod c.t s he was, to c..ny of them-~ ••• He at least came nearer 
2 to that im:,ortal v1ri ter of romance, Dumas." Eacaulay, too, 
prais,;s him highly for his adherence to ~stablished fact, and 
charm. 3 In spite of these favorable criticisms by noteworthy 
critics, the nnfavor.3ble opinion is far more prevalent--that 
Ainsworth did little to add to the reputation and value of the 
historical novel. Yet through the"Costume" novels of Ainsworth 
-1. 
2. 
3. 
Cornelius Weygandt 
J. =~ield op. cit. 
N. ~llis--op. cit. 
"Qp. cit. 
p. XI 
p. 432 
p. 150 
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and James, subsequent writers learned of the dangers of super-
ficial historical treatment. 
G. ?. R. James 
The second ~romancer'', also a prolific writer like Ains-
•,vorth, was George Fayne Rainsford Jarr1es. Another similarity 
miGht be drawn in their popularity during their own period 
and their subse0uent decline, although James was never as 
popular as this contemporary, idnsworth. ·~·:hile Ainsvvorth 
wrote other types of novels such as the novel of crime, James 
devoted himself to the historical romance. ~lton says of him, 
"The orthodox practitioner of the his tori cal novel after :~cott 
1 wa.s neither 3ulvJer nor Ainsworth but G. F. R. Jar:,es." He has 
become rather a ludicrous figure in critical studies because 
of the tag which he eurned from Thackeray's parody, a burles-
que entitled "Barbazure, by G. P. R. Jeames, Esq." James was 
nicknamed "Solito.ry Horseman" or "Two Horsemen" James from 
then on by all critics. All of his sixteen novels up to this 
time (1847) had made use of the same device--a young horseman 
''pricking o'er the !)lains", usually in the first chapter. Afte . 
Thackeray's criticism James was careful to avoid this symbol 
of romance. 2 Ee tried to justify himself by saying that it 
was not lack of imagination but habit that was responsible. It 
.must be confessed th.t he is .Partly right when he says, "I am 
-not sure that other authors do not do the same thing--that 
1. Oliver Elton--A Survey of English Literature Vol. IV p. 190 
2. A. H. Joline, op. cit. p. 129 
l 
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Lytton has not alv1ays, or very nearly, a philosophizing liber-
tine-Dickens a very charming young girl with dear little 
pockets; and Lever a bold dragoon." 1 Just because Thacker~y 
satirized hire, he was discarded, but at one time "everybody 
read James and fmv read Thackeray. " 2 He professed openly that 
he wus an imitator of Scott, being more frank about it than 
Ainsworth was. After reading "Richeliev" Scott praised the 
young author highly, advising him to take up literature as a 
profession. In his writing he employed an amanuensis, for 
which we do not blame him very n:cuch when we consider that he 
wrote 189 volumes; yet if he himself had done the labor of 
writing the manuscripts, perhaps be would huve produced fewer 
and better stories. His work, though accused of dilution and 
sloppiness of style, was very mBthodical in regard to the 
treatment of history. In commenting on "The Blaclc Prince" 
James speaks of the slow work of research, expense of buying 
books and making journeys to give reality to his scenes, study 
of manuscripts and transcription. At the saree time he knows 
that his novel will be consigned to "two or thrae reviews 
written by ignorant blockheads upon a subject they do not un-
derstand, for the purpose of damning a vvork which throws some 
new light upon Znglish History." 3 He sincerely desired that 
each of his stories should give a faithful presentation of a 
• · period of ~1:nglish history which was not clearly understood by 
1. 
2. 
3. 
S. I ... Ellis--Kainly Victorians p. 133 
A. Joline, op. cit. p. 143 
Ibid p. 186 
l 
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the mass of English readers. His purpose was praiseworthy; 
his adherence to fact showed an excellent acquaintance with 
history; but a brief study of two representative novels will 
show why he is ranked by one critic "as not even a minor 
novell. st bnrely a thl' rd-rat'ar. nl • • • • u. 
Agincourt 
"Agincourt", written in 1844, concerns the time of 
Henry V, who invaded France around.l415 with unreasonable 
claims to the French crovm. Richard of Woodville while riding 
along is accosted by a stranger, Hal of Hadnock, who later 
turns out to be Prince Hal or King Henry V. Because of 
Richard's kindnes3, the ~ing helps him to a place of honor 
in the court of Burgundy where he is knighted for his service 
in rescuing the Duke of Burgundy and his son from the hands 
of the French. In one of these skirmishes Richard is cap-
tured and held prisoner for twc years. Upon his escape he 
learns that he is under deep suspicion of treason against the 
king. ~hile fighting at the battle of Agincourt, he manages 
to capture Sir Simeon of Roydon who has been plunderine the 
country under the name of Vodeville, as the French pronounced 
it, or ~oodville. rlll suspicion is eraied tiy the forced tes-
timony of Roydon and his accomplice, Ned Dyrarn. This brief 
sketch t'ells only of the main plot concerning Hichard, but 
this lon5 novel, published in three volumes, has two other 
important subplots which are interwoven with the primary one. 
The story of ~lla Brune, who is hopelessly in love with Ri-
chard, and the story of Sir Henry Dacre's a tternpt to fincJ the 
murderer of Catherine Beauchamp help to make up the intricate 
plot of Agincourt which, however, is easy to follow; much 
more nutural and sim.ple than Ainsworth's intricacies of plot. 
The chief fuults are: a tendency toward melodrama and 
artificiality, lbck of humor, poor planning, and itladequate 
character portrayal. A ffiodern reader has a feeling of disgust 
on discovering at the end of this long story that Catherine 
Beauchamp is miraculously alive to testify ugainst Roydon, 
after being properly buried at the beginning. Also her change 
1. C. Weygandt, op. cit. p. 147 
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of character from a bold, imperious, spoiled girl to a sv;eet 
nun is too inconsistent to be credible. The artificialities 
are many--the 11se of disguises by Eal, Simeon, and 3lla Brune; 
the forgery of letters; overheard conversations; and the ever-
prgsent use of magic, this time seen in the character of lied 
. Dyram who does such things as erase part of ci letter and later 
restore it by chemicals. The characters are rather lifeless, 
unreal, with very little emotion. Richard is not unusual; Lary 
;iarkham is appealing but does not seJm nuite reai; Simeon is 
not subtly dravm; and Ella becor:es ruther sentimental in her 
gratitude to her beloved benefactor. There is no originality 
or freshness of emotion at anjr point·. ·.:here the cliir,ax should 
come, the hero pines away in prison for three cf four chapters. 
Although the story is entitled, Agincourt/the battle is tucked 
in at the end. The battle itself is well described, and the 
action is made very realistic, especially when James tells of 
the strateBY of the iron stakes, but the title seems inapprb-
lpriate. The story is notable for its presentati~n of scenes 
of court life,· descriptions of weapons ~:md battle, insight into 
the ~:.;rivate life of t~1e nobles, their homes and sports, and 
ascriptions of princely retinues. The love of song and the 
influence of Chaucer is interesting to note. hlso the hatred 
f the Lollards is strongly shown in the pages of the novel. 
y rortraying Prince Hal in one of his ty~~·ical escapades and the 
hange which comes into his character as King Henry V, James is 
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faithful to historical fact and manages to keep the spirit of 
romance uppermost. 
·narnley 
Darnley is the story of Sir Osbourne Eaurice or ~ord 
Darnley who has come to ~nGland incognito to win the fctvor of 
Henry VIII with the hope of regaining Chilham Castle, his 
ancestral home which had been forfeited to Sir ?ayan '/,'ileton. 
Through the aid of the Duke of Buckingham and Lord Darby, who 
becomes his close friend, Faurice is mb.de a member of the king's 
retinue, at one time saving the latter's life. All goes well 
u::1til 3ir J='ayan, by means of false stories, implicates Il:aurice 
and Buckingham in a treasonable ~lot against the king. This 
story told to Cardinal Wolsey forc2s Uaurice to leave for 
:France where once more he is successful in saving a king' s life .1 
Through the interce~sion of Francis I, he is restored to I 
Fenry' s favor; Sir )Jayan is killed by the mystical old man, Sir 
Cesar; and l:oiaurice marries ·;:alsey's ward, Lady Constance de 
Grey. 
It is rather an appealing story, historically true as to 
the facts concerning the meeting of the two kings in ]~ance 
on the "Field of the Cloth of Gold," the rivalry of Buckingham 
and ~alsey, the sporting character of the young Henry before 
he became so tyrannical, and the luxury and intrigue of court 
life. It is rather slow moving, mild and pleasant all times, 
but with no surprises. There is a oioture of two horsemen, one 
on "a milk-white palfrey" in the first chapter as well as 
descriptions of cloaks and caps trimm.ed or lin;:;d with miniver 
(another symbol of romance to James). Sir Cesar is a romantic, 
magical figure totally unrealistic who lets the young men look 
into the mirror of the future. Darnley's chief characteristic, 
impetuosity, carefully pointed CIUt to us at the beginning of 
the story, is lost sight of as the plot progresses. Another 
example of James' inccnsistency is se3n in his utter forgetful-
24 
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ness of Buckingham's plot at the end of the story, although 
it has been made important throughout. This subject, it is 
said, was sug;:-:ested to James to see whether he could portray 
the life and character of the e;reat Cardinal ·/Tolsey as well ss 
he had done th~t of Richeliev. Certainly this story is a flat 
failure if' that was its purpose, for the reader sees more of 
Buckingham than of ·:;olsey, who is comparatively unheard of 
until the last few chapters. 
The novels of G. F. R. James are always kindly, honest, 
milu, yet lively, ::.md above all anima ted by a spirit of sound 
morality. His plots are ffiechanical, his descriptions rather 
long, his character analysis poor. Today readers would con-
sider "his im.rnaculate love scenes vapid, and even his deaths 
1 
and muruers feeble." Critics have expresc;ed :::!iainly ad verse 
criticism. Poe calls him an indifferent imitator of Scott with 
lack of novel emotion, whose stories are too solemn and tran-
.l 2 qtn • In the ":!.:din burgh Heview'' it was said that he needed to 
learn style. 3 The :::ambridge i:Iistory dismisses him vdth this 
flayinG criticism, "He poured forth historical novel after his-
torical novel, all conscientiously accurate in historical fact, 
a·ll dressed in well-invented incident, all diffuse and pompous 
in style, and all life±ess, humourless, and characterless."4 
ret his novels gave avowed pleasur-=: either in their boyhood or 
9 
'--'• 
3. 
±. 
S. r.·. ::!:11 is, J,Cainly Victorians, p. 134 
Joline, op. cit. page 158 
Ibid. pace 164 
Can!bridge :.~istory of .:C:n[llish Literature, Vol. XII, p. 277 
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later life to such ~·.1en ns LeiL:;h Eunt, · ashington Irving, ·'"lan 
Cun:ninc;ham, i.iEs·;;orth, Glc.dstone, ·.'alter ::::. L::mdor ( ·nho said. 
Scott and ~a~es ~are hib favorite romance writers) Stevenson, 
Thackeray, Shorthouse, :.1nrj_ Thomu.s =~ardy . 1 Le it:h ~iunt, without 
meu.ninc; to, sums up the t;o cd and bad in J fu!,eS by say ..:.ng, "I 
huil ev8ry fresh publication of Jan:.es, though I half know ·,·;hat 
he is goins to do •..•. I am grateful for his vein of cheerful-
ness, for ~is singularly varied and vivid landscapes, for his 
povver of painting wornen at once lc:idy-like and lovins, for 
rr.aking lovers match, at once beut~tift:l <:tnd well-bred, and for 
the solace which all tllis has afforded me •.••• vvhen I rec;uired 
interest without violence, and entertainment at once anirr.ated 
e.nd mild. 1!
2 
.Although James has preserved the historic sense 
and ha::; an aiJpreciation of be·Juty .<Js well as a spirit of Ro-
mance, he succeeds only in giving us a weak, somewhat moralizin 
and rather sentimental imitation of Scott's art. ~ctcking 
Scott's vitality, ln1r:~or, and hoi1:ely realism, he did little to 
develop the historical novel. In fact 3ltcn believes, !tEe 
remains a rather forbidding monu~ent to the continued populari-
ty of the literary. for.::t to which he devoted himself. " 3 Like 
i'dnsworth' s his novels show that, "It was no light thing to 
run a race with · .• ·a::..tar Scott, :m:. not to be altogether beaten 
out of the field."4 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
,. ... 
I. • 0. 
1'... E. 
Cliver 
..:i. , -" .. 
:£llis :.:ainly Victorians p. 134 
Jollne, op. Clt. pace 163 
:Slton, op. cit. i.~:..: .. ge 190 
Joline, op. cit. _:;)C£:9 159 
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Bulwer-Lytton 
The third and greatest. of the early romancers 't.ho follow-
ed Scott's le~d wus Sdwart B~lwer-Lytton or Lord Lytton, a 
writer who was a great influence in his time. Opinion con-
cerning his writinc Jiffers. ~alpole in his brief survey 
of "The :ristorical :!:~ovel IIl J;ngland sine e the. Time of Scott" 
dismisses him rather peremptorily as just another one of the 
romancers (like ~insworth and James) who seized all the 
childish boyishness of armour, spells, and colors from ,scott's 
novels and put it into their own. 1 Bulwer is characterized as 
a false affected ron1ant ic v:i th none of Scott's reality. 2 
Hawthorne called him "the very pimple of the age's humbug."3 
He had a long vogue as a writer of novels, poems, plays, and 
essays, as editor of the I:iew L=on thly I.lagazine, and as a states-
41 
man. 'Ne are told th~J t "his narr.e on a title page drew thousand ~ 
~idely read, proud of his high birth, earnest and frank in his 
avowal of the purpose for which he wrote, changing his type 
of writing with c:tn uncanny ability to foretell the changing· 
whims of a reading public, Bulwer received much censure from 
critics. 
Sharp and bitter wGre the attacks of Bulwer-baiting. 
Once begun b·· the editor of "Fraser's : ag::1zine," Dr. Viilliam 
Laginn, they were continued by a group of intellJctuals of the 
1. H. J. c. Grierson op. cit. p. 166 
2. Ibid Page 168 
3. c. Weygandt op. cit. 124 
4. ~.~. 3adleir, "Bulwer: P<Jge 320 
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sport. .L campaign of A ... iti-Bulwerism v1as pur- :; 
I 
l' 
sued, with Thackeray, who so severely criticized James, again ,. 
the prota;::onist. Eis criticism of Bulwer himself as well 
~s his style almost culminated in a challenge to a duel, but 
r.mch Gf' this V.'as later retracted when Th<iCkere.y tried to gloss 
over his attack by suying he was maddened by certain senti-
ments, big words, and a premeditated fine writin~S.l Often 
Bulwer was satirized by calling him 1/r. Edward Liston Bulwer, 
the nume of a popular comedian of the day, thus implying that 
Bulwer was always play-acting. Though "undoubtedly the most 
abused writer of his day,"2 he would not be turned from his 
'· path. 1ossibly it was due tc his early success that he seemed :i 
t: 
,I 
to "adopt the pose of 1 grand seigneur 1 , dispensing the light I! 
,. 
of reasor., knowledGe, and humanity"3 which was so intensely 
I 
resented by Thackeray and Tennyson. His wide range of accom- 11 
I' 
plishment, his great industry, and his talent as a writer !: 
u 
produced much that is worthwhile, certainly much that is still :: 
popular today in spite of the opinion of critics. 
Disregarding his work in other fields of literature, 
critics must admit that The Last Davs of Ponmeii and its 
successors marked a development in the field of historical 
romance, far superior to the so-caLLed "costume" romances 
of Ainsworth, Ja111es, and other minor imitcttors of Scott • 
Pompeii published in 1834, won the most spectacular success 
1. k. Sadleir op. cit. p. 231 
2. Lewis Eelville, Victorian Novelists, p. 3 
3. Cambridae History oi' sn~;,lish Literature, Vol. XIII, p. 469 
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accorded to any novel since ~'!averlev. In his preface to the 
,first edition he tells us about the desire that came to him 
I 
I 
,[ 
• 1 while visiting the ruins near i.aples "to people once more 
\ 
• 
I 
:those deserted streets, ••••. to traverse the gulf of eighteen 
' i 
centuries, and to wake to a second existence--the City of the 
Dead!"l In rather a pompous way he says that painting the 
jmanners and life of the miQdle cges, though it required the 
hand of a waster genius, was only a slight, easy task in com-
parison to painting this far earlier period. 
The Last Days of Pompeii 
,, 
" Using the first century with its conflict between the old ;1 
mythological religion of the gods and the zeal of the early ;: 
Christians as his setting, Bulwer-Lytton tells the stor~r of !I 
'I Glaucus, a rich, free-spirited, young Athenian of learning and 1 
culture, who falls in love w~th the beautiful Keapolitan, Ione. :J 
He is thwarted by her guardian, Arbaces, tte Egyptian, who wantsi: 
her as his own. Her brother il.paecides, has been initiated into 'i 
I 
the rites of the priesthood of Isis which disillusioned him, J: 
causing him to lose faith in the religion of the gods. A ~lind I 
girl of Thess&ly, the slave, Nydia, loves Glaucus to distrac- \i 
t ion, but knows her love is hopeless. It is her warning that :. 
saves Ione from the clutches of the wily sorcerer, l\.rbaces; it '1 
is she who, by mistake, administers a philtre which makes 
Glaucus go insane. '.'1hile in this state, he is accused by Ar-
·baces of killing Apaecides, who had turned Christian and was 
about to give away the secrets of the temple of Isis. Glaucus, 
when in the ring facing the lion, is saved by the testimony of 
Calenus v,rho had witnessed the slaying of Apaecides by Arbaces, 
but had been kept prisoner by the magician until Nydia helped ,, 
him to escape. The rwst dramatic scenes of the story take placei; 
JWhen Vesuvius erupts as all the citizens are gathered at the :! 
circus enjoying the games.' ~i:hile on their way to the sea, li 
Glaucus and Ione are captured by Arbaces, but escape when he is II 
killed by the falling of a colurrm loosened by an earthquake :I 
il trert.or. The lovers finally reach the sea, but when they look :I 
for their guide, Nydia, they find she he.s thrown herself into , 
the sea, f;;;elin3 that life is intolerable v:hen one loves so J: 
hopelessly. •1 
I 
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[1. Preface to Last Days of ~ompeii, p. VII 
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from oblivion a civilization which in records, historie~and 
chronicles seems as utterly dead as the ruins which Bulwer 
saw when visiting the site of Pompeii. Eis exuberant fancy 
and descriptive power paint on a broad canvas the splendor 
of the period. ,'.'e are taken into the hearts of the Homans; 
we see their amusements--the feasts, baths, gladiatorial 
contest; we walk through their homes to see the splendor 
of the paintings, and sculptures; we visit the .temples and 
see the falseness of the base priests who do not believe in 
their own religion, but trick the superstitious people into 
believinG it. Lost of ull we see the underlying causes or 
forces at work in society--in this case the struggle between 
Pa~anism and Christianity, the Greek hatred of servility, ant 
the superstition of th6 people. His powers of description 
are excellent for he gives us detailed, vivid pictures. At 
times these descriptive passages become too long, especially 
in some of his expl~nation concerning the architecture of the 
Roman house, or the courses of the feast. This habit of II 
li 
over-writing ws.s a bad influenc'e on Kingsley, Charlotte Bronte!: 
' 
" 
and Dickens who tended to follow his example. His descrip-
tion of the eruption of Vesuvius has b~en called a sublime 
passage with few enuals in the ~nglish language. 1 
When describing the everyday, orcU.na:-~r li:f.'e, Bulwer 
becomes rather heavy and exaggerated; the dramatic scenes of 
I 
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the volcano, the contests at the circus-, and scenes of passiona~/ 
te action call forth his best work. 
By studying the characters of this book alone, we can 
ebsily see why 3ul~er-Lytton marked a decided development in 
the historical novel. Ja.'T!es and 1':,._insworth could not make 
I 
their characters live; Bulwer's are made more vital. It is 
difficult to create characters as well as plot which will re-
fleet the modes and thinking of a such ctn anfamiliar period. 
In the excavated city a luxuriant mansion was seen, suggesting 
to Bulwer the rich stately Dio~ed; a small building decorated 
,, 
' 
' :, 
,. 
with Grecian painting suggested the graceful but rbther enervate~ 
character of Glaucus; the temple of Isis with its superstitions 
of Zgyptian worship brought forth the ~ily character of the 
high priest, Arbaces, and the b~se Calenus. The passions of 
Arbaces when he is thv,nrted in hL; evil designs are natural, 
but his character of evil and knowledge·is rather a cow...rnonplace 
I 
!one in literature. ~ydia is a distinctive character, borrowed 
from Goethe's "I.:igrton". The critics disagree about her, some · 
saying that her blindness assaults the feelings too ob~iously, 1 
while others consider her blindness well managed, never for-
d 
n 
,t 
gotten, but inobtrusive. 2 The character of Glaucus 
:I 
is a growing 11 
II 
one; rather too easy-going and elegant at first, he rises to 
iheroic proportions after his interviews with the Christian 
I 
priest, Olinthus, before he enters the arena. The Romans as 
tl. 
2. 
Oliver Elton op. cit. p. 190 
13. W. Senior, :J:ssays .2!! Fiction, p. 307 
'I !. 
•I 
I 
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I' 
,! 
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I pictured are not quite sturdy or energetic enough to fit into 
our preconceived ideas, but they do huve the same vices (love 
of gambling and violence) motives, and emotions common to all 
ages, The plot is unified, as every incident either promotes 
or retards the main action--the marriage of Glaucus and Ione . 
.Although it would be very natural to want to bring in some of 
the Senate debates, Civil ':'Tars, or Forum scenes comrr..on to Rome 
;; 
:i 
[i 
I' 
tl 
at the time, Eulwer carefully keeps to the life of the watering-!: 
II 
1: 
place, Pompeii, The use of coincidence strains the credibility !1 
,, 
•! j: 
of the reader, especially v1hen the author utilizes an earthquake!: 
i: 
!: 
,, 
J! 
' 
i particularly when the re<::der knows from the beginnine that the 
i 
1 town will be destroyed b~r the terrific force of the volcano. 
li However, the use of antithesis is well employed in the picture of 
il 
gay feasts and pleasures as contrasted with the terrible fate . " II,' 
.I 
I 
overhanging the inhabitants, as well as in the zeal and ascetis~: 
!: 
of the early Christians as opposed to the trickery and baseness :: 
/Of the false priests. The chief fault is the tendency to di-
jdacticism, as Bulwer carefully vouches for the accuracy of 
detail by using footnotes. How ironical that he should be 
today chiefly as the author of a child's book~ 
The Last of the Barons 
---------
The second novel of Bulwer~Lytton that we shall examine 
is "The Last of the Barons': The hero, the ~arl of ~.'larwicn, 
1
pride8"himselfon being the maker and breaker of kings. Edward \IV of the House of York angers Vfarwick by promoting an alliance 
32 
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:1-~f- -his ~ister, Iv:argar-et, with the Duke ~; B~rgu~~y ~- The- ki:~ if --
is trying to throw off the yoke of the bo.rons but is finding tha,t 
the Earl is almost indispensable because the people love him ~~ 
so. The break finally comes when ~dward tries to dishonor 1 
1<'Iarwict's young daughter, Anne. ro gain revenge-the Zarl joins 
the La:1castrian faction under r.~:argaret of Anjou who is trying 
to help her husband, Henry VI to regain his throne, usurped by 
~dward; Though successful for a time, the Lancastrians fall 
before the Yorkists under Sdward IV and Richard of Glouc0ster. 
· .. 'arwick' s family is divided--his daughter Isabel· and her hus-
band Clarence helping the Yorkists, while Anne is married to 
the young prince 3dward of Lancaster. The sub-plot concerns 
the fortunes of two fictitious characters, Adam ~arner, a 
Yr:echanician and philosooher, and his daughter, Sibyll. The 
story is long and at times becomes tiresome through over-abun-
dance of detail. A love of the occult· is again sean in the 
Timbrel girls or the Tyrr_besteres, as they are called, who act 
as a kind of Greek chorus of evil spirits, giving a fatalistic 
touch which becomes unnatural and melodramatic. 
~valuation of Bulwer-Lytton' s '.'fork 
With the Historical Novels 
This story illustrates better than '~The Last Days of Fom-
peii" Bulwer's theory of the historicaLnovel as well as the 
points of difference between his work and that of Scott. In 
"Rienzi", "The Last of the Barons," and "Harold'', he takes his 
central figure from a period which he feels is distinctive, 
usually one of transition. Scott uses a fictitious character 
for his hero or heroine and a period which is primarily pic-
turesque. Bulwer has three chief aims in writing "The Last 
of the Barons": 
1. "To give a just delineation of the actions 
and motives of the central figure. 
2. To build up, with all the records at hand, 
a picture of the age in its major and minor 
concerns; 
3. To bring to light the deeper--lying causes--
personctl, social, political--of the events 
I 
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of the period, a period in which the closing 
stages of an old, und the opening stages1 
of a ne'N, civilization are in conflict." 
,, 
;!. 
!Thus in this novel he presents 
I the fall of the feudal system p 
,I 
las symbolized by the fall of the great baron of '.'larwick. In the !1 
I' 1: 
character of ;..dam ·:;arner, the man in advance of his time, we i: 
p 
I 
see the coming of machinery and science into the v.:orld; Nicholas ii 
it 
Alwyn is rer)resentative of the rise of the middle class, now [! 
II 
for the first time, in the reign of Edward IV, beginning to 
realize its power. 
I 
Bulwer, in stating his aims and procedure, rather pre-
i sumptuously says his vmrk is of the "Intellectual School of 
I 
I 2 Fiction", not cf the "Familiar" or the "Picturesrue". Ee 
believes that Scott belongs to the latter group. 3 The chief 
thing that Bulwer did bring to the historical novel was a sr~sp 
of the main forces at work in the society of the period. 
!Throughout the novel we never lose sight of' the fall of the 
I 
!feudal lords which is inevitable before the democratic forces 
of numbers, weulth, and talent as opposed to birth, Scott has 
1more rapid action; his characters are expressed by fewer and 
:I 
!I I, 
II j! 
ll 
I 
!I 
bolder strokes; and he displays less emotion than Bulwer. 'I'h e 1· 
I; 
very reiteration of Eulwer's purpose lays him open ~o attack 
I. 
il 
I I, 
[on the grounds of gra~dilocuence, .·pomposity, and :r sentimentality;; 
as well c.•.s didacticism. Saintsbury spea}:s of the "rococo 
ll. 
I 2. [3. 
,, 
I 
Cambr1d~e History of ~n~lish Literature, Vol. ~III p. 466 
BulwereLytton Iref'o.ce of '"l'he Last of the Baroi).Slt XI:= 
CambridE~e History of .~nglish I~i terature, Vol. XIII p. 467 
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!1 sen time~: tul t 1 f ' - 1 IT 1 h • 1 "'lt th t ' • 1 
I 
reriiain "exercises a··cl mc.tde-up things, of the 1dnd thC:~t is c::..lled
1 
s :r e O~ .:.tLwer , w l~e ~- on says C.\. n1s nove s 
'deadly-1 i vely' ". 2 .\.1 though :3aint sbvry has char 1cterized h i.:n 
us "one of the very ~~reatest of :.:::11glish novelists v:ho arc not 
of the ver:r gre:·,test, ~, 3 still in the field of the historical 
' 
' novel this early rom3ncer pro.::;re~sed fur bGyond Jwr1es c.:nd .,ins-
. worth. llis novels are not us ro:u:mtic us 3cott's .:1.nd do not 
reach the heJ.ghts of Scott's, but to Eulwer-Ly'tcn the his-
tcric~l romance owes three things: 
1. Ee estab:.isl1ecl the rornaJ.1ce of clo.ssical days 
2. Ee developed a more schoL1rly treut.::r.ent of' 
political and social b~ckground 
3. ::e in troC.u ced philo so ·::·1y in t :J the real.:n of . 
the historical novel 
Fiis careful deli:i}.ention of chara.cter, tl1011g11 net o.s fir.!.e ~:.s 
3cott's, rescued the type from the depths to which it had des-
cended with Ainsworth and James us well as the many imithtors 
who have ~ot survived. 
Evaluation of the 1.'Forl( of the 3brly Homancers 
In general the ~;eriod from 1832-1840, of the early roman-
~ cers, is one of retardation, but some lessens have been learned, 
some mistakes corrected. The ranid action of Ainsworth's no-
vels v:hich might upreal tc a child has b3come restrained under 
I 
I iBulwer-Lytton. The love of melodram~ has beccme less evident. 
I 
; The "in tellectt:.al" method has sup .·:lan ted the child isll simplicity ; 
!, 
1 of James and Ainsworth. The chief le ;son learned fr;::m the early • 
il 
;I 
·11. G. Saintsbury, op. cit. p. 293 
'i2. O. ~lton, op. cit. p. 190 
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, attempts is that tLe historical novel is not an easy ty~.:e. I -
i The ,, 
!I ! 
best efforts of the author ~re needed to build ~ truthful 
setting, vit~l characters, and a worthwhile plot. The histor-
ical element must be handled deftly or it becorr1es superficial 
as in ~insworth and Jaffies or falsely ~rtificial if it is made 
too evident as in 5ulwer-Lytton through the errors of these 
early rom~ncers, the historical rcm~nce emerges as a flourishing 
type with Scott still reigning supreme as the master. 
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CEAPTEH III 
The Serious Victorian Flood 
The second diviEion of Scott's followers, 1840-1870, has 
well b ::en called by ~::o.l pole "The .Serious Victorian Flood". 
Indeed it wcs a flood--historical novels seemed to flo~ from 
the pens of ·11 men and women who wrote fiction. Arr:ong the 
I . 
' great literary masters who tried this type of fiction with va-
rying sucsess were Dickens, 3lizabeth Gaskell, 8harles Kingsley, 
Thackeray, Blackmore, .:.£liot, and 1~eCJ.de. In the S::t!r"e field 
where Dickens, Mrs. Gaskell, and Eliot contested and failed, 
Blackmore, Reade, and Charles Kingsley made their successful 
,, 
'l ibid for fame, yet Elt the same time yielded the palm to 
I 
who amid the Victorian~ stands supreme. 
Thackeray!! 
Victorianism represents a confusion of scientific 
I 
'I 
and ethi-1; 
!: 
cal values. Although the thinkers of the period tried to cling /; 
II 
I' to the values of the past, they also ttied to adopt the reaso~in~ 
:analytical method of science. 
I It is the latter method which 
,, 
!i 
,I 
I 
!we often find used by the historical novelists amcng t~e Vic-
•I 
!torians--particularly Eliot, Reade, and Thackeray--in their 
I I, 
!: 
!i panoramic novels. Heal ism begins to dominate over romance. li 
il Devotion to duty, and the idealization of love ~re also elements!: 
:i 
,of Victorianism which are very evident in Henry Esrrwnd. Social !: 
I I! (onsciousness, hum:;ni tarianism, and the desire for social impro- I! 
'ivement are best seen in Dickens's novels as in "The Tale of Two I 
I 
Cities" when he paints a sympathetic picture of the peasants. 
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1As we review the work of the chief writers of the historical 
1i novel of this period we see romance becoming less evident as 
I 
[i the Victorian obsession of moral responsibility and belief 
I 
I' 
' iin moral progress obtrudes itself upon the redder at every turn. 
':Charles Kingsley and the minor writers are the chief offenders 
I 
I 
:in their atte~pts to m~ke the historical novel into a novel of 
/i I' purpose. It is interesting to see ho'N some of these serious, 
conventional, over conscientious Victorians blended history, 
l(iction, romar:,ce, and their own scrupulous morality. 
Charles Dickens 
;, 
Chu.rles Dicl~ens wrote only two novels v;hich could be called 1; 
i. 
1; I lhistoricO:tl--Darnaby l(u.d~e and A r:-ale of Two Cities. lJei ther 
" 
I 
l
lof these is among his outstanding works. 
Barnaby Rudge 1 
I 
ij j, 
Barnaby Itudge is an entirely fictitious story in which i! 
lthe riots of 1780 serve as backe;roun6.. Twenty-two yec;.rs before i! ~he opening of the story Reuben Haredale, brother of Geoffrey ;: 
~·~ uredale, had been found murdered at his home nec.r London. \i no ther body identified as the t of l·;!r. Rude:e, the stewctrd, was 1: t! lso found. Since that time something superstitious seems to :, 
!occur e3ach L:arch 19. Instead of the little child who is usually !: ~ound in Dickens's stories we have the "innocent" Barnaby, an !I diot. He joins in the Goree~ Ricts, thinking he will gain mo- :.j ey. Instead, he finds that his father is alive but forever !: aunted by the fear of discovery by Geoffrey Earedale who wants 11 
jto clear up the mystery of his brother's death. Barnaby is im- i! 
;prisoned for his part in the riots and is to be hanged along 1\ 
~:i th Hugh of the 1/!aypole Inn who was one of the ringleaders. il' ~arnaby is pardoned, but Hugh dies. At the height of the riots ! 
fhe Baredale house is burned to the ground .and B:.;,rnaby' s father ;1 
tneets death. The two pairs of lovers, Joe illett and Dolly 'I 
Varden, and 3dward Chester and ~mma haredale, keep the 11lot i: 
~omewhat unified as ~dward' s father is continually trying to 
break uo the love affair as he wished ~dward to marry for money. I ~ 
I 
I 
i 
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3arnaby Rudge is not truly an historical novel; it is ra-
ther a romance of the old sensational type--a romance of the 
roads te~lin£ of an old house fallen on evil days. The plot 
is very poorly constructed for the story opens as a nicturesque ,, 
~ I 
love story, but after the first few chapters Dickens forgets 
Varden and ~illetts because of his interest in the ~a-Popery 
Riots. 7Ie gives an excelle.:tt pictur-.=: of the riots descending 
I 
like a flood on London pouri:1g down destructicn on everyone 
with the leader, Lord George, Gordon, bewildered by the sudden 
"reign. of terror" which he has unknowingly brought about. 
Dickens after revelling in the riot scenes sesms suddenly to 
recall his early characters. 
a tone of ter-·or, he seems to exae;gerate the picture so much 
that it lacks reality. .As his first attempt at the historical 
lnovel, Barnab~ ~udce remains second rute. ~ven his charact~~-
ization, usually e cellent, is onlv fair here. :LnmHi IIuredale 
is too lady-like; ~iss Liggs is like a goblin; while Dolly 
Varden, the coquette, seems to be cheap but not charming. 
/best figure in the book is Sirucn Tappertit, the ap~rentice 
loc~smith, whose conse~uential attitude is ludicrous. Yet 
The 
this 
story in spite of ~ickens's uttempt to rn3ke it an historical 
rcmance, r~mains as just another sccial novel exposing the 
rackless character of Londoners, the lawlessness of the lower 
class~s, and the conditions of the prisons--London in the 
nineteenth century-- which loses some of its strength and power 
when he employs the eighteenth century background. It rerrains 
-----------~---------. lr·""-----=----------
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'a fair Dickens novel but a poor historical novel. 
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I 
Tale 6f Two Gities 
;:ot r:.uch better was ShurlRs :Jic1-ens' s sGccnd :1nd last 
I 
I, 
\i 
., 
:! 
incursion into the field of historv--Thc Tal3 of Two Citic;s. :: 
I In 1775 Dr.= anette wcts i'reed aftG~ eiPtteen·re;::.rs in Drison. " 
I Eis daw~hter Lucie knew noth~n?: of his--existe~- .... e until-h~ ·;.us ~1:i r-:stor~c ,to he~ by~~cr [UClrd;t~n, Lr. Lor::y of'"Tel~son ~nc.<. Con:.- :l 
pany of nslana. .)Le found nlm sheltered by : .. r. 1Jefar::.;e ln the 'i 
attic of his •:Jine-sl1op in Faris. :Five yeo.rs later Charles \1 
Dctrr:o.y, a youns J'renchmc-.Jn of the no ole family of Evremonde c curle /: 
to live in .~:,~lane.. 1.:nlike the otber ·svremcncles, Jarna.y hJted :: 
the op:)ression of the po::r. ";:'lle cl2ver but unambitious lu'/:yer !' 
! 3ydncy C.:;rtc::::, who locke:~ like him, helped him e;et free from \1 
1
1 dll intric;ue ag::tinst him. Both loved Lucie, but it vms Darnay :: 
who murried her. The scene ne x. t cha.11ged to Far is in 1789 where 1! 
l':;adam Defarge ·vVas one of the leading spirits of the French !1 
Hevolution, devoting her life to revenge against the nob-les i: 
who hud ruthlessly vviped out her fe;.mily. In 1?92 Darn2:.y, tric~·~-!! 
ed into going to Yrance to save an old servant, was imprisoned 
c...nd docmed to the Guillotine in spite of Dr. I~:anette' s inter-
vention. The story ended dramatically with the death of Sydney 
1 Carton v;hc, imbued with a noble desire to make Lucie happy 
1 drugged Darnay and exchanged places with him. 
This story has aroused much ~dverse criticism for Dickens, 
in spite of the fact thbt the book is widely read and very 
popular. True Dirikens lovers reject it, while with others who. ~ 
I' 
:I 
cannot read Dickens at all it is the favorite. d II .':n rew Lang says1 
'"rl;.e 'l'ale of Two Cities is a great te~~t of the faith th:c_t is in 
Dickensites •••••.•••. It is not a good example, net central, 
not a fuvorite." 1 John Burroughs said tho.t he had to force 
himself to reread this story becuuse it seemed so insincere and 
make- believe. Ei:s sympathies were untouched and the story gave 
him a feeling of unreality. 2 In rereading, much of the pathos 
" j; 
, .. 
:I 
:! 
•I 
1
is lost. Certainly it isn't the true Dickens with his excellent :l 
I'll. A. Lang "Z.;so.ys in :Little" 1:). 130 
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:portraiture, incoherent plots, cuaint humor, and a pulsating, 
:throbbing living worl~. Ilis characterization is not of G high 
!quality; only Sydney Carton is well portrayed and even his is 
l,too dranatic. The historical p;c.riod, although extravagantly 
\painted, is fo~nded on Carlyle's French Revolution, yet is re-
I 
., 
\jected by the French as unfair. The French refuse to acknowledg~ 
I 
lit as an accurate portrayal of the E'rench :i~evolution. 1 The real,, 
\trouble is that, though Dickens knew and loved the London of his 
: 
I 
~~ay with all its vices and abuses, he did not know Faris or the 
\French Revolution except from what he had heard as a child from 
•I 
l~is elders. Like Scott who was best when he was at home in the 
I; 
porder country, Dickens had to keep to the London which he knew 
i 
H 
'I ,, 
!! 
I 
to make his bac~ground ring true. David Cecil says that Dickens :1 
j! I 
\
frites b~dly about the French Revolution and the aristocracy be-
~bause they are a1tside his range, for he is at his best a~ a emocratic Londoner. 2 The novel is criticized by nenley for I 
;being "mawkish tind often extravagant''. 3 To these, certainly 
, melodrarr1a may be added ~s a fault of The Tale of Two Cities. 
I 
:I 
I' 
,I 
I 
I; 
I 
'· 'I 
I! 
" I
if II 
It 
i'. 
Unlike Barnaby Rl.l_S.g_~ this novel has a coherent plot for Dickens , 
H 
holds closer to his story and his principal characters. The 
love of sensation is seen in the scenes of emotion, unusual 
.incidents, and dramatic method, best shown in the execution of 
I 
!carton. Lord David Cecil in his r~cent book 2arlv ?ictorian 
I 
\Novelists, accuses Dickens of being "falsely sentimental", his 
I 
I 
I 
I jl.B.r~,~atthews op. cit. p. 15 
.D.Cecil--3arly Victorian Kovelists---p • 
. R.('uiller-Couch Churles Dickens p.7 
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I' 
stories being filled with "flashy melodrama and wooden charac- ;i 
!) 
:I 
It 
Lers" •1 Certainly the "Sydney Carton Heroics", as they are 
mockingly called by Hugh '.Valpole, bring this novel perilously !; 
9 :1 
close to Bulwer's melodrama~ and the characters of this novel 11 
1\ 
might well be called "wooden", although this is hardly fair 
as a 0eneral criticism of Dickens, for it is primarily his 
characters that make his stories live today. ~alpole sea-
thingly says it is "saved from the nursery by Dickens's 
marvellous creative energy". 3 Sir Arthur C..uiller-Couch says 
of the plot of this story in a lecture to his students at 
Cambridge University--"A Tale of Two Cities has a deft plot; 
well knit but stagey; and, I w6uld add, stagey bec&use well-· 
knit since ••••.• Dickens cast back upon plot ever conceived it 
in terms of the stage •••••••• ~.'.'hen a man consedes the Tale of 
Tvvo Cities as a fine story, he is admiring what is least ad-
mirable in Dickens~ •••• Why, Gentlemen, you or I could with 
some pains construct as good a plot as that of A Tale of Tv;o 
Cities" 4 Yet this novel of human passions, revenge, and he-
,, 
:! 
li 
,, 
'I 
I' 
I' 
roism with its lack of humor will probubly always have many 1: 
followers. It does hold your interest to the end; it has caseJ: 
li 
of excellent reporting of sights seen in the .::\evolution; it ;f 
I, 
:j 
has a lively spirit; and it does emphasize one great historica~f 
:i idea--the spectacle of a mob movement playing havoc on the live~ 
,, 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
D. Cecil Ibid p. 
H. J. C. Grierson 
Ibid p. 1'72 
A. ~uiller-Couch 
18 
op. cit. p. 1'72 
Charles Dickens and Other Victorians 
p. 41 
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of individuals. However, if Dickens's f~rne had had to rest 
on these two novels alone or en his success as a writer of the:! 
hist8rical romance, he would soon have b:~en f'ore:;otten. 
Elizabeth Gaskell 
Elizabeth Gaskell, or I.;rs. Gaskell, as she is usually 
called, has earned a place for herself in literature as the 
author of Cranford. Her novels are always very simple, femi-
nine and quiet :in tone with never a jarring harsh note, typi-
cal of the Yictorian woman but with an appealing sweetness 
which has l\:ept her name alive. IIoweve:r, in her two attempts 
at the historical novel, she failed because of a lac~ of 
po·:.•er. 
North and South 
::orth and South is the story of the far.tily of a mj nister, 
rr. :,ale, who are f'orc'3d to leave the ouiet sleepy little 
·tnvn of Eelstone for the manufacturing town of t:ilton in 
:·""orthern Zngland when :J::r. Hale resigns his pastorate becau3e 
of religL:us doubts. The daughter, r.:argaret Hale, through 
I, 
her acquaintance with a sick child, Bessy Higgins, and the !I 
child's fa thcr, gradually learns to understand the ·Nor:dng :!
1 classes and their hostility towards the masters. ...-ilso she 1. 
learns that a tradesman.can be a gentlen"an. Unwittingly she :1 
helps John Thorn ton, one of the masters, to change his ideas J: 
to·:.ards the vvorkmen under h:m. l'Jicholas Hige;ins also helps p 
him to change the struggle of masters and "hands!! for selfish 'I 
. ~~ 
ends to rnut1..1al understanding. This theme is intensified by I! 
the historical background of the l1~anchester strikes. t:argaret '; 1s 
scorn for John Thornton ch~nges gradually to a feeling of love !I 
for him when she learns how he helped the worlcmen. "Ster the !i 
death of l<:argaret' s n:other and futher, her marriage to John /1 
is brought about. '[ 
rl,he historical eletr.ent is ao slight th:::t this could almost /: 
II 
·be called a semi-historical novel. Frs. GaskelL, the 1vife of j: 
II 
II 
•! a minister, had lived :in Kanchester where she was horrified 
:I 
(:91 
by the condi tic::ns of the poor and by the unChristian spirit 
between masters c.nd men. It was to expose these evils that 
she wrote ~orth and ~outh. However, this subject of strikes, 
riots, rough men, and vio~--ent em-.::tions is unsuited to her 
quiet pbstoral style and her knowledge of e conorr"ics is pi ti-
fully inadequate. ~-hen she tries to picture karguret as 
she faces the ~ngry mob of ~orkers, she gives a very weak 
present at ion. ~\.1 though her ferr ... inine characters are usually 
good, in this novel the reader loses sympathy for r,·ar[;aret 
Hale, as she is too cold and priggish. The employers, epito-
mized by Thornton, and the spinners seem cold and lifeless, 
detached beings ratJ1er than flesh and blood people. her best 
c1wracter is that of ~·Ticholc:ts !:iggins, but evcm he becomes 
sc:mtiment&l tovrards the end of the story. As a result, this 
attempt at historical fiction is but a feeble one, for 1~s. 
Gaskell throuc;h it all is still a dom8stic, ethical ':;riter. 
David Cecil says of it, 11 ~ :ortll ~,no_ South is not li v:i.ng lit-
erature, though it is the most elaborately finished and 
1 
co nee i ved of her books.'' 
Sylvia's Lovers 
Svlvia's Lovers written in 1665 is based on the historical 
account of a riot which occurred at ·:.'hitby in 1793 during the 
war with France when the sailors rose against the press gang 
i and burne.J their rerfez-vous. An old man who was seen encou-
. raging the sailors was tried and executed at York. In the 
story ·;,·hitby becomes r:onLshaven, a ··.haling town. Sylvia 
Robson is loved by steady reliable Philip l:epburn, a cler:-.:. 
in Foster's shop. She prefers Charley Kinraid, a local here 
and sailor, who had defied the 9ress gang while on board the 
whaling ves3el, "Good Fortune'', as speckshioneer. On the day 
1 when she becomes engaged to Charley, he is carried off by the 
44 
1 press gang leaving word witL f:hilip who is bound to Lonc<on ! 
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~I 
on business that he will be faithful to SyJvia. This message 
is never given, and philip marries Sylvia after her fath2r 
has been tried and executed for inciting a riot against the 
gang. ·i:hen Kinraid appears to Sylvia one night, :i?hilip, 
feeling his wife's hatred of him, leaves home to enlist in 
the army under an assumed name without knov:ing that Y.inraid 
is about to marry some one e~se. The story ends with a death 
bed reconciliation of Philip and Sylvia. 
The characters are not outstanding, eve~ Sylvia being 
rather disapcointingly weak. The chief faults according 
to David Cecil are that "Sylvia's Lovers"is disfigured by 
melodramatic episodes .:<nd by two of her dreadful young men. nl 
Certainly neither ~inraid nor Philip is a very eng~ging hero. 
The country scenes of the simple life of sailors, shopkeepers, 
and peasants are charmi.ng, but the historical scenes are not 
outstanding. The ending of the story is particularly poor. 
The return of Kinraid in the night, the hanging of the old 
father, and the death bed scene ar·.:: too melodramatic to be 
enjoyable. This was another unsuccessfu.l attempt to write 
an historical novel. 
Charles Kingsley 
Unlike Dickens and IFrs. Gaskell, whose historical novels 
.were not among their best, Charles Xingsley with Westward Ho 
and Hypatia helped to restore the historical novel to favor. 
Saintsbury attributed the revival of the historical novel to 
, Eenry Esmond and ·,'iestward Ho impartially, thus giving Charles 
Kingsley equal credit with Thackeray, 2 although Henry Esmond 
1. 
2. 
D. Cecil op. 
G. Saintsbury 
cit. 
op. 
p. 249 
cit. p. 214 
1 
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was _published first. HypJtia is the story of the fifth cen-
I 
tury when the Roman Bm:;>ire was stru::;gling agairis t the Chris-
ticm Church. It was an age of sensuality, fanuticism, and 
hypocrisy, of men cut off from paganism and doubtful of 
Christianity, Kingsley followed history closely, using So-
crates' l:ccles}ast ical His torv a.s his .main source •1 
Hypatia 
Cpinions differ ccncerning this novel although all critics 
1 feel that it is an imoortant contribution to literature. 
1. C. Lingsley Hypatia ~reface p. XIV 
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•1 
1 ( doesn't even mention it in his review of historical fiction, 1! 
,I 
.- " C::-1' 
while '.'leygandt calls it "the best of his historical romances." :1 
Saintsbury says that while Kingsley in this novel owes some-
thing to Henry ~smond for the Blending of old and new, Hypatia 
3 fa~ls far short of Thackeray's novel. 
Kingsley had such a zeal for the Protestant cause that he .. 
was led to use the historical novel as a vehicle of propaganda.;; 
In a letter to L~r. j';~aurice, January 16, 1851, he tells of his J, 
idea of v;ri ting a romance of the fifth century "to set forth :1 
Christi~ni ty as the only really democratic creed, and philo so- :, 
phy, above all, spiritualism, as the most e !~clusi vely aristo- :i 
cratic creed. ~ven Synesius, the philosophic bishop, is an ;i 
,I 
aristocrat by the side of Cyril. It seems to me that such ;1, 
a book lflight do good just now, while the Scribes and ?hari- I', 
1 
sees, Christians and heathen, are s~ying, 'This people, which \l 
knov;eth not the lav;, is accursed!"" He saw Cyril as the 1, 
prototype of the churchmen of his ovm day, '.'fisernan and ~.Ianning, :: 
and he felt th1-1t the corruption in the church organization j 
begun even in Cyril's time was a danger to Protestantism. 0 The ~ 
propaganda against the monks and monasteries is apparent ;I 
throughout, as well as his defense of marriage. ·:ihile he !; 
wrote of an early pericd of history, he always had his own 
tiu:.es in mincl and could be scath::.ngly contemptuous of' adverse 
criticism as he thought of himself as a soldier of Christ. 
In Hypatia he piles so many incidents into his chapters 
th~t the reader becomes lost in details. Possibly the reason 
for this is that his method of writing was aloost wholly 
extemporaneous, for he hated revision. Thus exaggeration, 
preaching, and ~nnecessary detail results. ?arts of the story 
impress the reader, such as the scenes of the scepticul Aben-
Ezra and Victoria, Pelagia's plea th3t she should not be con-
signed to I-Iell, the gladiatorial contest, and I'hilammon's first 
1. Hi J. c. Grierson op. cit. p. 188 
2. c. ~eygrandt op. cit. p. 166 
3. G. Saintsbury op. cit. p. 248 
'i 
j! 
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I 
if ,, 
il 
il 
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&. C. Kingsley His Letters and ~emories of His Life p. 136 
5. Lovett-and Hughes HistorY. of the 1-Jovei in ~~nd p. _2__:39 __ 11 _________ _ 
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view of Alexandria, but taking the novel as a whole one realizes'': 
j thr1t it is blemished by indistinctness and confusion. A ben-
I '" : t..zra 
! 
is a most interesting character vJith his cynicism and con-
'! versB~tion. F'hilarn;:-,on with- his curiosity is refreshing \vhile 
Hypatia as the disciple of purity and philosophy is nobly 
1
depicted. This novel, is, in spite of imperfections, a ~ork 
\!of art as it po~trays the inward and outward life of Eypatia's 
·I 
1
age, with vices and virtues side by side. Perhaps~. Rathbone 
,! Greg's criticism sums it un :CiS 'Nel1 as any--
' . 
"There is consummate m~stery of costume and 
character of the epoch; there <:1re mue_;njficent ma-
terials of character and fancy •.•.. gorgeous descrip-
tions of external beauty ••••• individual scenes of 
thrilling interest; ••••• v1onc erful glimpses both of 
thought and p<:1ssion •.••. with all its faults, it is 
unq_uestio:rably a work of genius, but of genius in 
a hurry." 
·:.-estward Ho 
In 1855 appeared the novel which has been acclaimed as 
!Charles Kingsley's greatest contribution to literature and one 
IJ 
I 
I' 
!' 
!I j: 
lor the most outstanding historical novels of all time--~::estward 1i 
iEo. Cnce more he becomes "a fire and sword moralist" 2 as he 
pictures the struggle of ~ngland against Spain in the days 
i\ 
II 
•I 
,I 
:I· 
of 0 ueen ~lizab~th. His ~lmost fanatical hatted of Catholicism 11 ~s app~rent bS he tells of this period when·catholics •ere the 
!object of much per~)ecution by the covern..'11ent. 
I 
~ l 
I' 
I 
II 
" I' !\ 
i' 
,I 
1 'l\vo brothers, .t~.myas Leigh, a seaman under Drake, and Frank, :• 
Ia courtier, both love the "Rose of Torridge", Hose Sa.l terne. jt 
i-'ihen she ran away with a Spc;.ni:.ird, Don Guzman, .Lrnyas, just '.i 
~· •·· ;<. Greg Literary and Sccial Judg1tents p. 139 
2. H. J. C. Grierson op. cit. p. 174 
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returned from Sir Eumphrey Gilbert's unhappy atterr~pt to found 
a colony in Newfoundland, with others plans to follow her to 
I..a Gu ayr& in the '!!est 2:nc3ies. They find her v,i th their cousin 
~ustace 1ho has batrayed thew to the 3panish. In the skirmish 
v,hich follow·s, Frank is lost. Later they le.:rn thc:t .Sustace 
had betrayed both :Rose ::md .f'runk to the Inquisition v.'here they 
were burned at the stake. The terrors of the Inquisition, 
adventures with an In~ian tribe, and the fight with the Spanish 
.2..rmac1a e.re: vividly described. :~ruyas, with revenge in hL; heart 
for the de&th of his brother and Rose, pursues the ship of his 
hated rival, Den GuzrraL, until he sees it crash on the rocks 
in the .storm. ~'"s if it •:vere a stro~8 of God to ;:unish him for 
llis lcick of mercy, amyas is blinded by a bolt.of lightning 
and is left to struggle ~ith himself until he gains peace of 
mind. 
The story is richly packed·~ith historical names and 
events--Raleigh's adventure, Gilbert's failure, Sir ~ichard 
Grenvile's exploits, Drake's circumnavigation of the world,' 
the sea battle ~ith the Spanish, the horrors of the Inquisition 
and the persecution of Jesuit priests in ELgland. It is a 
vivid picture of the English Renaissance ~eriod. t~st readers 
will agree with one critic who openly asserts that it surpasses 
Scott's conception of the period in Kenilworth. 1 7ialpole says 
that Kingsley "did recreate an age though in the manner of a 
<) 
small boy suddenly captured by pir~1tes. "'"' Yet he has to in-
clude it in his select list of eight novels which he believes 
in u period of a hundred years. 3 , are the only successful ones 
il Saintsbury believes it to be Kingsley's best work, 4 as does 1 
dealinll i Andrew Lang.
5
. It is probably the most outstanding novel 
., 
with the ~lizabethan period, for it has ·a sustained power of 
patriotism which has caught the spirit of adventure and chivalr~. 
I 
1. Lovett and Hughes op. p. 239 
1 2. H. J. C. Grierson op. 
cit. 
cit. p. 174 
j; __ =·= 3~1§aiEtsS~~Y op •. 
5. Andrew Lang op. 
cit._c:-,p. 248_-_,,_ --------
cit. pl 153 
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'I of t~a~ ~p~:iod~ .. His 1:;~ ~for ~st;o:o~o;,e:, ~:1~:=: ;::~::~ ra~i:~:~· ~ ~ .... 
I 
I ~seas, and robust action makes the story vivid and varied; his 
/i boyish enthusiasm becomes contagious and refreshing. 
Yet, in this novel he shows his vJeaknesses as well as 
I 
I strong points. His tendency to moralize m:::.d<:es most adult rea-
ders feel that he is exacgerating the facts. To enjoy him to 
,, 
" I ~ 
I 
;t 
il the fullest extent, one must not reflect on him or he will seem i 
I' 
d ,. 
I to preach too much. By portraying the greatness of the English I! 
I characters of Raleigh, Drake, and Arnyas, he has his own times iJ[ 
,, 
mind-the decadent period of the Crimean ~!Jar •1 Also his love for; 1 
I 
England leads him to blame Spain for its cruelties to the Indian!k 
. tl 
while at the same time he is defending 3ngland for its actions 
towards Ireland. Some of the horrors co~~itted by i®yas and 
,, 
•' ii 
I 
I 
I 
Raleigh's forces in Ireland are certainly as bed as the Spenish :: 
il 
I I atrocities. His history though entertaining, is usually withoutjl 
authority. Kingsley's settings of Bideford and the ~est Indies 
are very real to the reuder for the author knew them well--the 
former was his home for many years, the latter was often des-
cribed to him by his grandfather who had seen sea-fighting 
there in the eighteenth century. His heroes, Amyas and Frank, 
II 
I' 
real as his humble characters, such as Sal vu tion Yeo. :1 are not as 
As for his women characters, Rose and Ayanacora, the Bp~nish 
maiden, they do not seeK true to life at all. 
The final scene of the Spanish galleon being pursued by 
1. Dovett& Hughes op. cit. p. 239 
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Amyas's ship, the vengeance of God on the Spanish vessel, and 
the lesson learned by ~myas are superbly done; Ringsley, the 
poet, as well as the lover of romance, is at his best in this 
final episode of this Znglish epic. In speaking of Westward 
Ii:o 1..ndrew Lang says: "It is an example of those large rich, 
well-fed romaYJ.ces, at which you can cut and come dgain--wi th 
the certainty of being excited, amused, and preached at". 1 
Yet this minister with his spirit of romance, poetry, and 
religious fervor is chiefly responsible for bringing back to 
the histcrical novel a quality v:hich had lare;ely been mL::sing 
since Scott's time-rcfuance. 
":'lilli3.m 1:. Thackeray 
'.'ii th ·.'!illiam Makepeace Thackeray and Charles Kingsley 
once more the historical romance a9proached the high plo.ne 
which it had occupied with Sir Walter 3cott. There had been 
ffiany pale copies of Scott, but as Vlalpole says, ":No one added 
anything to the art of the historical novel until Thackeray's 
2 il J:smcnd appeared. 11 He managed to revive this type of novel by li 
if 
taking a remote and unfamiliar period and making it seem rea- -~ 
I• ,, 
-I list ic. As an old man reminisces over the past, Thackeray ~· 
re-creates a perioC by seeing it through the eyes of his 
characters as though he hud eliminated Tir:1e altogether. This 
double art made him the best historical novelist after Scott. I! ,, 
I 
II Thackeray adopted a satirical tone which is very apparent 11 
1 in Vanity Fair and in I-[enrv ~o;smond. The cynicism which made 1; 
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I 
him satirize other authors such as G. F. R. James and 3ulwer-
Lytton so caustically, combined with a charm of style and a 
I 
i deep knowledge of human nature, caught tl1e public fancy with 
I 
1!1 Vanity Fair. Although he never became widely populGT as 
1!1·, Dickens did, he gained the admiration and respect of all true 
lovers of literature. His books may get more dusty on the 
shelves than Dickens's and there may be fewer to~lrists visiting 
1 the Thackeray country, but successful authors and ordinary 
t· 
readers alike will gain enjoyment from his novels for, as 
1 Cecil s::.ys, "They are living 'Narks of art." 
Yet thi~ same author whose power wa:- acclaimed so highly 
1252 had in 1844 written a novel which was comparatively 
unnoticed--The Luck of Burry Lvndon--under the pen nume of 
George Fitz-Eoodle. 
\I II 
II 
'I I, 
I! 
I' 
1 The Luck of Barry Lyndon 
This is rather a remarkable biosra;::hy of an Irish rogue ~I 
and adventurer, Redmond Barry, who tells the story of his life '/Ill 
Thinki::g he ha.cl 1-dlled a man in b. duel and hopelessly in love 
viith his older cousin :;~ora, younG B&r:·y left home to join the j! 
army. 3oon he becan::.e a professional gambler and duellist. 1! 
T:<y the help of his gambling uncle, he munaged to escape from I: 
the Frussian army. The young rascal and the old one soon il 
became rich at the expense of the :;=russian court. As a man ·i 
of fashion he mude love to the rich Lady Lyndon, married her, !: 
had an unhap~JY m:::trried life, and ·was cordially hated by all. !1 
Ee v;as impudent, bold, and coldly selfish. :Finally he was ll 
tricked by his wife into giving her up to her relatives. De- i\ 
pri ved of this income, he got hopelessly into debt--to end 'i 
hi.s life in jail. i\ 
This early novel showed Thackeray's ability to tell ~n 
historical story because it gives a vivid picture of the 
l. D. Cecil op. cit. p. 87 
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Frussian csmpaign of the Seven Years' ~·Tar, and the tragedy and i\ 
intrigue of the Ducal court of X. The character of B~rr·y is 
;) 
'I 
II 
I' 
,I 
orieinal as the inc ·mparable scmmdrel, coldly impu(] en t and \\ 
'::'he central chara.cte;· £"i ves ;\ never apclogetic for his behavior. 
.__ II 
the story unity, and the style is irnu.ginativ_e yet realistic. 
1 Through tl1e vital figure of Barry Lyndon, Thac'~eray ho_9ed to 
paint such a picture of vice that his Victorian readers w~uld 
abhor gambl:inc;, trickery, and court intrigue, but this n:oral 
purpos) was defeated. Barr:r v:as to'l pleu.s inc and too human 
a rogue to influence the people to a stricter ~orality. 
l"Ienry Jsmond 
To see why Thackeray rants noxt to J~ott in the field of 
tlte histcrical novel sne needs to look more closely at Henrv 
:'~smond. J~ike -:Lrrv LyndoE it is a story of a fictiticus clL::.-
racter told in an ~utobiocr~ph~c manner viliich makes it seem 
very c,uthentic. 
\i 
ij 
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~Ienry ::::smond :.:;ecornes an orphan \;hen his father, implicated /i 
in c. _lot for the Eestoration of King Jar;~es II, is killed. I:is !i 
uncle '.vho ta~::.es ov·3r the estate, is no longer interested in :1 
his v:ife when she loses some of' hor teauty from smallpox. Yet :
1 when she is admired by IJord Lohun, the philandering husbJnd 1
1 1 cLallenf;e s : :ohun to e:. f:_,_ tal du.el and uses Eenry as a second.. 11 
Scorned by Lady Castlewood who will not fort:;ive llim for his I· 
I part in the duel, Henry turns from his study of theology to the i~ 
life of a soldier althcugh he hacJ leur:1ed that he is not a bas- li 
tard but the true heir of Castlewood. In thankfulness for all !1 
thct has been done for hi~, he says nothing about his lecal 
richts. Some yeGrs luter after he has mdde quite a n~rne for 
himself, he returns to Castlewood, falls in love with Beatrix ~ 
and realizes that her mother., his adored :!~Eldy Castlewood, reallyt1 
loves him. In a final <.ltter:~pt to win the love of Deatrix, :=s- !i 
mond enz:ineers a r)lot to brinG the Y'retender James Stewart into i! 
:::ngland. Just as the C~ueen is in a favora.ble mood und the 1! 
tirne ripe for victor:r, the weak James spoils his chance by pur- I! 
suing :~eutrix, who is flattered by his d.ttentions. Ee::1ry :~smoncli 
is finally awakened to her ficldeness and ambition, sllakes off ii 
any love he h~d for her, and marries her ~other, Lady Castle-
weed. To2:etl1er they escape to )...rlterica ;;-:here they live on the 
I' 
·, 
! 
, 
J 
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1 
tender to raris, only to turn ogainst him, and later rn::...rry the ;i 
rather stupid clergyman, Thomas Tusher. I! 
II 
To give us this panoramic view of life in the Augustan Age, !! 
:\ 
Thackeray em;loys 'Nhut is called the n armct.::.ir'' method. In 
the autobiograohic style the hero tells."his story, but it is 
I· 
,! 
freely interoola ted b1r the au thor' e. side remarks to the reader. !: ~ v 11 
i' 
It is as though we were sharing in the memories of an old man :: 
looking back over his life. Thackeray's sympathy for his hero :! 
;I 
makes us see life through the eyes of both hero and author. 
The historical ports of the story seem to be j_nterwoven in an 
unobtrusive way. £ few anachronisms are found, but in this 
resr;ect.he doesn't of:f'end us much as Scott docs. The authors 
of the period play an important purt, Steele as a jolly sol-
1: 
dier, scholarly always in spite of his love .for drinking, Addi-il 
son as a more distant type of person, and Daniel Defoe as a 
'i 
perfect prig. Thackeray not only reproduces the age of Addison! 
li 
with its manners, scenes, and characters but reproduces the 
style of ·writing and talking in the days of Queen Anne. The 
i' 
I, 
·I ll 
ii 
_t.Jhraseology of. the day rings true. The plot, more a series :I 
of incidents than a studied plot, not only fits in well with hi~ 
,I 
easy going, colloquial style, but is also typical of the eight-JI 
eenth century novel structure. The characters are universal ii il 
for they exhibit the same foibles, vanities, 
and self deceptions of people we know today. 
self-absorptions ~ 
Our sympathy goes · 
,I 
I ~ 
out to Lady c~stlewood when she tries to ID8ke herself 
beautiful, and even to the fascinating Beatrix who so 
i 
n 
t, 
n 
;I 
I· 
,! 
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,, 
craves admir~tion. Thackeray never allowed his characters to ' 
be too good or too bQd, however, for he was always the con-
ventional Victorian. His interest in man made him choose this 
difficult theme of the gradual disillusionment of ~smond for 
Beatrix and the recognition of the real love which he was 
overlooking. His prose style reaches almost to poetry when 
he builds up such scenes as Beatrix in her first flush of 
beauty descending the stairs of her home, or Lady Castle- ~ 
1: 
wood meeting .2.smond in the Cathedral after years of separation.j: 
iver~lhere this novel received approbation by critics because 
of its exquisite hctrmony and taste. Fiction and history are 
so beautifully blended that it seemed as though Henry Esmond 
must have have existed along v.ith Addison, Steele, Lord I.:ohun, 
the :;::retender, . and General ':Jebb. J.~nthony Trollope in a maga-
zine article in 1864 spoke of it as unrivalled as an 
novel--
"I regard ~smond as the first and finest novel in 
the Znglish language .••.• 'There is in it a completeness 
of historical plot and an absence of that taint of 
unnatural life which blemishes, perhaps, all our other 1 historical novels, which places it above its brethren." 
Eugh 'Nal pole aC.mi ts th,_.t Thackeray's Esmond and The Vir-
ginians are the first really sophisticated historical novels 
in the ~nglish languuge making Scott's Ivanhoe se9m almost 
boyish. 2 ~~.ccording to Walpole, Thackeray overc:::-rr,es i-:lo st of 
the perils of the historical novels by his sucess in painting 
1. 
2. 
Ccrnhill ~agazine 1864 
H. J. C. Grierson op. 
Vol. 9 p .136 
cit. p. 171 
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a contemporary at~osphere by allowing for enough History but 
not too much, Tolstoi being Thacker&y's only rival as a master 
in the art of Time. 1 ~t no time are we conscious that it is I 
I! 
.I 
a nineteenth century writer whg is telling of an earlier period,~ 
The Augustan ~~ge comes to life. He never overpaints his pic-
ture by too much detail or incident, for he is a selective 
artist. ~~ygandt pays his tribut to Thackeray's great power 
of eliminating time in the recreation of a period when he says 
1: 
:, 
of Eenry Esn1cnd, "Thc.ckeray has given us the story thut is the \: 
finest creation of the art of fiction in ~nglish, a book of 
'perfect proportion, a wholeness of good tissue, a snatching 
of a romantic beauty from the remorseless rush of time." 2 
Standards :=stablished £z "l:1enry li~sn1ond'' 
All of Thackeray's historical novels ar~ excellent, but 
perha-ps HeHry ::.;.:smond is the finest. Indeed, , of all the his-
torical romances of the nineteenth century, probably Eenry 
Esmond stands first. Thackeray went farther than Scott, for 
he not only surmounted the difficulties but opened new possi-
bilities to the historical novel beyond its power as a relief 
from realism. In Henry Esmond 'rhackeray set 1__;.p certain stan-
dards for the historical rtovel. 
1. He personalized history through a biographical 
or "armchair" method. 
2. He gave a nanoramic vi~w of a bygone period 
vdthout crowding in too ml;.ch detail. 
'"-o. Ee blended hisLory and fiction to give a suffused 
historic~l color to his novel. 
,, 
I . 
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4. Ee ri,ade the people of the eighteenth centu-
ry live again by revealin~ their thouchts, 
motives, and human frailties. 
5. Ee 9roved that melodrama is unnecessary. 
6. Ee brought beauty, dignity nnd so:·:histi;...:..-
cution to the historical novel. 
1 Not many novelists too~ up the challenge of Thackeray, it was 
toG difficult. The old form was easier; only a Thackeray 
could succeed with this new type, Ee was easily the dominating j: 
1: 
j! 
figure among writers of the historical novel from 1840-18?0. 1: 
I! 
;i 
Ji George Eliot 11 
Like Dickens, George :Sliot felt it WaS the style to try 
;I 
., 
the historical novel. ;,gain, like Dickens, she fmmd it wasn't :1 
easy, for hor single attempt was not very successful when we 
compare Homola '.~.'itr· her other novels such as Adam Bede or 
I:. iddlemarch. Cecil lnnintains that she was the f·i:r;:_~ie, modern 
ncvelist1 because she broke ~way from the tradition that a 
ncvel should "consist of a lare;e variety of characters and 
incide~J. ts clustering around a hero, bound loosely by intrigue, 
o.nd ending v;ith v1edding bells. n 2 She realized that the story 
rr~ust be logica.l, and as a serious youn8 morulist of the nine-
teenth century, she usually had a theme. 
RODi.OlG. 
,. 
In Homol:1 6liot tal:es us to Florence in 1492. Tito :a- ,I 
jlemCl con·JS to the city poor and friendless after a shipwreck. I! 
1 ~~elped by the merchant Bratti and the barbe:L-~)hilosopher, Nello,'! 
! he is tal<:en in to the employ -~f the blind sc.holc_r, 3a.rC.o de li 
I !l 
I 
Jll. De .. vid Cecil op. cit. p. 291 I 2. =bid p. 17 
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1 
: Bardi. ~e soon gains the old man's consent to marry Romola, 
1 beautiful and scholarly daughter of Eardo. l~'rom then on Tito 
rep idly wins worldly success. l~o one knows that his life is 
a '.veb of deceit--he has sold the gems which would have ran-
somed his foster father fr_m slavery in ~ntioch; he has openly 
called his fu.the:· a madman v;hen he saw him before the church 
as a slave; he has betrayed poor little trustful Tessa by a 
mock marriage at a fuir; and last of all he has proved false 
to Romola's father ~ho had trusted him to see that the crice-
less library ~ould be preserved for the state of Floren~e. 
Envied by all, even ~iccolo Yachiavelli, Tito becomes one of 
the leading figures of Florence, but his vvife Romola sees his 
baseness yet is too proud to let others know of it. She is 
a reKarkable figure of a ':•oman who hates injustice and mean-
ness. A.t the height of his power Tito's deceit is discovered, 
and h~ is driven from the city but escapes by leaping from a 
bridge into the ~":..rna. 1f!hen he regains consciousness sometime 
later, he realizes that he has been saved from drowning by his 
dreadful foe. ~e sees bending over him the fearful Baldassare, 
his foster father whom he had rejected, now ready to take the 
vengeance which he has been waiting for. Romola's character 
grov1s stronger as she sees her husband's :ro•N baser; she is 
considered as a ministering angel at the time of famine and 
plague. 1:..fter Ti to's death she devotes her life to help the 
poor and to shelter poor Tessa and her two children. 
'fhis story is set into a very involved and complicated 
backrround of fifteenth century Florence when Savonarola is 
ruling the city with his fanatic preaching, when Ch~rles VII! 
:I 
!i 
d 
I! 
I! 
,, 
'I I, 
of France is in~ading Italy, and -::-- ierro de' :Fedici is consp iringil 
rrhe reader becomes li 
I' 
to r0guin the power once held by Lorenzo. 
bored v;ith the many det::tils of' history V.'hich are so carefully 
'i 
explained while hosts of historical ch~racters parade over 
this elaborate set tins, amorig them i.:irandola, :lTra Bartolommeo, 
GhirlLmdaj o, Cosima de' Fiero, Ioliziano, nnd :.:achiavelli. Thes~ 
figures become hazy and unimportant ·:ihile the imaginury figures!: 
of tlle fawning smiling 'I'ito, ;:~nd the vengeful Bnldassare gain ,: 
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characters se0~ re~l, ~hile the historical figure of 3uvona-
rola is weak und fljt. :~liot se-:;:ns to be trying too hb.rd to 
put the history of ~lorence into her story. 3he had visited 
Florence, h.d ta~en notes, read every a~thority to ma~e her 
story accura.te. It is a.cc~;_r:::.te, but she CDlPcot put her self 
into the spirit of th3t oeriod. In spite of her efforts tor 
ci3racters are mere like !lineteenth century Victorians than 
Florentines of the fifteenth century. Her own moralizing 
goes into the mouths of Savonc:-rola and Romola. Cecil compares 
her characters to "nineteenth century :~nglish people awlDNardly 
disporting themselves at a sort of educational fancy-dress 
1 
ball.,, Saintsbury c:~.lls this novel "t.tn enorn·~ous 'tour de 
force' in ~hich the writer struggled to get the history and 
" i: 
!, 
I. 
H 
'I !, 
I' 
r 
,I 
I 
I 
I 
i: 
I I, 
F !I 
local color accurt:1te and irreproachable v;i th all the desperc.tion'l 
:, 
•::> 
of the mast conscienti::;us relater of actual history. "c.. The 
plot and the setting do not bland well together; the reader 
Yet 
~alpole feels th~t if George ~liot had not told the ~orld of 
1
her great labors in gathering the material for the story, it 
!I 
1: 
i ~
q 
II would Lave been rwre successful, for he rates th~novel as excel- \1 
II jlent. 3 liar very accuracy and care to detail is what rnak:;s the jl 
lstory rather he•vy in spite of its excellence of character, plot~ 
ll and theme. 
I 
~· David Cecil Op. cit. p. 301 
~. G.· Saintsbury op. cit. p. 258 
~' E. J. c. Grierson op. cit. p. 173 
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!.t.eade and Blackn:ore 
Two other$ authors have been included among the "litera-
ry masters"1 although they hold rather a doubtful place, 
for the fame of each depends on a single novel. '.'.!e remember 
Lorna Doone long ~fter we have forgotten Richard Blac~fuore, 
and The Cloister and the Learth has brou8ht Charles Reade 
a l.:;sting fu:ne. ~ach has written other novels, but today 
only Lorna Doone is found listed in ~ost libraries under the 
q 
I, 
I 
II 
I 
1: 
'I I. 
'i II I 
I! 
:I 
1: 
'I 
1: 
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:) 
!I 
II 
II j, 
ii 
name Richard 13lac~more while Reade's other novels such as Pep; li 
Woffington are so inferior that they are hardly read any lange~~ 
Yet Lorna Doone and The Cloister and the Hearth each fill an 
--- --- ---
important niche in the development of the historical romance. 
Charles Reade 
jl 
li 
i! 
II 
I ,, 
.Although Charles Reade wrote nine novels as well as plays J 
only one novel is read today to any gteat extent; the others 
have all been forgotten. For thut reason it is justifiable 
to list him as a one-book novelist. It is true thQt he tried 
the historicCJ.l novel once before in Peg ~iloffington, but this 
is so inferior to The Cloister and the Eearth that it seems 
' hard to realize the,t it was written by the same author. 
The Cloister and the Hearth 
I 
;I 
1l 
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The story of Gerard which appeared in 1861 is sprea.d over ;1 
& large canvas, for it portrays life in Europe in the ;:,:iddle !i 
Ages. Flanders, Burgundy, Ger~any, and Italy are seen on the 
Eve of the ~~formation. The interests, beliefs, and corrup-
tions of the times are vividly painted as ~eade tells of men 
1. See Tabie of Contents 
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knights, ladies, craftsmen, scholars, robbers, beggars, monks, 
and high churchmen of the fifteenth century. In the Intro-
duction the author states what he hopes to do--foretell a 
story briefly referred to in the annals of history but to make 
it more than an "epitome" of !T skeletons. n He believes that 
"records of prime truths remain a dead letter to plain folk; 
the viriters have left so much to the imagination, and imagi-
nation is so rare a gift. Here then, he fe~ls, "the writer1 of fiction may be of use to .the public--as an interpreter. n 
To do this he takes the parents of Erasmus as the subjects 
for his narrative. 
Gerard Eliassoen, a scholar, befriended by Margaret Van 
Eyck, sister of the fa~ous artists, was destined to enter the 
church. Ordained by the Bishop and promised a benefice b~r the 
Countess Charolois, he would probably have entered upon the 
ordins.ry life of a clergyman if he had not fallen in love with 
t~argaret Brandt of :)even bergen. The two were solenmly be- . 
trothed, but through the interference of Gerard's ev:l.l brothers~, 
Sybrand t and Cornel is, he was imprisoned by the burgomaster 1: 
before they could be married. Rescued from his prison, Gerard 
planned to flee from Holland to find safety in Italy. ·;:hile 
traveling in Germany, he made friends with Denys, a Burgundian 
soldier. Together they had many adventures ~fter escaping 
death from such dangers as robbers, an infuriated mother-bear, 
fever, shipwreck, and fire. Denys was forced to leave his 
friend to join the forces of ).nthony of Burgundy in an attempt 
to oue~l a rebellion. All this time peer Margaret, spurned 
by Gerard's family and scorned by the people of Sevenbergen 
(for Gerard had foolishly taken her legal ''marriage lines" 
with him) went to Rotterdam with her old father where she was 
found by Denys. Through a letter from Gerard she was taken 
into his family and honored by them. · 
l.~eanwhile, Gerard· prospered in Italy until one day he 
received word that ~argaret was dead, a false story framed 
by the two wicked brothers with the aid of the burgomaster. 
~or a while Gerard lived a low life of dissipation; at one 
time he even tried to kill himself. Saved in spite of 
himself, he once more turned to the church where he became 
a novice and later a Dominican friar. As Brother Clement, 
he was subjected to m:::.ny trials before he was accepted to do 
missionary Viork in England. '.'!hile on his way there, he stop-
ped to preach in Holland where to his horror he saw Eargaret 
whom he supposed to be dead. After cursing his two brothers 
and seeing th~t ~argaret received the money that was owed her 
by the burgomaster, Gerard loyal to the church disapoeared 
to become a hermit to carry on his struggle alone. .A.l though 
1. Charles Reade The Cloister and the Hearth p. 5 
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he had been made vicar of Gouda, Gerard refused tG claim the 
vicarage until ~argaret sent her son to ~lead witL him. Then 
he lived as a priest, made his 1"argaret hap~y in death, and 
died in the monastery--a holy man, lee1ving behind Gerard 
Gerardson who was to become the c;reat 3rasmus--the leading 
scholar of the Refor~ation. 
This novel called "the saddest of all love stories"1 has 
bean connected ~ith Bulwer-Lytton's novels and George Eliot's 
Romola because of the extensive research carried on by Reade 
in his pussion for truth. He ransacked the librctry of J\·:ag-
dalen College for its wealth of material on hermits to give 
a true picture of Gerard as the Eermit of Gouda. Cf this he 
I' 
!i 
I 
:i 
says, "Sor;::.etimes .••..•. it must be dangerous to overload 
II 
'I 
fiction: 
;I 
" h 
with facts. In others I think fiction has succeeded in prooor~: 
- ji 
tion to the amount of facts in it. 
11 
Tllis r:·.uch is certaL.: 'i 
!i 
nob?dY has yet produced a true hermit in fiction, and Cervante~: 
and Scott have--a sham hermit~" 2 ~t another point in the 
story Ree.de read two huge volumes on the "Inns of the ~.'iddle 
J~.ges 11 which he ;)icked up -~n I'aris. As a result of' this task 
of c~:;.reful research, Heade often said, "It shall be the last 
tjme I ever go out of my ovm age.n 3 In spite of this there is 
na heaviness in the story m1ch as there was in Bulwer-Lytton. 
Rather, there is a vitality and freshness in Reade's story as 
l: 
'I 
I 
;I 
il 
vvell as truth, for he enlivens his world of the fifte8nth cen- !
1 
" 
tury by a very human love stor", sad because of the strug·gle ii I - - J !I 
\ against the ascetis;.n of the church. 'l'he r::onk' s loyalty to !I 
I ,, 
I 1. (~uincy G. BurTis-- Richard D. ~:lackmore---I-Iis :iLife and 1
1 
I 'fOVeiSP. 131 j: 
8. Charles L. 1"teade 8," ~-:ev. Compton !~eade--Cllarle s Eeade--A Memory .. 
- -II I 3. Ibid p. 275 ?. 285 q 
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I 
!story, unified in spite of 
I 
the lcnc de~, cripti ve chain r:- f inci-
1 deut s c:.nd hc-l1).[.Jenin::o;s v:hich befall the hel'o. :;::•o'·,-erful as the 
j thei:".ce is, it is the v:orld of the story th,, t is r:mre important 
than the plot or the characters. The hardships of Gerard ~t 
1
the inns, the story of his illness, the beggar's tricks, the 
i 
i brt;tal at tacks of robbers, all manifest the age. Into this 
world characters typical of the period act as individuals but 
in keeping with the fifteenth century, for Reade doesn't make 
Eliot's mistake of having his characters act like nineteenth 
century characters. As he ended his story, Reade said in a 
i' 
il 
'• 
.. 
., I !let I er to u frie:td, "I don't ~now whether 
I ' 
/but T t; i::-_,_~: t 1,ey (the puces :Jf !'tis story) 
it is pbre;Ital vanity, :; 
I· 1 II 
will live!" :::Us .. jl 
,I 
l: 
ll 
;characters are all interesting. 
i 
Gerard, a lover, wanderer, 
I 
iand priest; the dW~rf Giles, with his big 
I 
voice; the ~.=;urgur~dic-lL jl 
d 
II 
It 
jar bale :::tier, svve::ring, be as tful but larc;e of l1e,;rt; the ::Jomi-
lnican ( erorr:e, ~~;mw t and holy; Lhe =rinces s CL,elia, a trt~e ~iedi•:eval fi,:;ure; und the historical chur::.cters who are only 
!briefly meDtioned but :ue verv J.Cc11rately drawn--: .. ar:;s_ret Van 
I l :y-ck and i Jlil ip of ~:~ur:_£undy. To test. t~ e power of HeciC e' s 
jchur:cterizstion, one needs cnly to compare his figure of the 
bcminican ·.vi th -~l.iot' s ineffectual study of Savonarola a;~d 
!llis L.ol':;cs. 
I 
j\ Eu t the artistry of t: is novel has bec:n udversely cri-
lticized as >';ell. ':;alpole says it is n>elodrama tic, languid, 
Jl. C. Eea.de o.::-ld Ccmpto1: ::eC:.t:"<e 0.9. cit. p. 289 
I 
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and tvc vigorous at tiirces ·,·.itJ; l~eu.:ie's opL~ions. 1 Yet when 
he lists it a.fter '~' e:uy :~s::r,or:.d '' in the list cf nine ou tsta:.d-
f) 
ing historical novels,~ he is re~lly concadinc its merit. 
1 ·'ey~~andt believ·Js it itc:..s r~tained its Yitality better thsu 
I 
1 o.:.~y otter romance after icott' s but tlie weight of historical 
,, 
dat~ )~esscs heavily on its ror~tnce. 0 Saintsbury also claims 
L1 that :r<eade included toe r.:'>Ch ·detuil. :r 
.:l.S op ~cs~o tc these there is a wealth of more fuvorc.:..ble 
criticisr!,. The tho C:'L~oL .. tions 'i:hich follmv 'dill give the 
concensu;:, of the::;e opinions and 'l!ill shor1 why Cl1urles [~eu~e 
is considered ::.s a :;rea t autl:or bec2t1se of this cross-section 
;; 
" 'I li I 
H 
" 
jor the life of tte : iddle .ages. 1: 
'• 
I 
I 
II 
11 The Cloister nnd the ~~eu.rth will be remembered ..•• , ni; 
said ~:arold · .:illi3:rls in his volume ''1'wo Centuries of the l1 
·:::;ngli~h ~:ovel, "not or:ly a~ his create~t boo~~, l:>utas-- \! 
one of the greatest h1~tor1cal novels 1n uny l0ncuuse. 1 
The cc.:.nvas is ·.:;ide, we m·Jet '''~th .Llkllll ch~,racte:r:s, 'NO /1: 
tr~varse a l~ree tract of med1aev tl ~urope, ana the : 
boo\"~ is pacLed vii tt th~ m5nu tio.~ of ~li ~to. ri c:.:_l research, 
1
1 
but ';,•:; c:.rc..) never out of tc'tlch 'Nltt llVEl:?: rilen und '.JOmen, ; 
who ~=JrP of t~noir tjrrte .••.. and tLe contr~~st o:r the us- 1i 
C'3tic ide:Jl ':iith the hu,r::tn ideal is just such a theme i1 
c:t.~; lends itse;Lf to treatli.ent J..n ':l. novel ';iithcut obvious J! 
did~cticisra. " 0 li 
ii 
Perhaps of ev::::n more value is the cri ticisn1 of 'ial ter 
13r:.:sant who says: 
I 
"'I'here remains one bcok of his--it is his grea-
test work--and I beljeve, the grea est historical 
novel in the lunguage. I mean "~he Cloist.ar and the 
i.iearth" ••••• I do not say thu t the whole of life, as 
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II 
I 
:I 
II 
it was at the end of the fourteenth ce~Lury, is in 
"The Cloister und the Hearth" but I do say th;t there 
is portrayed so vigorous, life-like, and truthful a 
;icture of a time lonz gone by, and differing in 
every particular from our owrl, that the world has 
never seen its li%e. To me it is a picture of the 
p~st more faithful than anythinG in the works of Scott, 
~s one reads it, one feels in the very atmosphere of 
the century; one b~eathes the air jusf before the 
great davvn of learninc and religion." 
It is an episodical novel, si:w.p~y told, but it is an ad-
vance over any of its predecessors in one particular--it sives 
a broad, cross-section view of ~ far off period of history, 
I !I II 
I' 
.I 
'I 
1\ ji 
II 
:I 
I' 
I
I!.· 
11 h 
.I 
' r~ 
not as it affected one class or ~ne crntntry but as it was seen ~~ 
in varicus parts of ~urope by many groups. Re2de saw beneath 
the ven~er of history, and he helps to show the reader the 
' charm of these unrememberet days by giving the sim1~le accounts 
of Gerard's travels and of the struggle between his hum~n love 
il 
\i 
!; 
ji 
I, 
II 
I[ 
I; 
I! 
:! 
,, 
"The Cloister and the .tle:ocrth" deser- I· 
I 
and his ascetic leanings. 
ves its high plac0 in literature. 
::Echard BlacJnnore 
The seDond of these so-called "one bool(" n.:we:.ists is 
Richard Blac%ruore. This ;:.;.uthor h&s been credited with writing 
fourteen novels and one boo~ of short stories, but few people 
knovi that he wrote more than the one, Lorna Doone. Tod:::ty it 
I ~ 
II 
!I 
I! 
:I ; ~
:j. 
II 
,I 
I! 
~ i 
i: 
!I 
I 
still holds a hich ~lace in l:Lterature as one of the outstandinG; 
romances of all tj_me. ~hen it ~as first published in 1869 in 
three volumes, it was a distinct failure, but gradually it 
I gained favor. 
I 
Reede and Trollope wer3 at their height, dnd 
' 
I I 1. C. Reade and Eev. Compton Heade--op. cit. pu • (290 
1: 
i :: 
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lj 
! the Homantic Revival in the field of the novel had not yet 
begun • .t:iowever, 'Nhen it was re-issued in 1871 it gained 
' trern.endous popularity. 'l'r.e reason for this burst of enthu-
siasm is the similarity of the name of the heroine with the 
:ivcarquis of Lorne whose engc:..t:;en"ent to Louise, , fourth dsughter ;: 
;I 
I' 
of rueen Victoria was announced in 1871. An ignorant journalist 
i, 
I" 
wrote that Lorna Dcc:ne was connected with the house of Lorne. 1: 
1: 
This lucky e:r-rcr stcrted people reading the story, but soon i: 
they reading if for its o0n worth. 
Lorna Doone 
1: 
L 
I· 
j! 
li 
In T~xmoor in 1661, there lived a f&mily of outlmvs named !I 
Doone. 'rhese ::?.efiant robbers vverc s,o.fe in Gle::1 Doone to ·.-vhich !: 
there was only one en trance which vvas always heavily guarded. ;: 
Cne day a younc; boy, John Hidd, whose father hud been killed by:! 
the Docnes in a night raid, discovered, wbile fishing, <.;.nother ;; 
entrance to the Glen. There he SGW eight year old Lorna for 1! 
the first time. Six years later John and Lorna were in love 1l 
with each other, but to her horror she was courted by the huge,~ 
cruel C2.rver Doone. '/:hen John leGT:c.ed that she and her maid .! 
were being kept as ca.pti ves until she should consent to m~rry :1 
Carver, J olm carried Gwen:~y and Lorna off to his mother's house li 
d Soon they learned that Lorna ~as the niece of Lord Dugal and ha~ 
been kidnapped as a cl1ild by the Do ones. ·.-:i th Lorna safely i\ 
ce:tred for in i..ondon by her uncle, John Ridd took part in the I! 
Rebellion of Eonmouth. :&::or his courage in thwarting the murder :1 
of Lord Dugal and capturing the attackers, John was knighted ~~ 
by King JalL.es. ~it last he could be married to lli;c; :Lorna, for lj 
he had made a name for himself and the Do ones with the excep- \:
1 tion of the old Counselor e .. nd Carver had been wiped out by a !! 
band of ~xmoor farmers. In the country church as the wedding 
ceremony vvas ended, Lorna was shot and wounc\ed. John pursued 
Carver, (;efea ted him in a hand to hs.nd stru,c::gls, and flung 
r ,I 
!I 
him on the ground nearby where he WhS sucked into the bog 
before J'ohn could reach him. After this dram::l.tic scene the l1 
I story ends on a quieter note as Lorna, fully recovered from 11 
the wound vvbich ha.d been, after all, only a slight one, finally ,I 
finds hap:'iness VJith her husband--"girt" John Rid:!.. !~ 
Blach.-rflore very modestly states in his original Preface, 
li 
I 
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,I 
"In shaping this old tale, the writer neither dares, nor desires;', 
to claim for it the dignity or cumber it with the difficulties 
of an historic novel."l Yet, in spite of this assertion, he 
I' II 
,, 
i< 
II 
managed to infuse so much color of a bygone day ~.nto hls simple i' 
1plot that Lorna Doone holds a high place in the field of his-
1 
I torical roxance. 
I 
Indeed, 'l'iilliam Lyon Phelps ranks it not far 
!below th~ ~reatest of all English historical romances, "Henry 
I <") 
!Esmond.G Richard Graham in hlastors of 
I -
Victorian Literature says 
that bs.rring Scott, Blackmo1·e is hard to ~qual or bette~ ~s an 
historical romancer. 3 Like Scott, Blackmore is best with lowly 
characters. Johh Ridd is real, wholesome, alruost a giant 
in bodily strength ~ut essentially a man of the earth. Lorna, 
I' 
ij 
!: ;I 
i: 
,I 
II 
I' 
j: 
i! 
!I 
li 
li 
I! 
1: 
·I 
II 
I' 
., 
although she was of high birth, is seun as a tender, capricious,\! 
1 i1 
! self-sacrificing, good-humored \'loman of the :=;;xmoc.;r countryside. lj 
J! 
Always Blac~cnore is the man of the soil, a friend to the humble !! I· j! 
his childhood. His histori- ' 
l! 
people, for :Oxmoor ws.s the home of 
I 
jcal characters, such as James !I, are minor figures. I Thacl<:erav's 
v !i 
method of telling7sto~y in the first person is successfully :~ 
!I 
used in Lorna Doone as John Ridd talks directly to the reader !I II 
II 
•' 
1to give the story an air of reality and vividness. The plot is ~ ;; I 
,I 
very si:cple one as Blackmore, unlike most novelists, has no "axe 1j 
!t 
to grind." II lJnli\ce 2liot, Blackmore has no social oroblems in :: 
~ ,, 
1: I !his novels; unlike krs. Gaskell, he· has no interest in industriat 
1. R. D. 3lackmore Lorna Doone Preface of 1869 
2 •.•• C. :Lhelps--:.:ssays on I.:odern ~:ovelists p. 234 
3. H. Graharri--: asters of Victorian t .. iteruture p. 93-97 
l 
r 
•·, 
• 
- -- -- ·- --
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reform; nor does he have the zeal for religious reform so ap-
parent in Charles Kingsley and even in Charles Reade. The 
"intellectual method" of Eulwer-Lytton in his novels of' politi-
ii 
cal intrigue and regal splendor, the pa~~sion for truth of Reade,:: 
and 'rhackerav' s sat ire and desire for re2.li t_~r 1Ji thou t sent imen- :1 
- - il 
taliscT-n:~ne of these are imit<.~tecl by Blac>~n:core. l-Ie s im~:ly 
desires to tell a love story of an English landholder and an 
.::nglish maiden. i:Ie may have been influenced by -:.:::liot' s co,J.ntry 
scenes and the descriptive passaces in Virgil. The characters 
are sincere and practical; the set'ing is idyllic; love is his 
I • th I r::aJ or erne. His situaticns are usually limited to three--
I 
'abduction by means of forged 
! lo.r;g interlude to tell antecedent action. Cne can easil~r see 
- lwhy Blackmore, bitter over harsh criticism of his other books 
!the warrr recepti2n accorded to this ~ne, said in a letter to 
!'friend 2'..: lard on Cctober 31, 18t:9 tlvt he thought there vms 
!I 
II 
I I• 
I soreethinc child ish abcu t Lorna Doone anc to another friend, l.:r. i! 
I 
'I I, 3dk:;r, "It is a pity the book was ever written, a pity it cac::ot;i 
C:: estroyed. "l By its very simplicity cf plot, peacefulness 
ii 
I! 
it 
! 
:of tone, V!O:J.lth of feeling, kc;en observatjon, accuracy of detail!i 
I . :1 
:es;ecially in the outdoor scenes, and refreshinc; spirit of ro- ; 
i !l 
lmance Lorna Doone is v;orthy of being called "our favorite romanc~~ 
IT: ov1ever, the ver,y qualities v·;hich muko it so 
I 
lr;iance muke it weal~ us un historicc:~l rc,mance. 
I 
i 
delie:htful cts a ro- !i 
li 
FerrH'lDS today we· ji 
1\ 
!consider it more of a 
! 
novel cf manners than as a true historical!! 
l! 
I novel. 
1. 
2. 
~. R. Durris--op. 
.• L. :?helps--op. 
cit. 
cit. 
I' 
~ : 
p. 42 
p. 233 
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,. 
~~von fron~ the point 'J:f • .ro VleW QJ bis own day, it sec::1s ti1:1t 
3luchlore I! revealed more o:f the customs of his ov;n century than :~ 
il 
.) 
1: 
,; the history of an earlier ~eriod. ·.'alpole briefly mentions 
II 
,, Blac~cmore by saying ;Lorna D::Jone is fttoo redolent of the .:.::;ng:Lishi! 
q 
ccuntryside--dozing. ·:.·hen it wukc.;s UrJ, it is splendid, but not:i 
c;ocd 3.s un historical novel." 1 
Other ·::orthy ;;:;xconents of the Eistorical Hovel 
Included in this "fl ·od" of Victorian writing are many 
1 
other a12thors whose literary farra is not as secure as that of 
!i 
,. 
•' 
:I 
I 
I 
li Dickens, Ctunles :;:iHgsley, IEiot, l:eC:J.de, and 'rhackeray _but who ! 
I' j! nevertheless made vvorthv·hile contri buti .ns to historical fictiort. 
..:U:1ong the best of these are Grace J\.guilar, Ch:irles Lever, 
L.enry l.ingsley, ·,.:hyte--r.:elville, and :t.~iss Yonge. 
'."!hile each 
o:f these minor figures may not have n;a.de sorrJe definite contri-
II ii i: 
I, 
~ I 
II 
,r 
" j: 
bution to the historical novel in the way of a new style, treat~ 
me:::.t, subject or technique, these authors have contributed 
historicul novels to the field of fiction which are 
I entertaininr~ I v' and worthy of notice. 
Gracl. Aguilar 
kiss ABuilar, a Jewess of Spanish extraction, wrote two 
novels with a historical setting. The ·vale of Ceddrs,a story 
of Jews in Spain in the fifteenth century, is written in the 
'heroic style and but for its lack of humor might have been 
successful. 
1. ::;:. J. C. Grierson--op. cit. p. 175 
i! 
I ~ 
i 
I 
,/ 
I, 
ii 
li 
:I 
'I 
r, il 
il 
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The ~ of Bruce 
Eer second attempt, The Davs of Bruce,was much more po-
pular. It is really a rerr1arl{able piece of work for a girl in 
lher early twenties. 
I The aovel, :;>ublished post humously, concerns the period 
1from 1306 to the Battle of Bannockburn in 1314 in which Robert 
1 Bruce procla:Lmed himself 'dng o.nd c.fter many defeats gained ,, 
1 a victory against the ~nglish to declare thQ freedom of Scotlan~; 
Countess Isabella of Buchan, a descendant of the :J.;arl of Fife, ;, 
al tllcugl1 murried to u Comyn, remained loyal to Bruce who had ,! 
in anger n-;urdered Jor.:k\ the !.~ed Comyn. It was she who placed 
the crown on the head of Robert Bruce. Her son Alan was Gade 
a knig~t under Bruce, and her daughter Agnes wus pledged in 
I love to young ~'Tigel Bruce. To punish his wife, the ~arl of " 
I. Buchan has her imprisoned by King 3dvvard of ~i:ngland, slanders ~: 
her gocd name, and tells her he has killed . .:\..lan whom he has I, 
really hicden away in an attempt to force the boy to renounce 
1
';, 
i the Bruce. Agnes become.s crazed when sl!e is forced to witness I! 
the hb.nging of her husband I•:igel who hud been captured at the r 
fall of the Castle :?..ildrummie. Alan escapes from the hands r 
of his father, ar.d as Sir Amiot, the masked knight, joins Bruce's 
band. ;~,.t the finCJ.l b::rttle of Bannockburn Alan •:. ins the hand I: 
of Bruce's daughter, Isoline, and finally frees his mother 
from her long imprisonment. 
This long story reminiscent of Scott is livelv and fan-
ciful. The fantustic visions of Agnes in her madness, IJigel' s 
drearr:ts, and the o·ld Abbot's supernatural tales color the nar-
j rati ve. The character of Isabella is ver.1r idealistic but li 
,, 
I 
'I 
well-drawn us is the character of Nigel. Although the history ii 
I 1i is well handled, for the story gives an excelle~'lt picture of the,! 
trials of Bruce and the unflinching loyalty of the Scottish 
I 
\warriors, tllerc-o is almost too much of it. Romance is there, 
iit is a little too moralistic and heavy. 
!I 
1: 
I 
~ j 
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Dinah r.:ulock (or 
•.John Ealifax, Gentle:ran. 
ii 
I q 
I 
r 
II 
This is the story of a young boy who came to IJorton Bury !! 
~.'!s a poor, pr~ud, ~:~'orkins la~. Ha was befrien~ed by :Phineas 1J 
I
Ji letcher, an 1nval1d '"bout h1s ow:J. age. As fr1ends, they helped jl 
each other. John ~ecarre a~ apprentice i~ the Fletcher Tan ~ard !i 
1and helped avert d1saster 1n the Bread R1ots when the st~rv1ng 1: 
t,men tried to L;ar down .fletcher's Lill. John married Ursula I! 
~arch who was far above him socially, but together they lived [I 
Ia happy life. Th~s nove~ shov.'s ere at prorr ... ise in spite of i ~s il 
1proneness to sent1mental1ty. lt has a noble theme--the nob1- 11 
llity of mi:in as man. John's energ·. and indomitable faith in him- il 
[self makes his character a suitable one on which to build the i~ 
jtheme or the equality of men. 1: 
I 
I; The tae;, "Gentler::an" in the title is rather unfortunate !: 
I' 
I 
I! because it makes it seen: as though all his moral and intellec- I! 
ltual excellence came from bygone ancestors, an idea which is 0ui~i 
I II 
ite contrary to her purpose. The story of the ~David and Jonatha~' 
I :1 !friend ::hi o is well told, and the study of Abel Fletcher, the 11 I • 
I 'I 
I • • :1 lncomprom1s1ng Friend, is an interesting one. John's character 
1
;
1
· 
at times seems almost too unselfish to be real while his wife, 
1
! 
I !i 
1
.-rsula, is too willing to live only for others. This moralis- , 
il 
" ~~:r t:::~s:::~ou::e i:a::v::a::: :::e:a:n::::: ::n:~e b:::::s a::- [i 
~lso depressing. As an historical novel, John lialifax, Gentlemarl 
I I 
" I • 1:c;1 ves a good picture of the Panic of 1825 when the failures of th~ 
I! 
banks were causing terror in England. 
I 
,I 
The run on Jessop's Bank ii 
:j 
'averted I 
It . I c_,o, 1n 
by John's wisdom, is quite typical. It is interesting, !:
1 this story to note the effect of the coming of machinery: 
li 
II I 
on 
I 
the superstitious country folk of Sngland. Perhaps this nove~ 
.I 
" Jis more important as a social study revealing the sturdy morali t:f;j 
I ~nd industry of the middle class than as a piece of 
• ., 
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I 
i literature. 
I 
1 Saint sburv I ~ 
I 
I 
I 
Tiowever, it is worth reading and &ccording to 
it sh~w~d great promise. 1 
Charles J. Lever 
I 
To gain a picture of Irish courage at its best, one 
1 should re~d the novels of Charles J. Lever, a successful Irish 
I 
I ll-1a.11 of letters. According to Andrew Lang, "Lever lived in 
an age sc full of great novelists that, perhaps, he is not 
.I prized as he should be •.••..••.. Yet he is a ro~ancer for boys 
l'i 2 1 an-=~ li-Pn." ll ~ ·-
The O'Donoghue 
11 The 0 'Donop:hue tells of Ireland in the late eigh t0enth 
1
1 century at the time of the French invasion scheme. "·:.n irn.po-
11 veri shed family, the last of the great 0 'Donoghue house, be-
" 
'I 
l comes friendly with Sir Larmaduke Travers, a London banker who 
owns most of the property around Glenflesk, and his daughter, 
Sybella, and son Frederick. Froud Mark alone refuses to become 
friends, esp3cially ·,vten he sees his cousin I~ate so friendly il 
with Captain Frederic~. Through a horse dealer, Lanty Lawler, I; 
1,:ark be comes involved in a plan to gain Ireland's independence li 
through the help of Franco. Through the help of :;_i'rederick, 1[ 
l..arl. narrmvly escapes capture--only to see the Irish plans fail ,1 
because of treachery and dissension within their ovm ranks. 'I 
:£ve:1 VJllen the :French :;::'leet a),-Jears in Bantry Bay, the peasants !: 
are afraid to ta'r~e up arms. =:n a storm v;hi ch almost wre cl:::s I 
the fleet, I..ark escapes to lj'rance without knowing that he has ;: 
been pardoned by the king. Years later Lcarh: and E;:;.te, now !1 
• i! llap;nly .a.arried, return to Glenfles:, to finu the old castle 1: 
C 'Donoghue in ruins. :i :I 
!•laurice Tiernay 
;: 
;; 
,, 
I' 
!i 
I 
Another story, more typical of Lever, is r.;aurice Tierna.y, :i 
the story of'. a "soldier of fortune" as the subtitle calls him. :1 
: .. aurice, while on the Rhine as a bold Tapageur under General :i 
I· 
r:oreau, led his company across the river in the fuce of Fort ·: 
Kehl against his corporal's orders. Le escaped court martial il 
and be carLe a member of' the l:'rench expedi ticn sent to help Irela~d 
gain its freedom. After this unsuccessful affair, Tiernay went~~ 
1. G. Saintsbury op. 
2. A. Lang op. cit. 
cit. p. , 185 
p. 170 
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:! 
to America, was impre ~sed as a British seaman, escaped to Genoa,li 
incited ~.~as.,ena' s troops to make a last sally against the Aus- 11 
trians, met Laura d '2stelle s while a prisoner in Austria, was !i 
dismissed from the French army, lived ·v.Jith General 1~leber' s old ji 
fatll2r, and once mm·e becarie an officer in the French army under:· l~apoleon. Cther lively adventures followed as he won high I~ 
honors in battle. ·.:tile on c.. mission to I;:etternick in P.ustr ia, j: 
he rescued the Arcl·1duchess =~aria Louisa an<.l her atterlda:::1ts · fr:.m 
1
: 
drawing, thereby winning over the royal family of Austria to the:l 
French 1'"lliance and wi:ming as his bride his old frien<l, Lm.1ra 
1
!: 
d' J:stelles, an attendant of r.:arie Louisa. .: 
:I 
li 
These tvvo novels show the good points as ':.ell as the v:eak- ii 
li 
!, 
I 
nesses of Lever's work. T!:io kn-::wledge of a soldier's life is ., 
I• 
~ ' 
excellent; he is at his best when he is describing a battle. 
lie makes w~r seem like s romantic mixture of milit~ry glory 
i and crude fun. 'l'lle Irish contempt for dune;er and the boyish 
\love of action cu.n be seen in both L.arL O'Donoghue and Kaurice 
I 
TiernaJr. l'lle inconsiste:r"cy of chara9ter in L'aurice is very 
i C~.r\ed as sometimes he is a rascal and some tir:.ce.:; a hero. Cer-
tainly Lev8r is a, "romancer for boys and men" 1 for he doesn't 
taLe much interest in vvomen in his stories. ~~ven ::ate O'Dono-
1 c;hue never seems wholly real. Lever's rollicking, dast: ing, 
action-filled novels ure laughingly satirized b:r Thackeray in 
":Fhil Focartytt: i. Tule of the Fighting Onet,y--Cneth .Qz Earry 
Hollicke. Eis novels pl:.:.:y an important pctrt in his t'orical 
fiction for the insight they give us ~nto Irish 15.fe and the 
life of a soldier. Yet in spite of his great popularity jn 
. ~ his day, Lever today is considered as ontv a second r~ter,~ 
whose nov::~ls ar'3 ,,sefnl in preserYinG tt,c I'CJ3.Ction to vwr of 
I 1. ;~. I~ang op . 
C. ·.:eye::;and t 
eit. p. 170 
op. cit. p. 138 I " I c::., • 
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the ceneration between ~aterloo and the s~rdid Crimean. 1 
Henry l\in::sley 
~.c survey of ths Victorian writers of historical fiction 
between 1840 a:a.d 1870 would be complete 'Ni thc,u t sor:B con.s ide-
r~tion of the v:ork of =~enry ''inssley. :1e has alvmys been so 
oversh~dowed by his more famcus brother that he is almost 
unhnovm. ~ven dnrinc his lifetime he was cast into the shade 
by Clw.r lcs, Lavvrence Hutton, about tv;er..ty years after the death 
of Lenry : ingsley, spea;;:s of him rather extravacsantly V.'hen he 
says, "il.s a \'Jri tor of romance he stands very clo;:;,e to the im_-
rr~o rt &l s ; ·~ s 2 c.. 1u:r. he is aln,ost a :ayth. 11 :Iis first book, The 
Eecollections of Geoffrey La.1~ly:1, was vvri t ten in 185£· on his 
!i 
H 
I' 
:I 
il 
I: 
il I, 
I: 
:I 
return frorr. five years spent in -~ustralia where be had led a !: 
\varied life as u rr1iner, herder, stocl<:mun, and mo1.mted policeman.!! 
jl 
I II 
1 'l'hi s story is ;:erLai)S a semi-his tori cal tale because it is con- 11 
,. 
I cerned v-ii th _,.ustral ia c;. t the beginning of the nineteenth cen-
tury. 
The Recollection of Geoffrey Hamlyn 
Soon after George Hu.wker is transported to ;,.ustrulia for 
forgery and counterfeiting, his vJife, I,!ary, and the Duckleys 
also go to the new colony where they beccfue very friendly with 
Captain Brentwood and his family. Sixteen ye~rs later younc 
Sam Buckley is in love ~ith ~lice Brentwood. To spoil the 
peace of the land, a gang of convicts escape·under the leader-
ship of the terrible Touan, who is really George Iiuwker. After 
terrorizing the land, killing Cecil Uayford, a rival of Sam's 
and endangering Alice who is saved by Sam ufter ~wild ride, 
Lovett and Hughes op. cit. p. 216 
''lienry Kingley," 'l'he Book Buyer Vol. :Xl 
p. 723 
(Jan. 8, 1895) 
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li 
! the convicts ''re caught in n rocky gully. In the struggle ;! 
1 
which follows, Charles Hawker is killed unknowingly by his own 1; 
i f0. ther. Soon afterwards George ::rawker is hanged for his crimes .1! 
i Tv1enty yeu.rs later tte group is once :'ore est~J.blished in En- ;; 
I 
I 
gland on the old estate with the exceotion of ~,~ary Hawker and i! 
her husband, Toll. 'l'roubridge v;ho are hap_py in ll.ustralia. :1 
Historically the story tells us of the e~rly days of 
Australia, the discovery of gold, with allusions to the Baron 
.1 Von Landstein's history at the battle of Jena, and the downfall 
of Frederick's kingdom. Altr10ugh the historical elerr.ent is 
:j 
! slight, Geoffrey llamlyn 
I! tel'Tors of Van Dieman' s 
is important for its pictures of the 
ii 
Island, the convicts) :f~to;WI huts, and the li 
I' 
:I I hardships and da~gers of the co+onists from convict raids, :I 
'I 
I ~ earthquakes, electric stor~.s, and droughts. It is a pleasant, I: 
entertaining story, even if it is too long and ratherslow movin~l 
ll 
I' i! The reader becomes ruther resentful of the intrusions of the 
I author and the too obvious foreshadowing. :I There is little plot ,i; 
1 :; 
:but excellent descriptions of scene and action. Kingsley's lu- !: 
I . ii I 
live of honor and dogs, his healthy love of an out-of-door life 
I and his appre2iation for nature are well revealed in Geoffrey 
Hamlyn. The story of Sam's ride on his horse ·/!idderin. to save 
Alice from the bushrangers is excellent. 
This first novel, written upon the urging of his brother 
i brought Henry :C:\ingsley literary fame which was entirely un-
1 
: expected by himself and everyone else except his brother Charles:l 
I 
II Cther books followed, among the most famous being Ravenshoe i! 
1 
and ~lle. ~athilde. 
i 
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i Mlle. T..~athilde ,, II 
1: 
rr'his story of ~ngland and France during the Reign of il 
1 Terror is concerned vd th the family of J,~onsieur D' Isigny, a l: 
French nobleman who lives vri th his two daughters in England ,
1
'
1
1 
on his wife's estate. r..lthough the youne:;er sister, 1\.dele, a 
weak but beautiful girl, is enguged to an 3nglishman, Sjr il 
Lionel Somers, she corresponds secretly 'Pith Louis de Volognes. ji 
When her father learns of this, he is very angry, but t~rough :: 
the intercession of Father li~&rtin, and 3 ir Lionel, he allows il 
ttem to be married. l/~athilde, f'ooled by Louis's earlier :!I 
attentions, loves hjm wholeheartedly, but she bravely helps :I 
her sister. ·::hen the French Tievolut ion_ breal<:s out., the "imp or- ;
1 tant" D' Isigny soes to Faris after extracting a promise from ~ 1 
.
1
 I>'ath:i lde to follow if he should ever ask her to.t:athilde' s love ;
1 
affair with Sir Lionel is interrupted by a sumrwns from her r 
father to ccm.e to Lon tau bon to protect Adele. Eer rr.other, II 
involved in a Loyalist plot there, tells her she can· save her l1 
sister by allowir€ h8rself to be arrested as the Earquise de li 
Volognes. I:..lth::mgh she could hc_;ve saved herself by revealing !: 
her true identity, for she had once nursed r:arat, the Revo- 11 
lutionist, to health, she dies loyal to her father, ~r.other, 11 
and sister, true to her promise. !! 
I! ~ I ~he story, rather dull at the beginning, gains power as 
'it goes on. 
! 
Opening as light comedy, it becomes melodrama 
I in the second hslf of the story ·:.;i th the mas$acres of the 
for a catastrophe. 'rhe picture of the nevolution seems more 
real than in the Tale of Two Cities because D'Isigny at times 
favors the peopl3 :n spite of his Loyalist leanings. Uathilde 
loves the people though she is a noble. Also Andre Desells and 
we gain a picture of the conflict in the minds of the better 
class of nobles. .2:ven the peasant ·woman _who wal1ts to remain 
~-=--=---=--======================~~~~~~=~====~~--~--~··~~~ 
beginning that ~athilde's death is certain. Unlike the Tale 
of Two Cities,the mob scenes are few. Only the mad destruction 
of D'Isigny's chateau, and the firing of La Guayraye, a Catholid 
" 
refuge for the blind and idiots, are pictured. The reader is li 
disappointed that the foolish Adele should live, that her 
hatefu.l mother shold become reconciled to the even more hateful :' 
father, and th<.l t Andre should die while the less worthy Louis 
should live. Yet it is in keeping with the spirit of a Revo-
lution th~t the wise leaders are swept away as dangerous when 
they might have helped so:}.. ve the trot.l ::-~le, while the foolish 
I 
Iones like D'Isigny who kept troubles stirred up are allowed to 
! escape. ~Iarat is a prominent figure well portrayed; Robespierre!j 
il 
·Danton, and Desmotilins also come into the story. ':!alpole rates I, 
1: 
r this novel very highly .'vvhen he says, "J.:y belief is that Eenry 
Kinssley' s Llle. I ·athilde is the best in this kind (historical 
1
novel) after Esmond and before 12.70. It is dran~cttic, vivid, 
!human, and its pictures of the French Revolution remain long 
I 
1
lin the merwry .••••.•• ,There is no ::ngl~sh novelist of po'Ner 
11
1
1 
so unju;~tly neglected as :ienry }Cingsley. " 1 
Certainly it is a most interesting attempt, con~aring 
favorably v!ith the other historical novels of the nineteenth 
·' 1: 
li 
•I 
li 
i• 
'i 
11 j! 
,I 
,; 
,. 
II 
il 
Ji II 
!i 
I! 
h 
;I 
;i 
'I I, 
I' ,, 
century. ··:hen compured to Charles E:ingsley' s works, one notes 
1
: 
1: 
I, 
the lac~ of violence, the chatting, easy manner, and the same i: 
i• 
,I q 
excellence of description of scenery for which Charles Yine;sley :: 
:i is noted. l.ccording to his nephew, 1.tlurice "Iiqssley, J::enry wasH 
1. ~c. :. C. Grierson op. cit. p. 175 
- ~- -----
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the novelist of the family, while the olc:er brother was the 
poet, historian, and ~rophet. 1 A less prejudiced criticism 
is given by George Saintsbury, 
him above his brother cannot possibly be allowed by sound 
criticism, he had 9erha9s a more various corumand of fiction, 
certainly a truer hucor, and if a less passionate, per haps 
<) 
a more thorouchly healtl;, literary temperament~~ 
Georrze Z. ',':hyte-:.~elville 
Another author who d t tencpted the his tori cal novel with 
rr.ore or less succe::;~; ._,,as Geor.ze ·:rhyte-::"elville, a country 
gentleman, who loved to ~ortray his class. His best writing 
was done nhen he centered his tale around the ge~tleman of 
1
scciety with his love of hunting, riding and other sports. 
I 
I Eolmby Fouse 
II 
,I 
li 
:I 
ii 
d 
,. 
ii q 
il 
I 
il 
,) 
'I 
I, 
ll 
1: 
~olmby Eouss is a story of the struggles between the 
Cavaliers ruritans which ended with the downfall of the Stuart 
party and the behec.:.d in;; of Chc:rles Stuart. Yo,mg I:umphrey 
Bosville, a dauntl2ss Cavalier, falls hopelessly in love with 
l1"ary Cave '.\ho treats him very coldly, for she is more interested:! 
in the Stuurt cause than she is in love; :v:tyir..g no attention il 
to sv1ee t Grace lLlonby vvho is very n1uch in lcve wi tr' him, he ii 
becoraes embroiled in a duel 'I'd th the more exoerienced General ,I 
Gorinc. "~l,en he is nursed back to health after that unfortunate:! 
1 affair, he gets into more dii'ficulty, becomes a _;Jrisoner, and !1 
is condemned to die. rv:ary Cave, feeling herself resoonsible for1i 
his _predican.ent, :-:tot only saves him from death but gains him a ii 
po
1
si t1t· onfi1t1 th1~. :.~u;en' s retinue. T:b'len., ?on:11eds htl!e di~astrouds .I de 'ea o he ill'E s forces at Ease y l' 1e , lS tr1al, an :1 
death. Twice 3osville is in danger, once in bringing a letter ii 
" li tc the ~ .. ing, and again as a musketeer attendant on the de-emed ~~ 
King. Grace Allonby saves his life by appealing to his friend, ! 
a former Cavalier but novv an important :J?uritan ceneral, -George li 
1. 
2. 
"Personal '.I'ra.i ts of Eenry Yingsley", The Book Buyer Vol. XI 
(Jan. 8, 1895) p. 727--- ----
ilineteenth Centurl Literature p. 333 
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1 l.':ffingham. The story ends happily for both girls, as Grace 
marries 3f::"ingham v:ho resir:;ns his corr1:~ission upon learning the 
Roundheads v1ere to behead the King, and proud l.iary Cave is 
finally united with Eosville whom she had so often hurt by 
her coldness. · 
Holmbv 1Iouse is much too leisurely in style. Chapters 
II 
·I 
·I 
I' 
•I 
i' 
at the begin:1ing arr: devoted to fox hunting and falconry before :! 
I 
I 
Lelville comes to the story proper. l:~owever, these scenes 
are well done for the uuthor delights in them. The characters 
of the story are very inconsistent--Lary Cave change of 
heurt towards Bosville; the loyal Grace seems too willing to 
il 
il ;; 
'I 
;I 
II 
1: 
I 
:! 
j: 
turn to George; while George's strength of character in turning, 
q 
1: 
ii 
'I I. 
II 
1: 
to the religion of the Furituns is nullified by weakly shouting 
I 
I for Charles Stuart at the height of the Furitan victory. As 
for the hero, Bosville, the reader loses all patience with I. li 
II 
his rash underta1:·ings all of vvhich terminate ignobly in defeat. 1: 
There is an interesting picture of Ying Charles Stuart and an 
excellent account of Humphrey's ride on a sorrel horse. 
;,_nother novel by ~;.'byte-r. elville, The ~~ueen' s Laries, is 
much i'iner. 
li 
I 
1: 
,. 
1: 
I• 
:: 
i! 
.I 
'I 
'I'he story of r.:ary Stuart at Holyrood Palace, amid the !: 
intrigue of Randol~)h, :::aizabeth' s representative, John 1\nox 11! 
sowing religious dessension, and her trusted half brother, the I 
Earl of I:;oray, is .somewhat 1 i~htened by the lesser difficulties !! 
of her four attendants. G-~ntle I.J'ary Hamilton is involved in 
Ia hopeless love for the poet Chastelar who is hanged for his 
indiscreet, love-crazed actions toward the ~ueen. Efficient, 
proud L'ary E~ton, thinldne; that Handolph is in love with her, 
is often tricked into betrayinc; to him some of the Queen's con-
I fidences. The third Eary, kindly ~ury Carmichael, in helping 
! her father in his secret missions tb France, leads honest 
; c.'Tal ter I'.~axwell into thinkinz she has ano thcr lover, ·;,'hen ~\,ary 
I Stuart sends :,axwell as a messenger to make peace with Bothwell ;; 
j :r 
?9 
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!: 
: ~and to meet Lady Lennox of 2ngland, he is stos;ped by Bothwell j: 
\Jho had deserted to :-.'oray' s forces. However, Lord Darnley i: 
s.rri ves at the castle to speak for himself. Tl1us the \'~leak :~ 
boy, ~enry Stuart, is chosen as Eary' s husb~~nc... t~axvvell !! 
succeeds in thwarting a plot on the Q,ueen. lC;.s the story ends, :i 
1.~ary Beton liarries the bonest Scotchman, l-.·aster Ogilvy; :::nd l: 
l:a~·:well is finall? united to lovely I/e:_ry C.:.rmichael. Only :1 
the fourth :t.:ary, I<ary Seton, nov; somevvlla t subdued, is left 1: 
to serve her ·=~ueen. !i 
From the accounts of these two novels, it can be seeu 
'I 
1-
that '::hyte--J:.=elville has no particular claim to fame in the ! 
II 
!I field of the historical uovel although The ~.ueen' s }.:aries is i: 
ij 
;: listed b,y ·,·Jalpole among the nine most interesting of the many !i 
:i 
historical novels published between 1840 and 1880. 1 It is i! 
I ;I 
rather an unusual account of the more intimate life of the 
1 
tragic ~u-::e~. The character portrayal is excellent; the lj 
1: 
his tory is not too obtrusive; and the point of view is quite 
original. ~ I But ·::hyte--I.:el ville, if he remer:1bered at all, will I! 
" I, 
be remembered as the creator of the gentleman sportsman of 
literature. According to Sir John F'ortescue he was not very 
,., 
successful as a writer of historical novels.G Yet his simple, 
easy style is stronGlY romantic, often somewhat melancholic; 
his history is fai~ly authentic; and his stories if not first 
r0te are worth reading. 
Charlotte Yonge 
One other writer shc-uld be given particular notice· among 
the Victorians writers before the Romantic revival of 1870--
Charlotte Kary Yonge. I·.: iss )fonge, a writer with an ethical 
j: 
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young read~rs, which in their own way have never been sur-
passed."l Cf her sixty-five novels and tales, thirty were hisi 
I; 
1: 
torical. ~rom her wide reading of history and from her domes-: 
tic life she drew a variety of material. Lost of hsr stories 
ure considered by girls as too sentimental, priggish, and 
moralistic to be entertaining. However, the historical novels 
arc freer from duty :Jnd moralizing than her ether books. 
The Little Duke 
-- ---
Young Hichard became the Du::Ce of \Tcrmandy in 943 when 
his f~ ther was killed through the treachery of Arnulf of 
Flanders. Taken as a w~rd of France by King Louis who feared 
the power of the ~ormans, the boy lost his imperious, quick 
tempered, proud spirit under the ill usage of cruel Prince 
Lothaire, and the ~-:i:1g, but he waf? loved by little Frince 
Car loman. .'ihen he finally escaped with his be loved attendant 
Osmond, open warfa::·e between the :'orrwns and the :Franks re-
sulted. Through the wise cou:J.sel of Bernard de .narcourt and 
the help of the ?~ing of Demuark, Richard regained the dis-
outed Forman territory. J.fter the deatb of Prince Car"~ornan, 
Richard showed tlLt he ren1embered his f:..tther' s teachings of 
forgiveness and mercy by restoring Prince Lothaire to his 
father, the T~ing. Again, yesrs later, Richard showed this .! 
san:e spirit when he pardoned old Arnulf, his father's murderer •. ! 
3ven young readers, ho·wever, today vwulc object to too j[ 
I' 
much resignation and forgiveness in the hero of a novel. They:! 
I! 
,I 
are quick to resent the moralizing or 9reaching tone in fictip~~ 
I ~and they vJould im .ediately se::; through the rwral purpose of ,, 
,, 
I' !. iss Yonce in this story. Tr"e ?rince and The Page is a much :1 
,_ 
,, 
b-atter story. i! 
l. I.'ary K. 3eecer--"Cha.rlot te ::ary Yonce"- '"i:'l1e Boo:cman, 
Vol. XIII ~:o. 3 (:'ay, 1901) p. 218 
,. 
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The ~-·rince and the Ta~;e 
Yo~mc; :UclH":trd de :-ontfort, yo'IJ.nf~Gst son of the proscrih-
.:;d f.J.r.~ily, '.'ias cuptt•)'cd e.s an outlaw by ~-ri:1ce ::d-:;ard, his 
cousin. --.fter ~:dvn.ud persu:1ded the boy the t he had the grea-
test res?ect for the boy's dead fdther, Rich~rd became his 
I 
/! 
" 
" ~ I 
il 
page. · .llile in Sicilia at the start of the Crusade Hi chard :: 
sent a letter t-::: his oldest brother -:'e::ry whcm he hcd discover- I: 
ed to be li v ins ciS a blind be[~;::or v·i th his little daught cr ;! 
"2.3:3s33. •. fe\'l dCJ.ys later it was lec:,rLed that ::eEry of Almayne j1 
had been foully murdered b;t Simon and Guy de >ontf'ort who vvere 
trying to avenge their father's death bf violence. It was 
be:lieved th. t Hichurd was imr:licated by his letter. Eov;ever, 
~dvn:.rd saw tLe letter, found 011t the true circurr1stances, and 
absolv~d the unha;[y Richard of all blame. Cne more he was 
SUSIJ8Cted v;hen he tried to v.;:sn -:i:dW~ird of en -at~empt on his 
life after ~n inadvertent meeting with his brother Simon whc 
wante6 h~m to le~ve the Prince, Still 3dward believed in him, 
Iiis loyc.lty n1et its final test when he was killed by Simon by 
mistake when the latter made a second attempt on the life of 
tbe :L=rince. 'rhe story ended v;i th an 2ccoun t of the marriage 
of 3essee to John of Dunster who h~d been Richard's best 
friend and companion on the Crusades. · 
This story is f~r superior to The Youn& Duke in plot, 
ter portrayal, Dnd i:rnaginotive skill, Avowedly a children's 
historical r~mance, it is made up, according t~ the author's 
1 preface, of certain historical truths in the lives of the I J, ,, 
~arl of ::ontfort and of Edward, facts concerriing the unfortunat~ 
crusade, and a ballad of the BliLd Eesgar of 3ethnal Green--
1: 
1: 
a pleasant mixture of fuct and fancy.l 
'I 
In sumcting up her pur- !1 
lJOSe in writing the his tori cal n:wel, 1\:iss Yonge says, "In 
spite of o.ll inevitable fat' l ts, this st:rle c,f composition( tlle 
historical novel) does tend to fix young people's interest 
and attention on the scenes it treats of, and to vivify the 
charact0rs it describes; and if tltis sketch ut all tends to 
r --
.I 
II 
II 
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of our early annals, it :1 ~-Ci&tiOll on :::tny of the cre._,t clLracters 
I 
vdll hc-<-V3 done \''01'1.- nl ~ ........ 
I! 
lauclc;_ble purpose 
ii 
certainly succeeds in the character of 2dward, a man of reserve;: 
but warm he~rted, but the improbable story of 3essee 
Beg;_;ar rc.tller spoils it. l~umor, under st&nc.inc;, ~n:l novver of 
invention havs her novels a lasting place in the 
tu.re for you::-1£ people, but overprodt~_ction hc<S EJ.ade her v:orl-: 
faulty. 
Less~r Vlri ters 
Ir:. lookinr:; bac'= over the period from 184:0-1870 -,,.3 find 
that the historical navel received a great impetus. The most 
imp or tan t ':Jr l ters have been t2j_en n p in detail, but, frc•1n the 
1 title ''The ::erious Victorian ?1-ood", it is apparent th~t many 
" 
otters strugsled to achieve fa~e in this field of Tiriting.~ 
·_·,l lB 
1
·-r'lk' Col~_ ins, the mc-.1 s t er of the sensation~l novel and a 
,. 
:! 
,, 
'i I, 
'I I, 
II 
1: 
follo·Ner of i)ickens, 11rotG .::',ntcnina vJhich was ·fairly successful ;!i 
Sheridan Lei:"'anu also tried Tte ::Tortunes of Colonel Torlogh !i 
I, 
II 
C' Drien, but he is better knovm for his Irish tales of terror. 
Of the women writers Franc0s rrollope, ~nne ? anning, and 
I:iarrieL r,;arti::leau) I.'iss llartineuu, in 'J:he Ilour unci the ~.Tan was 
! 
I -most successful. It is a clever historical ro1nance, but it hc-~s 
no chardcter or ~uality to cive it permanence although it shows 
power of craftsmdnshi~ and the author's versatility. Two 
clerc;yn,en, Rev. J'ohn ~--. ~~eale ancl Ci.lrdinal ~Iel'.'rr.an, turned to 
l. c. Yonge--Ibid p. ~I 
2. See list follovdng page 14 
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history for plots f'ol' their novels. Cullista by .i:~e1.vril.::J.n, is 
quite"' Jep<:.rtt're frcrr1 his \\'or:~s of theology. Cne other au-
tllor is d.eserving of mention--Jar;:e:.:; Crant. Lil~e Lever, he was 
popular us a ~riter of milit~ry the~es, but unfortunately he 
had nnch less ;o~er than ~ever. ~is stories have all the 
usual paraphernalia of romance; hi~ descriptions of landscapes 1 
If 
i' &nd his historical bac:q5rounds are carefully done. Hovvever, 11 
!t 
" his novels le~cl; intensi t~i :iS vvell as ou tstcnding characters. :i 
!j 
I• 
Although Gra~t's list of historical novels is probably longer !i 
'I 
II ~han thc>t of almo.:; t any novelist thus far m-:ontioned, it is a !I 
I· 
difficult task to find any in a modern library. Thus we see 
another v;ri ter whose popularity was only temporary. 
Changes ·:l'rought .£:i 'lictorians 
The yours 1840 to 1870, an in~ortant period in the his-
tory of' the novel, were, as we hEJ.Ve sesn, particularly impor-
tant in the development of' the historical novel. To the 
twenty-three authors included in our list1 might be added 
hosts of others ~hose efforts were less successful. In the 
'· 
hands of the Victorians, the historical novel met with many 
changes. Led by Thackeray, they raised its plane from the 
lowest depth into which it had been plunged by Ainsworth and 
G. I'. R. Jarr,es, and from the so- called "philosophic" leve 1 of 
Bulwer-Lytton to a dignity which it had never before attained. 
As one would naturally expect, the spirit of carefree enter-
tainrr.i.ent so pronounced in Scott's novels became modified until 
1. List follo_vdns pace 14 __ _ _ _____ _ 
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the historical novel fitted the Victorian attitude. Infused 
with a purpos~, it was often used as a ~eupon for reform, for 
.). propanganda. ·.:i th r:rs. Craik and I.~iss Yonge, the his tori cal 
novel was a medium for spreading their moralistic views; with 
~frs. Gaskell history became subordinated to social reform. 
~-~e~ry l<:ingsley in Geoffrev Eamlyn and Blackmore in Lorna Doone 
approach the realm of the social novel. Charles Kingsley 
goes still further by spreading his religious doctrines by 
means of such novels as Hypatia and ·.·.;e stvmrd Iio. Thus, his-
tory, magnetized by its romantic spirit, was used by ~ingsley 
as a vehicle of propaganda. This indeed was a far ~ry from 
1 the historical novel of Scott. However, Thackeray's novels 
were not fired with purpose, or written to spread propugandn; 
instead they vvere novels of manners as well as historical 
romances. ~ 
II 
,, 
The Victorian Era found the range of subject matter of i: 
,, 
the historical novel ever widening. Lever, in the old rollick- i! 
ing, CCJ.reless style of .Scott's in:media te follo·ners, brought 
Irish history to the fore; ~liot and Reade gave a panoramic ii i' 
:i 
view of fifteenth century Italy; Charlotte Yonge gave her young :1 
II 
readers a more intimat~ knowledge of history by picturing i: young 11 
heroes; Henry Kingsley gained new interest by revealing the 
early days of Australia; while Blac:·:more, Thackeray, ':.'hyte-
Uelville, and Charles Kingsley gave their readers & greater 
ap:~reciation of ~~ngland' s history. Thac:::.eray, unlike most of 
:I 
~ I 
I 
the others, was not content to take the usual historic mo~ents i! 
already farEiliar to .most readers. It was the +ittle knovm 
incidents, the more remote or unfamiliar incidents of history 
which he delighted in. Thus in Eenrv Zsmond he does not tell 
the whole story of the nlot t~ restore James II to the throne 
but only the less familiar incide~t of James's arrival in 
~ngland and his failure, a subject which can be more artis-
tic~lly treated because of its narrower scops. 
The rflost ir.:portant change wrought b :~ the Victorians 
is in the tone snd treatment of the historical novel. ~ith 
;1 
·, 
the except ion of Lever, these writers of the ":.iddle nineteenth :1 
:t 
ceEtury have brou;:;ht a seriousness of thought, an added digni- i: 
!( 
ty of tone, a creater c .re for historical truth, and in general!: 
,, 
a greater delicacy of style. They seemed to realize that 
history is not a veneer to be plastered over the story as 
Ainsworth had tried to do; rather they triJd with more or 
ji 
!i 
I; 
II 
il 
'· 
H 
II 
le:c3S success to fol:.ow the lead of the master, Thackeray, who i\ 
I' 
. li 
suffused historical color into his stories b;r a skillful blend-:! 
ing of the old and new. }iTo longer was melodrama an obvious 
fault of the historical novel for the success of Thackeray 
had proved the power of the dramatic moment over sheer melo-
drama. The Victorian writers made a sincere attempt to make 
their Characters natural, thinking people with the com.r:on 
frailtie~3 cf hur;;an natnrc. To recreate a neriod they hud 
learned to look into Uw J;ec...rts :-,nd minds of tfte pcoDle of 
ttc~ t fur-off day. Tr,ackeray' s "armch'.'lir" cr biosru0hical 
il 
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method helped to personalize history--to erase Time. The 
historical n ,vel, then, as conceived b~r the Victorians has 
undergone many significant changes • 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
It has become purposeful. 
It has opened a broader range of wate±ial. 
It has become more scholarly b? an attention 
to detail and historical accurQcy. 
It has produced a_more artistic treatment 
of suffusing history with narrative and 
character. 
It has suggested the emotional life of a 
period by a study of a hero's motives. 
6. It has personalized history by an im~gi­
native interpretation of a period. 
Although the old careless zest of Scott's ncvels has 
be~n lost by these changes, the Victorians have evolved an 
historical novel, half romantic, talf realistic, which is 
filled vii th morc beauty, gl·eater sophistication, and more 
wisdom than it ever had before. 
~ -~ ~----- .., 
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The Light Hearted Adventurers 1870-1910 
\'lRITtill3 CF' TI-i~ R~LIGIOUS :EE3TCRIC,('~L EOVSL 
Following the Victorians and preceding the true romantic 
adventurers of the last part of the century, we co.-,e in the 
Eighties to two novelists who are rather hard to classify. 
Truly they fit in no where; they are a class unto themselves. 
li 
" I 
I 
I ~ 
!· 
II 
I· 
I' II 
'I 'I'heir subject, the study of man's soul, is unique in the field 1, 
of the historical novel. For the purpose of convenience they 
are put in with the later group for they anpeared too late 
to be listed as Victorian writers. These two authors--each 
reruembered for one fine his tori cal romance-- are -/t:J.l ter Pater 
and J. Henry Shorthouse. SometL:jes these are classed with 
'I I 
;i 
•I 
I 
I 
,, 
Kingsley, as the writer of rlvcatia, and Cardinal Newman(Callist~) 
il 
as rnembers of the Did8.ctic 3cp.ool, but their 11ovels cara!ot ji 
1: 
be catalogueu quite so easily. 3aintsbury speaks of such 
as specialist novels. 
':Jal ter Pater 
' 
','·!alter Pater in 1885 published ILarius t~:.!::picurean. 
Some critics thought it was inspired by John Inglesant by 
booksll 
i: 
!: 
j; 
II 
!i 
'• 
\I 
i· 
ii 
i: I; 
Shorthouse published four yeo.rs before, but the two are en- 1: 
I! 
I 
tirely different. l';.i 
Earius the Eoicurean I: 
I I) 
Il
l This is the story of a Roman youth in the early days of I!; 
Christianity. .-:..lthough he was a devout ::::·ac;CJ.n, 1'/arius always ;! 
1 pitied the sacrificial victims. ~lith his great friend, Fluvian~ 
'Larius enjoyed the reading of ,._,ouleius, a ne-,; writer in the 
I 
I 
I 
___ I 
. 
'' 
' 
I t~--
1 
! vernacular • Flavian, filled with literary ambitions, adootpr'l 
3uphuism. ~fter ~lavian's death, ~arius became a believer iti 
the hapoy philosophy of Cyrenaicism, whose ideal was culture 
or perfection . 
As a student of rhetoric, he entered the service of I! 
:Lmperor t:arcus Aurelius whose double nature interested the boy :! 
n very nilJCh. Although he was a poet and ph:i_losopher ever for- " 
getful of his own pleasure, IJ:arcus · ,·~urelius, the statesman, 
cc:uld coun terrance the cruel amusements of the t;ladia to rial 
show which were repugnant to him. In spite of the Fagan 
:-:hilosophies, preached b:r the great teacher, Fro:;}to, Lucian, 
and others, I.:arius vvas greatly attracted by what he saw c...t 
t~ e house of ~ecilia to ·.: hich he VJ&S introduced b.·: his friend li '! 
il 
" 
,, 
:' 
d !I 
I, 
:I 
Ccrnelius. There the te8ching of Christia~ity, the Kas~, the 
hyr;L_'1S and l'rayers OlJerlGc1 to him a n~w hope. Gradually his old 
beliefs in ':::picurec.nis:.n diLinishecl before t:1is sreat new re-
ligicn or 9hiloso~•hy. By rnistai:ce, ;.-arius vHs ar:r-ested as a 
Christian b.'" the superstitious -::: aGa~1s after a:l earthcuake. I ~ 
After sacrifici:;}g his freedom th'.:J.t his friend Cornelius mie;ht ii 
escape, :. a:tius fell sick of a fever. t:e eli ed peacefully, tenG.ed1 
by the simple good people of CJ. wayside house v:ho gave him the 1' 
l~st rites of the Catholic Church. Thus he died ~ith the hope 
of Christ in his heart. 
Soon after Earius v1as completed Fater st::rrted a parallel 
study of character different age of transition--the 
sixteenth century. ~eain his interest centered around the 
spirituul developr::cent of a refined and cultivated mind, but 
only a fragir:ent was completed. 
Gaston de Latour 
ii ,, 
li 
~ I 
:I 
i: 
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In the sixteenth century when :-ing Charles IX was declared :' ,, 
1 of a13e, young Gaston de Latour was m:Ae u clerk in orders, al- l; 
i thcugh he was the last of his race. This youth 3d1.1cated. near i': 
1 :L·Totre Dame de Chartres was well liked bu the otl;er students. 1' 
1 
.-'l.fter the loss of his little friend Guy· and of his grandmother, 
he gave up thoughts of ecclesiastical life for a time. In-
fluenced by the poems of the new poet, Ronsard, G&ston and his 
friends visited the Prior. Sorn the boy was torn betwean two 
, ideals--the old and the new. ]ith a letter of introduction, 
he visited r:ontaigne whose philosophies of freedom of the soul 
and tolerance delighted him. However, such the~ries were not 
i in keeping with the; t tirr1e of strife bet\veen Iiuguenots and 
I Catholics. ·,-;hen Iienry' s rnarria.s:e to =·.~arr: _:ret of Valois was I ~ ~ 
I' 
: 
I 
I ~ 
' i: 
• 
,. 
celeb:rated, with much frivolity, Gaston, usually self-possessed 
found himself caught in this net a_n.d swept into a marriage. 
Leaving Faris to go to his dying father, Gaston did not take 
part in the Huguenot slaughter, but he felt gres.t rem.orse for !I 
lhe lost all trace of Colombe and her people \'Jho were Hu.guenots. j·
1
, 
I .:.fter experiencing the corn1pticn of ::?arisi&n society, Gaston 
1 came under the influer1ce of ~'antheism preached by a Dominican, :1 
Bruno. The idea that the spirit of God is everyv,chere in all I 
:j things appealed to Go.ston. The fragment ends with the young !. 
man torn betv1een the 'v\>orld .Jnd Christ-- cor-.fronted with new :, 
ideals which somewhat confused him. ~ 
li 
:I Although Gaston is only a -frugment, it is as important !1 
jl 
as a study of France in the lute sixteenth century as ~arius 
is as a study of Rome at the time Paganism was breaking up. 
Ronsard is b:portant in one, Larcus Lurelius in the other. 
In both the personal note is strcng; Gaston and Uarius are 
I 
i both ..tater himself giviJlg his own nineteeth century moral and 
!aesthetic views. Always the hero is f~r off, vague and the 
!story lacks vitality, but the atmosphere is well built up. 
I 
~ater, an apostle of a cult of beauty worshippers, expressed 
his ideas on beauty in both the material used and the style. 
0 lA dignified, distinguished style employing rhythinical prse 
I " 
:shows the poetic genius which ?ater possessed in the art of 
i 
;,words. 
i 
I 
'I'hi s alone cives beauty to his work. 1l'he arrangelT~ent 
:of :.arius is episodic, at tL'T1es becoming almost a series of 
\esso.ys dreamily hela. together by the central figure. ;~s 
Ia stylist '\:al.ter i: a ter had grc .. ;t influence. In its purpose, 
I 
l:.:arius the :~Dicurean is quite unprecedented; it is the first 
I --
I 
;attemot in the ~nglish historical novel to deal with the soul 
! 
iof n1s.n. :Sy recreating a · eriod, he delves into the :~_irids of 
•it 
,, 
r1 
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men of thut time to c;ive an unusual study of psychology, phi-
losoSlhY, and the profound ideas of the Aue;ustan Age. By meuns 
of this spiritual experienc~, we o.rc shown the mind of a time. 
! 
1 Interesting as rater's work may be, one can easily ses that 
I 
i h~ would never become popular, ulthough his perfect prose 
style ~oulo be widely imitated. 
J. Henrv Shorthouse 
Even more unusual is John Inglesant, a book by Shorthouse 
which is said to be:tr at least d spiritual lil·:eness to ;.;_arius 
but w:-,ich is far superior as a story. On this one novel 
Shorthcuse, a Birminf;ham manufacturer vvho never travelled be-
y2nd ~ngland, ~cr~ed from seven to ten years. After one year 
of private circulation, it was printed in 1881. Its success 
w, s inm1ediate although it had none of the glamour of the or-
dianary historical novel. Its Guthor, ~ho was born of ruaker 
parents and who was very provincial, was unaffectedly delighted 
I 
1with its receoticn. In the Preface he speaks of it as a 
philosophical romance, but it is really a religious romance. 1 
John Inglesant 
il 
ii 
it 
I' I 
I! 
,I 
II This story gives an account of the life of John Inglesant II 
vvho was sc trained in youth by l.':r ~. Hall (or Father St. Clare) , ' 
·a Jesuit, th~t he becomes ~ valuable emissary for King Charles il 
the r·ucen, the C::ltholic Church, and the Church of 2ngland. 1i 
John, ulways attem)ting to find the truth, found peace at Littl~l 
Gidding, ~: relie;ious hou::.::e or rrotestant :~~unnery, kept by 1·Ti- ·; 
cholas Farr·ar and his family ·vvhere they practiced good vvorks. !1 
There he \NBS inspired by the holy love he bore towc..rds r .. rary !! 
Collet who v;ould not murry him, for she knew he secretly desiredil 
the holy life of religion. '.'ihile er11ployed as :i:squire of the :1 
~ody to King Charles I, he was sent into Ireland in a final 
1. J. Il. Shorthouse :'refacG to John ::rngles,J.:J.t p. VIII 
I 
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' att~mpt to recoup the Kine's losses. His work there was to hel~ 
Glamorgan enlist help from the Irish iapists and to insure a 
sood reception for them in the besieged city of Chester. Tihen 
this plan failed, Inglesant br"-vely fc.ced death, loyally re- .: 
ftJ.Sinc to udmit t.hJ.t the :King had sanctioned the mission. Af- 1: 
ter yc~rs in prison forgotten after the ~ing's death, Johnny li 
wae:> finally released, 3ven then his fate was a sad one for li 
he lost the two v;hor:; he loved rr;ost--::~:lr'r Collet and his twin ~~ 
brother 'i:ho v~as forcibly murdered by an Italian. Upon his ii 
refusal to accept the religious life offered by De Cressey 
(for he was s~ill assailed by doubts), John felt that God had 
tru~y deserted him. 
ji 
i: 
II 
;I 
\I 
Filled rd tt a desire to avenge his brother's death, :l 
Inglesant rias q_uite willing to underta-~:e a mission to Home for l!i 
the Jesuit. :hile in Italy Le helped bring abcut the election ,
1 
of' the new pope, becarr.ce involved in the ~uietist cause: led by 11 
1 l. olinos, influenced the old Duke of Umbria to cede his State \! 
to the J='apacy, becan:e IICavaliere di San Giorgio·, married 11 
Lauretta di Gl.tardinc, ae1d ne:.r2.·owly escaped his brother's fate. 11 
~.,'hen ha finally had his e::J.e!cy in his power he suddenly forgave '!,1j' 
the Italian, delivering the c.ssets sL" in to the hands of God 
for retribution. Later while see~ing his wife's brother, , 
lr:.glesant -went to the placue-st:-icken city of ~;apL's -;:here 11 
he 0.gain met his olc"i. enemy, -:. alvotti; who had become blind 1j 
anCi vms no·:, a Capuchin fric:cr. Together, they i>:'und di Gu .. rd i:1o !i 
suf:fcring f'rcm le::crosy ::r.d the pL.:e;ue. In this hut Inglesu.nt ;; 
at lo.st was rev.'e.rded for his ste;:;.dfastness f'or there he snv; !! 
a vision of Christ himself. 'l'he story ends ':iith his L:.st j! 
unsuccessf-u.l at 1:ercpt to help I olinos and the 'uietist n~ovement 1; 
c..nd his ~~et-urn to £ne;land. ·avinr::: seer~ G-od, he felt that at il 
least lle hc;d ccncjuered his doubts. Ee lm,.:;r, onco ~.nd for all :! 
the__ t the 'dn2:dom of GoG. was wi Ftin himself: G'.lCh must fol.:.ovi :1 
God's foc:tst·?:;s to attain the ileal life. ;: 
\: 
rr'tis stor~r is unusual in 'nany ways. As an historical 
novel it ci vo s us \.~n 8Xcellen t _pic tun; of the periocl. The 
statesmen--~: inc; Charles I, Strafford; the churclm.en--Cc1rdinal 
di Chigi, .. rchbishop Laud; the philosophers- -George ~-erbert, 
Crashaw, CLnd the sceptic ~1obbes; J.'uritans, Papists, o.nd Caval-
iers; all are treated in this novel of wide scope. 
1: 
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Yet over all there is a diffused light or radiance be-
cause of the nobility of the central figure. As a religious 
novel, it sho\vs the Catholic Church and the Crn,1rch of Er..gland 
~s they ap-ealed to t~is youth, ze~lously s~eking the Truth. 
The ideal perf0ction of the ~n8lish Church's is pictured here 
as a religion tD be loved by all. Shorthou se had tvvo ideals 
befor-.:; ldrr.--his love for the .Lnglish Church and his aris-
tocratic ideal of the great noble~an doins his duty to Go6 
and to the traditions of nobility. ~'!e se:::; Ingles ant's per-
sonal fidelity to a p~rsonal soverei~~ and his reverence for 
vvonanLind (I,:ary Collet J> al·.vays ready to die for his tradj_ t ions J: 
~ltho~gh the historical figures and events are scmewhLt like 
;, 
il 
I ~ 
I! 
noble sh-:dov; ', certain scenes are drar:"atic--the King question- j! 
ing Inc::lesant. about :':)trafford's ghost, . the proposal to ? •. ary, 1! 
tl 
her d3ath, and the scene3 in which In5lesant is protecting the i[ 
~::i::J.C' s honor. TLe story 2f the J:'rotestunt l~uns at Little li 
·! Gh:d.in;..:; is ex_pressi ve of the peuceft~l cho.rrc, of the whole book.j! 
:! :::-'art, I, containing a series of spiritual crises, has been I! 
II 
said tc: be finer t.>an the last part set lE Ituly. 1 Fossibly i: 
i! this is becm;se Shorthouse had never been in Italy. Although :: 
:I 
t, 
he subordinated Rom~nce to philc00·;-hy, this c.;.uthor by drinking !i 
!I 
in the spirit of thG.t age and of the Cavalier party inculcated:: 
ll 
the jo:.·ous (uali ty cf romance jn his book. The idea thC.< t the J! 
c~valier is always a gay drunkard and that the Puritans and 
ascetics alons thought cf spiritual life is proved fallacious. 
1: il 
I! 
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In the :F'reface, Shorthouse tells 1JS tho.t John Inglesant is 
an attempt "to blend together these three in one philosophy--
the ~emory of th~ Gead--the life of thought--the life of 
e ·-ch e +' ~ 1 "l ct on o~ Uu a one. In doing this he eives us a biogra-
phy of the soul of a man strur::gling in doubt, thus opening 
to the field of historical romance a new tind of novel--a re-
ligicus or philosophic hovel concerned with the spiritual 
thoughts and ideas of a hero. As ·:•alpole says, "This novel 
is sure of its r:lace in li te:rature, n 2 for it is inde[)endent 
of time and f~shion. hlso its place is unicue for there is •' ,: 
'I 
nothing quite like it in literoture; its simplicity and )I 
charm of s_piri tual percept ion have not as yet been duolicated. 1! 
Certainly it is uni0ue amid the nineteenth century hi:torical 
1
1 
·I 
novels. Far different were the sparkline joyous novels of 
Stevenson and his followers--the true Romantics. 
I 1. 
I 2. 
I' 
I ~ 
J. H. Shorthouse :Preface to John Ingle.sant 
H. J. C. Grierson op. cit. p. 177 
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The True Adventurers 1870-1910 
At the and of th~ nineteenth century we see the freshness 
of r~mance appearing once more to dominate the literary world. 
As might have been foretold b'' the popularity of Lorna Docme 
a rom2ntic revival in the field of the novel was underway 
which would r·each its height in t.be I'Jork of Stevenson. 
Robert Louis Stevenson 
Although Lorna Doone had vindicuted romance and histori-
cal romance, no one immediately took up the call of Blac l(more. 
It was the sge of science and realism; true romance had sel-
dom been revi V8d since Scott's tirr,e. Then as Quiller--Couch 
·i 
tells us ""• m&n there, was, to rescue us from the Desert of 'i II 
:-teal ism'' --one gallant Scotsman ••.••..•• who kept the flag of lj 
. II 
• ' .r" • ,-. ,,1 II Scott flylng •.•.... rwbert l.JOUlS otevenson. V.'ith the advent ,I II 
of Stevenson, the historical romance, which had been considered! 
!I 
by tll8 critics as rather old-fasllioned, once more gained new !: 
•I j! 
life. r1e lifted :2::nglish li ter:1ture from the depressing !j 
I. 
pessimism so chCJ.racteristic of the social and domestic novels 'I I, 
I' 
II 
of the lc..te nineteenth century to a more healthy vitality. !! 
Revolting against the realistic experimental and scientific 
novels, Stevenson wrote in a letter tc =·i~T • .i.ienley soon after 
Treasure Island was written, "I do desire a book of a6venture--
• . a romance--and no man 'Nill get or write me one. Dumas I have 
1. R. T. ~uiller--Couch Studies in Literature p. 258 
,. 
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I w£mt to /! 
hear swords clash. I V'ant a book to begin in a new way.nl ll 
read and reread too often; Scott, teo, I am short. 
I 
His own books answered this call to arms; their reception showe~ 
th~t rcm~nce was still desired. The spirit of adventure was I! 1: 
li 
quickly caught up b~.r such writer~~ as Crockett, Doyle, Q.uiller- ii 
Couch, eyman, and Hewlett. 
Kidnapped 
This is the story of a young boy, David Balfour, who 
is kidnapped, plu.cecl abou.rd the "Covenant", and swept over-
board in a stor!n. ;;i th the fier1r Scot, ~~lan Breck, he becomes 
involved in the Ape in r:mrder, for he is talking to Colin Roy 
Campbell when the latter is killed. Although David is a ?iliig 
and loyal to King Georr~e, he l<::nows that his danger is great. 
~ith the Jacobite, Alan Breck Ste~art, ~n outlaw after the 
events of 1745, he makes his way with difficulty across the 
;:ighlbEds. After r"any experience.:, in the heather, escapes 
from the Redcoats, and capture by Cluny's men, the two become 
fast friends. The story ends rather abrnntly with David re-
gaining his inheritance through the help of Alan. 
Kidnapped may well be chosen as an example of Stevenson's 
style and method. Be[;un with great enthusiasm, it is broken 
off abruptly because of the author's faticue--to be taken up 
again in Catrion~, a sequel. The simple story based on a 
I little known historical incident, the ApDin Lurder of +752, 
(which Stevenson for no apparent reason places in 175l) is 
clearly told in exciting, pictlJ.resque style. For ut least 
ten years Stevenson had been studying Clan lore and Highland 
r-:astory. '/:hile on a journey he bought from an Inverness boo,;-
seller a report of the Ap oin T::urcier 'rrial, saw its value as 
il 
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materi:J.l for a romance, obtained local color by visiting Appin, !1 
and wrote lidnaoped. Being a boy at heart, he can write a book 
1. '.'!. L.PIIelps, ·op. cit. p. 177 
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for bojs ~ithci1t t~lkiht-down to th~~. · Che~t~fton c~~dit~ 
Stevenson ·::ith Llainc "the first writer to treat seriously and 
~-:oetically tl.:.~ '::testhetic instincts of the boy" 1 by writins a 
•~ boy' s boo~-::, not 1 e:li ld' .3 book. Evervwhere it .,,r:1 s po_;;;ular not 
• 
j only with boys but ~ith ndult readers as well. Its gallant 
11 spirit, untlmsi<:Jsrr~, 2.nJ es;)ccL:.:.lly the character of the rebel, 
I ~lan Breck as co~our:d to t~0 staid D~vid helped advance the 
j new spirit of ror~~::mce. _..:~.drr.:.ired by Henry Jn.-::ne~; 8nd r:atthew 
II _: .. rnolc; ~ l. t h ' 11 d- f t' b t t · · th ._ . _ as oe~n ca e one o ;ne es s orleS ln •. e 
'
I 
, lc.ngu::.tc;e, 0 S·Ninnerton, u very discerninc critic, says th'-'-t the 
characters cf the vain brave Scot and old 3benezer are alKost 
enough to justify the sugcestion thut EidnappeJ is the best 
Scottish rorr;ance since Scott. 4 llowever, the weah sequel, 
Catriona, never recaptures th~t cureless buoyant spirit. 
Tte ~aster of Ballantrae 
'l'te Durie fumil,·r at B<i lla::ttrae coLsisted of the retired 
lord, the ~aster (Ju:•es), and lienry the second son. Alison 
G:r&err;c;, o.n orpr!<J.:: hei.rcss, w"~3 c'lecl::_;sd to r:.arry the ILi:lster. 
In the U)risinc; of Frince Cl1arlie in 1745, the Faster too~·. 
~-is side, ':,rhile Iie:1.ry ha~; to td}·"' r:,.,orc;o's •.. han v,-ord CCJG;e of 
the :._~Jster' s de,tth of Cullo(Jan, Alison unwillinr;ly ae;reed to 
rr..arry :~enry. Th•3 ;:aster l}s.d really e~::;caped to sea, been cap-
tured by a pir~te ship, man3~ed to secur3 their treasure, 
escaped to ~c.rLerica, killecl h~s :?.uir1e, ~md hif> his treasure 
in th0 wilderness of ~rench Can~da. Finally ~ac?ellar, the 
narrator, tcld J>.lison tt· t for seven ye~:1rs the l.~aster had bc.;en 
applyinr; to Lenr:r fer rwrwy until :~e:1.r~r vms considered by 
ev3ryone us u L_i ser. "'"bout th j s time the L:a3 ter appeared to 
i nsu:L t i~enry and r<:J.k e love to 1..lison until Eenry was so 
1 • Stockton ;,rson, "i1.pproaches and Reactions in Six :anetee : th 
Century Fictionists Rice Institute ?amphlet Vol. 3 
_ (Jan, 1916) p. 114 
~ro\'~·rl,', G~ OI'~C,. ,~. J;- Eo ?l~ of ~. 1_. i• p. 107 
.<-elm .L'~e~::wn, .'..ngllsh .:.ortralts and -~ssays p. 3~:\-59 
Frank wvannerton R. L. Stevenson: /~ Cri t iciil :2tud 'T p. 153 
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enrnced th2. t he l)rO;Josed a d'\JJ:l. . .. 1 though the :·.:aster was left 
for dead, his body had disappeared when Tienry, t:ackellar, and 
Aliso:1 returned £-.i. few :;inu tes later. ~ienry' s mind WCJ.S never 
1 q·u i te ulec:r afteJ.· tli e se events. Sometime later tlle master-
o~ce more returned, but to escape him his brother and his wife 
sailed to ~·~e:. York. .l~owever, the s·uster soon followed to go 
in search of his hidden treasur3. ;,fter insticuting a series 
of murders, James Durie died a very strange death in the v;il-
Qerness. :t:enry, refusing to believe his brother dead, folloned 
him into the wilderness where he, toe, died. The two brothers 
iWerc buried in the same crave. 
'The :.:aster has very little of his tory in it except for 
the early allusions to the '45 Rebellicn and its connection 
with the fictional char,::cters. Like many of his novels,it was 
easv to start but hard to end. I " Cf this book, Stevenson said 
,. 
!i 
.I 
I' 
:i 
11
'1'his cursed end of The Laster hangs over me like a gallov;sT ••• jj 
it is a difficult thing to vrrite, o.bove all in Lackellarese, and!l 
I! I canEot see n1y way clear. nl The story is broi:en at times, i' 
I 
I• 
but in one way it is perhaps the best of his novels bedause it 
keeps throuGhout the sustained sense thLt the plot is moving 
1 to a final 
I 
I 
, burial and 
i 
tragedy. The endinc;, tl:.e scene of the master's 
atteEpted resuscitation, is often criticised. Free-
;man says it is suggestive of Poe at his worst. 2 
I 
At least the 
! 
;story sugc;ests 
I 
Foe's rule for unity fer it produces a sinGle 
\effect, a technique Stever:.son learned from the French. The 
introduction of Secundra Dass according to Swinnerton ruins the 
3 bool( as a hork of ::..rt. Yet the dignity of the story, its 
:I 
:I 
:, 
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I! 
1 distinguished scenes, such as the duel scene, and the clear-C\lt l1 
:character drawing of the I.:aster and :,~ackellar make the book !i 
I 1i 
j 1; 
I ·: ~1. G. E. Brown op. cit. p. 159 
i2. J. Freeman op. cit. p. 33 
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a fine romantic piece of writing. 
These two novels show the strong points and weaknesses 
of Stevenson. ~iany have blamed him because he s emed to be 
too flippant, careless, promising :.rcu ch, but always wasting 
~is talents on so~etbing slight. Yet he alone can be held 
responsible for the Homantic 1"tevival. ·.:hen he died in 1894, 
everyone was reading romantic fiction. Those who want a 
depth of philosophy, a psychological theme, or a deep under-
lying lesson will never find satisfaction in his work, for he 
believed thut "Fiction is to the grown man what play is to 
the child."1 His philosophy of light-heartedness, his indif-
ference to affairs of life and death, his lack of pathos, may 
fail to inspire the reader to deeD thinking, but such a phi-
losophy will bring him entertainment. The jaunty bearing, 
;I 
1: 
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,I the vigor, the simplicity of style, the unforgettable character1f:;, 
;I 
!I 
and the imagery of his scenes give his. books a spirit of roman-ji 
ticism which is fundamental not superficial. His ease of styleil, 
his metstery of the picturesque, the fluency of his words make li 
one forget his years of careful study and imit:tion o1 other 
writers. His economy of detail, brought about b.• cutting and 
recutting, so.:-;1etimes makes the story seen, stark, but each 
picture becomes clear-cut, distinct. "One has to seek far 
to find so perfect a use of the English languuge to convey 
its sim;_:ler emotions and ideas of life. n 2 1'>.l though he lacked 
1. C. ~eygandt op. cit~ p. 233 
I 
.., 
2. John ·.·1. Cunlif·:·e .ii:nclish Li ter3turc; during last l.ialf-Cen- r 
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the fertility of invention of Scott, he had 6reater technical 
sldll. Only thre·3 weaknes~3es are up';)arent in Stevenson's 
st()ries--the lack of passion, a distaste or incapacity for 
characterizing women, and the hurried endings. His stories 
too often end in a rush of incident rather than in an orderly 
style. But these flaws did not alter the opinion of critics, 
for he alv;ays has a go .. d story, an6. his joyous imagination 1: 
t' 
n d 
anc1. subtle art give llis narratives beauty. As a romancer, I! 
novelist, artist, and poet, Stevenson brought to the historical!! 
ii 
novel a new spirit, restored it to the purity anC. sirnplic i ty :1 
il 
'I which it enjoyed under Scott, and became the master of the new : 
Romantics, revolti~g asainst the cynicism and pessimism of the : 
II 
literature of their day. Ee is still very po_oular today, still![ 
ap~ealing to the youth in each of us, although he is rarely 
mentioned when serious literary estimates are being made.· 
(,uick to tuke advantage of the r~version to romance, a 
il 
ij 
'I 
!t 
'I 
1: 
~ I ,, 
II 
In 1894 Andrew Lang s_pot;:e ;! 
I, 
schcol of romancers sprung up. 
of Eiplinc;, BarJ:·ie, ','ieyman, 3tevenson, Conan-DGyle, Crocl~et t, 
and "Anthony Hope'1 ns the chief ron1.ancers of the day. 1 Cf 
tL is group Doyle, ·.veyman, and Croct;:ett follo·wed Stevenson's 
lead by using history as their medium. Arthur T. Q,uiller--
Couch also attained some success in the historicaJ novel. 
l. C. ~.-:eygandt op. cit. p. 319 
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Arthur _ _1,. Q,uiller-Couch 
This <mthor under the pen name of "Q." produced many po-
pular historical romcmces. Among his most popular was "The 
Splendid ~", a story vvi'itten in bio[~raphical style. 
The 3nlendid ~ 
Cn November 29, 1642 Jack karvel, a student at Oxford, 
tried to save ~ young Cavalier, ~nthony Killigrew, from a 
plot laid by Captain Luke Settle but failed. ·The dying boy 
gave Jack a letter to ta· e to King Ch&rles I, and Jack sped 
off. In battle v:ith Settle's gang, Jacl.>.Anthony's father 
and sister escuped. After the father'3 death in the woods, 
the two young people went on together. Again Jack escaped 
from death on· a Hoyalist trading vessel. In hiding from 
the Roundheads Jack was forced to t~rst the letter to be 
delivered by Joan O'The Tor, a country girl. As a result of 
the message the King's forces were successful at Ruthven and 
Stall:f'ord hehth. Jacl:c was once EiOre endemgered by the Par-
liament~rian troops ~hen attempting to rescue Del~a Killigrew 
froEJ 3ettle. This wo s successfully accomplished through the 
help of Joan who, however, lost her life in gaining their 
safety. · 
The Blue Pavilions. 
In Earwich in 1673 two middle-aged sea captains quarrel 
over the adoption of a baby boy, the son of Kistress Salt, 
tl1e ir old sweetheart, who had been deserted by her husband. 
~'".ltiwugh Captain Barker becomes the adopted father, Captain 
Hunacles a few years later finds that he has been named the 
1 legal co-guardian with the boy's father~ Tre~2nned into the 
army of !·:ing ~:iilliar:. III, Tristram =1oon ·came into the hands 
of his rascally fc:t!wr r1ho was employed by the ::.!:arl of I'::arl-
borough in engineering q plot against the King. Betrayed by 
his father, Tristram :~11 into the clutches of the French 
where he became a salley slave. After a long and unsuccessful 
search fer the boy, the two old captains ~ere unexpectedly 
drafted into temoorary s2rvice by the Fine;. Dombarded br the 
French vessel on which Tristram was working, Ca_;:tain Barker us 
captain of the frit;.'lte savr3d his :Little fleet of merchant 
vessels from disaster by a clever strategy. Through this 
unexpected turn of events Tristram was able to return once· 
more to ;arwich after his hurrowinG experience. 
These two novels are. ty~ical of the art of ~~uiller-Couch. 
'Ihere is :10 great de 11th C'f' thouc;h t cr feel ins; the characteri-
it 
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is not outstanding; but the stories sre light, advon-
I 
turous, and sc;::ov;hat ar;p8alin"~; The two cuptains in The 
Blu.e :ravilicns are 1.musual fisures but 'Tristrdr11 and the cirl 
Sophia, arj both insipid; vdlile the plot is too far-fetched 
to be artistic. 'l'he 5 'Jlendid 3::;ur is a rwch fin::;r piece of 
ucrk, for it has fine local calor, sood characterization, and 
llistory vvllich is !-;.ot overdone. The note of simplicity, ro-
rwnce, and adventure rr.ight well be imitated by other vvri ters 
of historictil fiction. Yet he hcrdly lives up to his own 
tenets 'i'!hen he says, "A. novelist's rant depends upon '<';hat 
he cc.~n see and v.'h,_;t he can tell us of the human hedrt." 1 
~d~ittedly an imit3tor of 3t~venson, 2 he falls far short of 
his m~:~s t::;r. 
Arthur Conan-Doyle 
The boyish, adventurous spirit of Stevenson's novels 
caught the fancy of nany vvri tors as well as readers. Doyle, 
the ere tor of the 3herlock Eolmes stories, decided to put 
aside his detective tales for a time in order to write more 
serious novels. ~->.fter c. ye:Jr' s reading and five c::onths' 
II wri tilJC he was re:Jdy to huve "Eicah Clarke" published. 
r,;icah Clarke 
This story, tcld in an autobiographiaal style, is con-
cerned with the romantic 1:onmouth Rebellion of 1685. Youn~ 
t:icah Clar~e, the son of a stern Dissenter, takes his father's 
place in the .'.:estern H-etbellion. -,-.~i tll his friend, Reuben 
1. 
... 
G • 
C. ·.,'eyfjandt op. cit. 
' .. ·. Besant and Cthers 
p. 280 
~.:v li'ir st 3c-ok p .• 108 
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i' Lockarby, young Clar~-<:e sets cut from navant for Taunton, the 
1 gathering place for the rebel forces. Although they are 
very inexperienced the two learn a great deal from their 
companion, an old soldier nm,1ed De ci11"us Sa>~cn, and a gay 
knight called Sir Gerv~s Jerollie. Clerke soon makes himself 
known by serving as messenger on a dangerous hut unsuccessful 
mission to enlist the aid c,f the Duke of Beaufort. It is not 
long before the army of Lonmouth learn that th~ir leader is 
unworthy of their sup]ort. During the battle of Sedgemoor he 
runs frc:~n the field in terror and despair but is soon caught 
by K.ing James's men. Through the aid of Saxon, Clar}~e is 
saved from deportc.:,tion to the l)Grbadoes. Thus he may continue 
his life of' adventure outside 3ngland. Reuben, who had been 
wounded before the battle, is pardoned while ~ir Gervas died 
gallantly in battle. 
One is surprised to le~rn that this novel went from one 
publishing house to another, meeting refusal frcm Blackwood's, 
Bentley's, and Cassell's, before it fell into the hands of 
Andrew Lang at Longman's. Seeing the merit of the book, Lang 
pushed forward its publications. 1 It was so successful th1t 
Doyle was enc~uruged to try other historical novels. The 
story is clearer as the reader's interest is focussed on the 
adventure. The real cause of the failure of the uprising 
is carefully pointed out--the ·deal·mess of :,.~onmouth as a leuder. 
Yet the reader g ·c.;ts an enjoyable story without feeling that 
the at~~ empt '.vas a fe,.::ble one. Doyle plain~iy tells the story 
of the courage of' the lowly soldiers as opposed to the 
drilled marcenarie~;, the religious dissension within ~:::on-
mouth's council, and the 'Navering osci~llating weukness of the 
leader. The character of the cruel Advocate Jeffreys is only 
touched upon at the end, but thut glimpse is much more force:fu 
W. Besant and Others Ibid p. 108 
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d than Eesant' s picture. The story of the adventure-loving :1 j: 
.I hero who scoffed at love is :)lainly, calmly told in a natural, :t 
j! 
unaffected style. The absence of the love element is its 11 
chief weakness. Yet twelve years after its publication 
l=icah Clarke vus still selling more freely the:m any of his 
longer books e:x:cept the "'.'ihi te Company" 1 
The '.'!hite Comoany 
!1 ~ 
li 
•I li 
'I I; 
II 
i\ 
I! 
II 
I 
'· ,, i! 
E.ordle John and· Alleyne ::.::drickson left the Abbey of 1.'.
1
1 
Beaulieu at the se.n:e time--John as a black sheep put out 
because of his sins (chief of which was conversing vli th a ,, 
maiden and carryint; her across a stream) and Alleyne unde~· the I 
will of his long-dead father. ',\'rlile trying to help a girl, li i' 
.Alleyne wo.s driven off by dogs from the est,o._te of his evil il 
brother , the Socrr.:an of Linstead. Left to his own resources, il 
he ~ oined John ·and Samkin Aylward on their v.'ay to Twynham li 
Castle ·where Sir l~igel Loring li vecJ. rL'here Jl..lleyne became j[ 
squire to Sir ~;ige}_, taught r.:o.ude Loring and her maids, and , il promptly fell in love ·''lith her. ·:.·i th Sir ~Hgel as leader of 11 
the ·,'hi te :::ompany, the band of 150 archers and men at arms· !I 
set sail for llrance. L.fter adventures c...t sea and nt Bordeaux 1: 
at King ~dward's court, they ~roceeded to Dax to gather to- :! 
gether the re~;t of the Company. Eeeting with Du Guesclin, ll 
a French knight, they stayed ut a frie~d's chateau for the 1:.· 
night. 'Iha t ni.c:ht they ·,;ere atta.c>~ed by the poverty-stricken !, 
brushwooc1 men who killed some of their narty and burned the n 
chateau. Sir ::igel and his followers \vere saved by the arrivaf 
of the -.. ihi te Company. :From th::::nce ttey travelecl to Spain unde:f 
:Sdward' s bar..ner s c;:here they won much praise for their gallant :i 
stand. The story ends ha_opily as :3ir il..lleyne 2drickson, newlyj1 
knighted, marries I.:avde Loring. 1
1 I ,, 
•I Like Lico.l:l Clar'\.e, The ',\'hi te Company engages the reader's:: 
. ,: 
Th t . . d t 'I e s lrrlne; a ven ures, :
1 ). 
the valorous deeds, and the inimitable char cters, especially :1 
interest from the V3ry beginning. 
I 
Doyle ~:s iiordle John and Sir :·:igel, mal{e the story entertaining. 
aim in writing this novel of the fourteenth century was 11 to 
reconstruct a heroic age, •••••.••• to represent the life of 
1. "Cor~an-Doyle" The. Eookrr1an Vol. 17 ("·~ugust, 1903) p. 650 
.. ·-~- ----
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the century from every point of view, that of the soldier, 
of the monk, of the artisan, to call bac:-:. the ty_oic::ll archer 
of the days of -~dv:erd III. ,l In order to do this he r:1~1stered 
I 
I 115 -::nc;lish and French ·::orks dealj ng ~;vi th that period bsfore 
i 
II 
il 
,.., 
he started writing.~ i,s a ras11lt of this rese ~ret, the story 
day. 
rmr,iniscent of 11 '-!:'he Cloister 2nd the Hearth" v,ol-:..ich Doyle 
'I h It is · d 
II 
I' 
I 
~ I 
I co:::-LSid·::rs the finest ~nQ;l:Ish historical novel 1f not the 
c;reatest novel of any :-dnd. 3 Lilce ~~encle' s master)iece the 
main interest is in the ways ide =<! ve!l ture~; such us the fight 
,,.,·i th the ~--ir::ite V3SSel. Alvmys, like Stevenson and Sect:_ , 
±-e keeps to the old-fashioned belief that a novel is for 
entGrtainn~ent. Thus he n~a de sc-:-, e e xcelle~". t con tri bu. tions 
to tistorical romance. 
~hir fine romantic style was continued in the works of 
Stanley J. ·.:e;rm<m--an au thor wllo as ·::'sl~ole se:..ys "h'ld a mag-
L. 
nificent narratjve gift."~ ..... ..L3 
, historical) is a very long one. 
list of novels (most of them 
~Tnile ·,·,Ti ting short stories'; 
he thought Lore and more of the historical novel. It so3med 
to him that most writers in the past had given it rather a 
forbidding aspect. He is quoted in orie of the magazines of 
q 
l 
~· 
li 
11 Ccman-Doyle"--1'he Bo:kman Vol. 17 (August, 1903) p. 650 i! 
Duffield Osborne-- "Conan Doylett--The Pookbuyer Oct. 1894 1: 2. ,, 
p. 421 :1 
'
1 Conun-:Jo.vle!!--'l'he 3c,c;kwan Vol 17 Ume;ust, 1903) -. 650 ': 
E. J. C. GriersOilop. cit. p. 184 
3. 
4. 
!i 
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day as saying, "Blood and thunder bej_ng the faDhion, I thought i! 
I· 
'· I ,, 
" j ~ 
L 
the historical story misht bo revived with success if the 
i' 
characters '.-.·ere tree.. ted so far as possible 'modernly', and all il 
I 
the old properties--the alack-a-days and the gadzookses--were !I 
. !i 
discarded. lT 1 lns pired by .36lrd' s :S.ise of the Huguenots, ·::eyman ~~· 
. t T• I 
-_,;rote a novel based :·n r:;al event~:; of' French lus ory. :.-~e ~;ut 1: 
' 
into this settins actual hun:an beings, living stirring lives, 
actin3 humanly, and tal~i~g ~ithout obsolete e~9ress~ons • 
. ~ccordinc3ly, The l~onse of ·:iolf' published in 1890 wus a brillia~t 
II 
·il 
h 
i: 
:i 
rrhe lious e of .. :.rolf l. 
success. 
--- il 
'This is a short striking tale of rrance in 1572 at the j; 
til-1e of the 3t. Bartholomew :. asscre. Three brothers (who 11 
strangely enoush hc·ve cirls' names) f.nne, :~arie, and Croisette 1: 
de Caylus go to Faris for the first time in Em atten;_?t to i 
wc.:.r-n Louis de :?avannes, a ~T-uguenot ene;aged to their cousin !i 
~<it. :rn doing this they gain the enmity of the 'i/olf, the !1 
Vidame de Dezers, who is also in love -;;ith }_it. I..fter being II 
captured by Bezers, the boys escape only to get involved in ![ 
anothe_:r. plot inv?lv:i.nc; IJouis:s ccusir; ~r;d his wife. i~.nne 1
1 
saved .L.adarr.e de 1>avannes' s llfe by f lnalnC h~r husband. The l1 
boys discover that tlwt night has be ;n appointed by the Duke j1 
of Guise for the slaughter of the Huguenots trapped in T'aris 1j 
where they thought they were protected by the King. ~hen the II 
Caylus finally reach Louis, they f ~ nd him already surrounded il 
by Bezer' s men. In the midst of cJ.l_l the violence, the 1!lolf jl 
leads his four canti ves away from the vengeance of' the crowd.. J! 
.'.'hen he finds his rival def'ea ted, Dezers suddenly relents I 
at the ttwueht of :?it, and allows his captives to go free. 1: 
Thus arrid the many evils done by this brutal man, one good !I 
deed stands out in his life. ! 
.i',.lthough this tale is very si:aply told, for it is merely 
the story of thre::; impetuous, inexperienced boys, it gives 
an excellent picture of' the Faiis mob in action, the intrigue 
of court ladies as well as men, the weakness of the King in 
lJ 
:I 
ti 
II 
'I 
I' 
,: ,, 
:I 
ll 
11 
'I ,, 
1: 
I 
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:I 
the hands of Catherine L:edici, the trickery of the Duke of 'I 
I' ; ~
Guise, and the s :piri t of r elic;ious intolerance, Yet none ;~ 
of these become heuvy, as they are cleverly woven into the 
story. The characters, too, ere vvell drmm, especially De 
Bezers. The I=ouse of ~:rolf was followed three years later by 
a novel which brought Tieyman universal recognition--Gentleman 
of I~rance. 
Gentleman of France 
In 1588 Gaston de Bonne, Sieur de Earsac, a Huguenot, , 
was left friendless .. ;1 though the threadbare ao bleman had been :1 
laughed out of court by the young courtiers, the ~~~ing of I~a- ', 
varre employed him secretly, :)romisine.s him no outward revmrd, : 
to rescue Mlle. de Vire from the home of Vicomte de Turenne 
without breaking the latter's friendship with the King. This 1 
accomplished, hlarsac esc6rted her from her place of refuge ! 
with de Rosn;sr, a Huguenot, to the Xing of France whose alliance! 
with the Catholic Lea::,·ue was prevented by l·::lle. de Vire' s !! 
information b.gainst Turenne. In spite of his vuluo.ble service,!: 
:::.;arsac still saw little chance of his recognition by either i: 
ldng. By this time the willful, hau0ohty young lady was hope- !: 
lessly in love with her captor rv~arsac whom she had scorned j: 
so heartily before. In being the first to bring· the nevvs of ;i 
the as sass ina t ion of the ?'ing of France, ::arsac p·ained the H 
open favor of the :t=ing of :Tavarre who was iiJ'l .. mediately pro- !i 
claimed as the new KinR.: of France. T.~arsac' s marrio.ge to IHle. " 
~ I' de Vire toolc place soon after·,vards. ;l 
'I 
This story, although it is closely packed with incident, ~: 
keeps the gentlen:an, 1/arsac, as the dominant figure throughout 
the book, Some of the incidents se2m too dramatic, such as 
the time when the Xing of France is trapped in ~arsac's cham-
ber, and the religious dissension becomes rather too involved 
at times. However, the interplay of kings and ~he fast action ii 
il II 
I keep the story entertaining throughout. i·.lthough this author ;; 
can be read lightly, he has been called the ~Dumas of the 
-~ -~--- --~-----~ 
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Eour."1 'Jeygandt says of him, !Tin a sense he continued that 
cultivation of the rom~nce of French History that G. P. R. 
Jan~es had so industriously practiced but there is more elan 
and spirit to his stories, a more vivid characterization, 
2 
and better 'Nriting." A g;eat admirer of ,Stevenson, a lover 
j! 
of Lorna Doo~e and Geoffrey Eamlyn (which te considers matchless) 
1! 
','/eyman felt thit the best novels of his school such as the 
Faster of Ballc:mtrae, Silver Spur, and ~.cicah Clarke showed 
a healthy reaction. 3 His novels are still widely read today. 
Eaurice He't:lett 
In the hands of Stevenson and his chief followers 
Doyle, C~uiller-Couch, and Croctett) the historic :::wvel had 
becon:e boyish. Their joyous enthusiasm and simplicity made 
their bocks pl~asing to youth as well as to adults. 
artistry m~de his novels soar above these others. C·nly em 
adult reader can appreciate the poetry and charm of this 
artist. Desirous of becoffiing a poet, Hewlett never cculd 
settle down to one type of writing. Too much of his life 
was spent experimenting with various forms; if he had concan-
trated on the romantic tale for which he had a real gift, his 
contribution to literature would h~ve been of greater value. 
Richard Yea and I~ay and The Clueen' s -,uair are his two great 
historical novles. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Lovett & ZuPhes op. cit. p. 360 
C. ':.'eygandt--op. cit. p. 323 
'i!. S. :r::. Jr. n Stanley J. '.\'eyrrrann 
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I' Followi11f:; the ac conn t of .Abbot de :.-ilo, a Carthusian .
1 chronicler, hewlett. tells of ::.Uchard' s dual nature, Richard, j
1 Count of .:·cnjou, loved Jehane Saint-Fol, but she refused hl:r1, ,
1 
saying a ldng sho1lld marry into rcya l blood, th::... t he should H 
., 
do his fctther' s bidding by 1'-'.· :-rying Alois, the sister of the 11 ,, 
:< ing of T'r3.nce. rro insure his 0 bedience' she promised -to :: 
marry Gilles de Gurdun. Rich&rd acce-:Jted this until :Sertrun il 
de Born hintJd thut Alois was really ioved by the old king; theA 
feelin[; he v1as free to marry Jehane after all, he snatched !i 
her army from her mu.r2,ian:e to de Gurdun. ..,.~fte:::· 'Ned.ding her, .: 
Richard' hud her crowned Countess of ) .. njou in spite of a· leper' s\; 
prophecy of ill-fortune. The story fron·, then on hine;ed on :1 
this pro ~~he cy. To avoid its fulf'illrnen t, Jehane refused to I 
become '~ueen v1hen he was crowned Ying; she even helped forward .! 
his true marriac;e to T3ere:rlf~3re, daue;hter of the Ying cf ~~avarre:t 
I ~, 
In the ''3ock of :ray"Richard with his follmvers and Jehane 1! 
rl goe..:; to the ~:oly Lands on c-:t Crusade. There was born to Jehane 1, 
• ·,'1 a son named Yullw ·;Jhom Pich::J.rd loved so dearly th~.t he _pald I; 
no o.t~~ention to his little ~~ue3n Derengere. Dissension broke il 
up the Crusade, foredoomint; it to fCJ-ilure. 'l,o _;:n'event the II:! 
death of Richa.rd at the hands of his enemy, the :~.:arquess 
of ~ .. -ontferrat, Jerwne cave herself up to the Olo Man of r:.:usse, !j 
Lord of the ;.ssassins. The I:inc, vmunded and discouraged, ' 
left Acre after r.uakin;:; a three year truce ·;Jith Saladin. Held jl 
prisoner in . .:,.us tria, Richard 'Nas saved once more by J eLane il 
sent by the Cld I.:an to arrange for his ransome. This aocomplis~ 
ed, she returned to the :2ast, leaving Hichard waging furious · 
WC<rfure ac<.tinst all his enemies. 'l1he story ends vvith the deathl 
of l~ichard, assassin<J.ted by two Loslems hired by the Old l. an of
1
1
; 
: .. :usse. Jehane, not lmowine; that her sacrifice had been so 1! 
foully us .:.:d, saw hira die in )eJce. Once more she returned 1 
to the :Za~:;t, leaving behind her in Sngland her young son 
Fulke to be brought up by her brother, ~ustace Saint-Pol, and 
:~ueen Berengere. 
This romance gives an unusual and enlightening picture 
of Richard Coeur de T.ion from 1189-1199, the conspiracies of 
Irince John and King ~~'hilip--Auc;ustus of FrG.nce, the exploits 
in I)alestinr;, and his love affair ', it~1 Jehane Saint-Pol. 
'I'he vastness of the subject and its frank portrsyal 
conflicting nature holds the reader's interest from the I; :I 
1: 
I! 
I' 
1! 
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'II beginning. Hewl·.:;tt gains the r.Ja"er' s confidence immediately 1: 
II 
by his beauty and charm of style. The story is planned, like 
a "chanson de geste." His poetic im:lgina tion helps him to 
se.:; into the hearts of men and vJomen of tk:..t day. It isn't 
the armor, govms, scenic properties which he shows us so much 
ss the true nature of Prince John, Henry IX and Richard. 
He is not afraid to r:-icture the great char::.cter: of Richard 
it who wronged the 1-voman he loved and married the woman he hated, .. 
thus wronging her also. All tllrough the swift tumultuous 
action, the reader is carried into the romantic past, 
., 
followinaii o, 
Richard's contradictory nature. The p~st lives and breathes 
for us; the characters of the pa:t are breathing passionate 
r 
i; 
:I ,, 
'I 
I' As :S'rederic Cooper ex_plc.ins ;! people, not dressed-up puppets. 
'I 
it, "r:o amount of careful document•1tion, llO degre2 of fidelity !i 
to early Chronicles, of painstaking accuracy in mere names 
and dates could have created th .t atmospher.~of the t!iddle 
Ages with 'ifh ich each p:::Jre is 
- --" 
redolent."1 weaves poetry 
'I ~ I 
i ~ 
i' 
1: 
ji 
II 
'I and romance of history into his story by the delicate coloring 'I 
l1 
of words, by his bold imagery, by his nervous but picturesque 
style. Eis tenseness gives a raciness to his words. By 
opening with an extract from the monkish chronicle of Abbot 
r:ilo of Poictiers, he gives a hint of the themes to be deve-
loped and also strikes the keynote of style and vocabulary 
which he is to us0 in the book. Thus his language which is 
so forceful, meta~horical, and fiery seems to have an histor-
1. Frederic T. Cooper Some English Story Tellers p. 66 
II 
'i 
II 
jl 
I 
:j 
:I 
II 
'I 
1! 
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ical basis. The ending of this story, when Jehane sells ~~ 
I• 
herself to the Old I.'~an of the Fusse only to bring about Ri-
Ji 
'I 
il 
I' Jehane'~ chard's eesth after all, is too ironic to be enjoyed, 
relations with the Cld Yan seem fHlse to life. By such 
incidents he weakens his stories, for he makes one wonder if 
such a thing really happened or if it merely represents what 
might h3. ve happened at that time. l1owever, by his blending 
i! 
" ,: 
II j; 
I ,, 
I! 
I! 
I! 
it 
I! 
of fact and fancy, cmd by his historical lmagination combined \! 
1: 
I' I 
:! 
with a modern psychological analysis to develop Richard's 
character, l:~ewlet t in Richard Yaa-and-i.Jay aCivances the histor-11 
ical novel. After he finished it in l£00, he wrote to u 
friend, "Longest shot I have ever made, I'll do that sort 
of thing again before I'm done but better."1 'This ambition 
was fulfilled in The ~ueen's (uair a few years later. 
rrhe Queen's ~!.uair 
'~ueen LJ.ary vvi th her "bevy of maidsn entered Scotland, 
a country cold and antagonistic to her. Desirous of having 
everyone love her, she encourar.;ed r11en too much. Thus she 
gave po~:r crazed Chutelard false hopes~ as well as George 
Gordon Gnd others. Angered by the Gordons, she made her 
II 
!I 
II 
,I il 
jl 
'I II ), 
il q 
II 
I. 
f! 
,I 
half brother ~arl of Koray. Driven to disgust by Chatelard's 
actions, ~,u0en :.:ary turnGd from his kLld to hicher lovers. 
Although she really loved the bold BotL;.'ell, she accepted , 
young Lord Darn ley to be her husba~1d, Forgetful of her queenly 
power, she pursued him like a common school girl until a !i 
hurried marriau;e W'.:s brought about by the Plotti.:lg T~arl of 11 
J.'oray c.nd Riccio. Soon aftervm.rd Eenry Darnley was proclaiiiJ.ed !1 
King, but the foolish vain youth soon lost all his power by !~ 
ll:i s high handed ways. After 'he helped bring about David J: 
Riccio's death, Mary, with her child to think of, turned 
entirely against her husbo; .. nd, burely noticing him. The i' 
Council signed a bond refusing to acknowledge him as a sovereign • 
Altllou gh the ,·_ueen was Y .. opelessly in love with Bothwell, he :: 
had little love for her. Yet with his eyes on the crown he 
vms reudy to forsake his wife, Jean Gordon. Knowing how much 
of a huntress t:ary was, Bothwell never grew to8 submissive. 
i i; 
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Together Bothwell, Cordon, Qnd ~orton planned the death of the 1 
King, now half sick ~ith disease. Of course, the Scots placed 
the full blame on Bothwell alone, calling him the Red Bride-
groom. '.'.hen she finally tholl.ght she was to find hapi~iness 
in marriage to Bothwell, Mary discovered who.t she had feared 
for some time--thut he had no love for her. After learning 
this from Jean Gordon, r.:ary wus still ready to go throt:.gh 
with the marrio.ge. Openly she may have seemed to have triumphed; 
secretly, she knew her great defeat. Broken in spirits, almos · 
crazed by bitterness 8Ild grief, she ended her unhap)y reign 
locked up with her one at~e~dant, Kary Seton, at Lochleven, 
while the Earl of Loray was proclaimed Resent of Scotland 
by order of the Council. 
After read :l.Lg all of the st::::.te papers, letters, documents, 
and other mEtterials relatins to Teary's history, hewlett gave 
his o'."lll im:~gi:1aticn and poetic fancy free rein until he 
evolved The ':ueen' s -~uair which he believed to be "an ill1imi-
no.tion of history from vJith:~n." 1 Thus he gained a 'Qp.sic 
truthfulness to fact o.nd to the spirit of the times. A less 
skilled writer vwuld lL:tve been impeded b;r the wealth of ma-
terials, and by the vastness of the subject, but Hewlett, 
a::cording to one magazine reviewer, m.:tde "the vvhcle brilliant, 
passionate, ignoble, pathetic history fall into dramatic 
form ap :~arently '!.'i thou t effort. " 2 From the labyrinth of 
ccnflictinc; stater:lents, he reconstructed those six years of 
tragedy. =.e analyzes I.ary' s churacter, motives, and tempe-
rmnent at every turn of event. Boyish, lo.ughing, c~ueenly, 
stern, forbidding, vvretched b turns, Lary is es~ entially a 
womun finally brcught to ruin by her ovm worHml~t ~ass ions. Th 
key to her soul is "The :-~ueJn of Desire·• or "The Huntress", 
1. 
2. 
c. ··,·e:rcandt op. cit. 
"Hewlett" The Cutlook 
p. 40 
Vol 77 (June 8, 1904) p. 421 
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always pursuing happiness, but when she gains what she wishes, 
she no longer is satisfied. She is not vindicated by liewlett, 
nor .is she the pElthetic romantic I.ary of Scott's novels .• She 
is rather a mixt11re of good and evil, lov ins and reven2:-"ful, 
yet always fascin2ting and hi8h-spirited. Throughout the 
story ~ary acts consistently as a woman ruled by her own 
(1 esire s and p<iss'ions, : aurice Eewlett wrote of his book, 
Hif novels are to be psychological, then "(~ueen' s :~.uair' is 
my best. " 1 By his delic·: .. cy of workmanship and his great power 
of reinccrnation, he makes the whole gallery of Scottish lords 
and. l0die~; live again, By finding s:::.,rr..e little familii:ir touch, 
he mc::.kes the reader feel acc;uainted witL the "Hcneypot" Queen 
with her "sidelong glance 11 , the "smut-eyed'' Baptist, cynical 
Riccio, the "Young Fool" D&rnley, the silly prancing Chatelard, 
and the laughing Bothwell who crushed V~ar·y' s high spirit. The 
C',,ueen' s Quair seems to have em epic quality to it, as -.:ell as 
a poetic insight which carries the reader beyond the printed 
page. In a letter to Frederick 2arrison about this novel when 
critics called it a romance he saiq, ''a. romance ••••• I say it 
is history •••• I am sure my notion of siving real history in 
this form of illuminCJ.ting his tory from vii thin is a sound one, 
and perhaps one of these days I shall get people to agre;.:; Vii th 
e 
,2 
m. ·:.reygandt seems to agre:; thCJ.t Hewlett has succeeded when 
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jl 
he says of The ~~.ueenis Quair, "It is an historical novel of 
knowleC~ge and understanding and insight, of such 
structure cmd progression of incident and charac-
sucn: 
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terization and style, of such artistic 
of such power over tr1e f':T'-:'5~ emotions, 
eives pause to you, having finished it 
a great book can do."l 
execution, 
that it 
as only 
'Nalpole calls it "maenificent", a 11 brave, honest, poe-
tical book. " 2 The cadenced pros;:; and archaic flavor v.'hich 
added so ~uch to his two great historical navels did not lend 
themselves very easily to the nDre modern satirictll type of 
r;ri ting vvhich he afterwards u ttempted. The rest of his books 
!never regain that epic quality or dignity of theme. Yet these " I' 
I' 
,I 
novels alone rr::trk him as a gre0.t artist vvho by his imc:tginati ve :i 
.I 
and psychological treatment of character and theme advanced 
the progress of the historical novel. 
Other Leadin;S ';iri ters 
In the list of historical novelists writing in the late 
nineteenth ceLtury and the early twentieth century, ~e find 
that many avthors attelEpted this form. ;,__rnong these George 
A. i1enty gained a name for himself as a writer of boys'books. 
Cecil says that his wor:c "has many distinct qualities of a 
higher kind •••• Th·.~ Yq~ng Bugler, story of the : eninsular ~/lar, 
has something in it akin to the vigour and vraisemblence of 
':falter Scott" 3 • Today he $ti~_l ranks high in the hearts of 
boys. S. R. Crockett was tllso ~ na~e to be reckoned with 0t 
the turn of the ce1:c tury. In fact, his work wa.s called "the 
I 1. 
2. 
0. 
C. ~,Ieygandt op. 
~. J. c. Grierson 
David Cecil op. 
cit. 
op. 
cit. 
p. 400 
cit. p. 185 
p. 13 
I I! 
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but this rather extravagant praise. ~riting for the crowd 
and over-production made his.novels rather hasty and impres-
sionistic although he had a cle~~ exact style. Sturting 
vlith The Raiders in 1894 he wrote a series of romantic novels, ,
1 ,, 
of which Dark Q!_ the I.~oon and ·:.'hite Plumes of l"~avarre were 
typical. Thomas Hardy's Trumpet Major and George Gissing's 
novel Veranilda were excellent, but neither author was par-
'I 
I• 
,I 
II 
<I 
il 
lj 
I il 
ticularly interested in the historical romance. 
I, 
II Rider 71agc;ard 1 ~ 
many novels had the spirit of rornance but were not of lasting 
value. Of the lesser nin:::teenth century writers whose names 
are still to be reckoned with in literature are Robert 
Ballantyne, 1:,:ill iam Kine;ston, ?.-ary Coleridge, :=mily Lawless 
and George FenE. Although each of these tried the historical 
novel at least once, they were :nore successfu.l in other kinds 
of writing. Of the later ~riters as we l~av~ the twentieth 
century John Vasefield, Ian 1~c1aren with his Scottish tales, 
Barone3s Crczy with her mystery--filled tistorical novels, 
Sheila Kaye-Smith, and ~den Fhillpotts are among the best. 
il 
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:! rornant ic novels ,, 
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which are both poetic a::1d modern,'-> but his novels are in gen-
eral only s:.;mi-historical, although he and Ford ~.~ad ox Hueffer 
collaborated on Romance which is very promising. 
1. Harold ]'reder.ic "On :-iistorical ~·1ovels Past end rresent" 
Vol. 8 The Bookman (Dec. 1898) p. 332 
2 . l-I • J . C . C r· i e r son o p . c i t . p . 18 6 
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~valuation of This Period 
In reviewing the period frcrn 1870 to 1910 we see t~o 
&. schools of 'Nri ters at wor~--the specialist novelists, Pater \ .
and Ingh;san t, and Stever1son. Tbe religious school made a 
profound impression on all iE teres ted in the advar:cen:ent of 
literature. I' The second was more buoyunt: it carried all before :i 
Stevensoni~n romance with its joyous carefree attitu(e 
was almost a reversion to the sirrcler ro2unce of Scott. His 
radiant spirit cf adventure created a new romantic world. 
~t once his art seemed so e~sy th~t everyone tried it. Cf 
those r:-_any imit'itors who keot faithf1.1lly to Stevenson's style 
and subject the best v,'ore 'eyp·Hm, Concm-Doyle s.nd none fine 
o.rt is t, " 1 :.~aurice Lewlet t. 1'h·3 chief con tri b11. tions of this 
period were two excellent novels and two fine writers. From 
studying these l"ie can make a long list of changes brouc;h t 
about in thip period. 
1. John Inglesant opened up o. now field of historical 
writing--the spiritual or relicious novel. 
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Religion for the first ti~o was used o.s the 
moving force in a b~2k of fiction, allowing 
to study the soul of man. 
prime il 
the reader 'I 
I 
1. 
3. 
4. 
. il 
Philosophy is blended with history, opening to readers II 
not only the events and personages of the past but il 
the deeper philosophies of a far-off age in enter- ., 
taining narrative style. j! 
I 
!: 
!! 
II 
Eevvlett S1howed the importunce of poetic insight when 
recreating the past. 
:, 
•' I' j; 
,, 
::. c.J. 8. Gri8rscn op. cit. :! 
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5. Stylists--J?·ater and Ee'.vlett with their cadenced prose, 11 
I-Ie\vlett with his i'c.rniliar touch to parsona.lize his- 1
1 tory, and Stevenson v.'i th his tenseness ;_;:_nd simplicity .I 
of style--drew new attention to the wcrbnanship of the Jj. 
his tori cal novel. 1. 
i! 6. Stevenson filled the need for boys' books of action, 
adventure and irrw.ginution. ,, 
;I 
7. In his reversion to true romanticisn Stevenson once rnor9l 
made writers realize that fiction was fer enter- ·I 
tainment. j 
,I 
8. The ~enius of Conrad and the popularity of Orczy und 
Phillpotts makes one honeful for the future of the 
historical novel. 
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SU:";:.'ARY OF TH~ HISTC:RICAL :JCV3L 
DJ TE:2; 19th CE:rTURY 
Great :;ovelists and Great lTovels 
' ,, 
' 
·• ,,
'! 
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il ,. 
" I' 
1: 
I 
From Scott 1 s time to the twentieth century there have been j: 
,I 
comparatively few novelists who have made their fame by their I' li 
'I 
!i j: 
contributions to the field of the historical novel. Cf these 
r ;! 
Thackeray stand first, gaining his position chiefly through 
his masterpiece EenrY: II:smond but also by 'I'he Virginians, Barry ,i 
;Lyndon, and l~endennis. Charles Kingslev by such novels as 
I v 
il 
I 
ll'/,'es tward Eo, EY:Da tia, and He reward reaches a high place. Ste-
1 -
:1 
I 
venson and l-iewlett with their romances are the only other great !; 
~ j 
names in the history of this type of writing. Cf the important 
novels since Scott's day, ';\'alpole lists nine, 1 EenrY: C.::srr:ond, 
I' ,, 
:1 
II ,, 
" I' 
The Cloister and the Eearth, ·:,'estward Eo, Itomola, John InglesantJ~ 
ii 
Jarius the C:oicurean, the Easter of Ballantrae, the nueen 1 s 0uai~, 
1
1
and Susnense (By Conrad--only semi-historical). ~he only others!! 
.I 
,which might possibly be added are Ilewlet t 1 s Eichard Yea-a~1d-l~ay ji 
(whose rather confused psychology may be the reason for its 
lexclus ion) , Eypa tia, by Charles Y ingsley, i';~lle. :.=a thilde by 
~enry Kipgsley, and Lorna Doone by Blackmore. 
Sum·,arY: of the Development of the Historical Novel 
'I 
I. 
!I 
1·, 
,i 
;l 
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II 
I ,, 
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I 
In spite of much oppositio-n the historical novel which has j! 
'I h 
een so popular is still flourishing. The author to be success- ;I 
kul must feel that "history is not merely the chain that I 
I 
I 
I 
a.. 
I 
I 
H. J. C. Grierson 0 ·n ' .. cit. p. 188 
ties the novelist down; rather it is the wing that helps it 
! to soar into a new range of orcblems and experiences. nl ':.'i th 
I -
history as an inspiration, he can see the personality of a far 
off time, while the scientific historian sees each person 
and event as only an incurn~tion of some political or govern-
rr..ent al policy. Scott never meant to teach history but to w:..ke 
the past live, peopled v:ith humun beings. 
the events of history so as to form a complete picture, to 
magnetize histor~t by romance and dra::-::atic suggestion. Thus 
his novels had a naturalness which was cornplctely free frcm 
slaver:r to history. 
1 
and G. F. R. James made the historical novel into a melodra-
1 matic, childlike type. Bulwer-Lytton tried to philosophize 
history by a more scholc:,rly treatment of political anc social 
background, but his ~rcheological method made his stories 
too artificial and sentimental. 
From 1840 to 1870 the historical novel receive~, perhaps, 
its greatest impetus. 1;.11 the important novelists tried it. 
Dickens with The Tale of Two Cities found that he ~as outside 
of his true sphere of London reform: novels. George Zliot 
made an almost superhuman effort in Romola but did not really 
succeed; ILrs. Gaskell tried to use history for social reform; 
Charles Yinssley in Hypatia and ','.'estward gg_ brought ffiUCh fire 
~, and spirit to the historical novel, but he really used it as 
1. H. Butterfield The Historical novel; An :~ssay p. 35 
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relic;ious propaganda; krs. Craik and r.:iss Yonge were too mo- :
1 
ralistic in their novels; v,·hile Blackmore and Reade produced 
two outstanding novels-Lorna Doone, a delightful romantic 
novel of English country life and 'rhe Cloister and the Hearth, 
I\ a splendid panoramic story of Italy in the fifteenth c-~mtury. 
Lenry Fingsley, Whyte-I,~el ville, and the VJri ter of Irish his-
tory, Lever, aided in advancing the historical novel us a 
vwrthy type. Eowever, it v;as T-hackeray whose influence was 
greatest. Ee added to the art of the historical novel in the 
!: 
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wri tin13 of Eenry ~~smond by giving an imagit:a ti ve in terpreta t ioni\ 
,, 
d 
of some little known incident of history. Ho longer was ·I 
;I 
history to be spread over a story as a veneer or background, 
but he skillfully :3uffused histr_ry vlith fiction so that Time 
is eliminated. By following the development of hia hero 
durinc significant events, Thackeray made vivid the actual 
and sug•::es ted tho e;o_oticnal life of the period. 
This ad~ed sophistication, the care for detail, &nd the 
purposefulness of the Victoriens were objected to by Steven-
son's Romantic School. They revolted from the pessimism of 
the world, adopting instead a frank unquestioning acceptance 
of life's joys ond sorrows. /~t the end of the century tl; is 
spirit is everywhere manifest--the gre~test disciples beinc 
·.:eJ'.ulEl.n, Doyle, Rider ';ag;::-ar~~, -.uiller-Couch and Eewlett. Cf 
~~ this last group of rom&ntics the finest artist is the gifted 
, Fev'llett who gave a magnificent picture of I::ary ~~ueen of Scots 
II 
II 
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1 
of Ainsworth and James the historical novel has steadily 
procressed reaching its oinnacle in Thackeray, then becoming 
simplified and truly romc.;.ntic with Stevenson. Its scope has 
widened to include religion, philosophy, and the development ofi 
man's soul. The history has become porsono.lized seen through 
1
/ the glo.;ing imagination of a writer, while modern psychology 
I and realism (apparent especially in the later Romantics) have 
~'illumined history fror:, v:ithin." Yet the historical romance 
emerges at the end of the _nineteenth century advanced in scope 
by telling the story of the past in an entertaining romantic 
manner. 
THE OUTLOOK OF TEE HISTOIUC.AL ROY:ll.lJCE HJ 1900 
In this century of development, the v,Ti ter of the his-
tcrical novel has learned that he must first believe in what 
1 he is doing for the slightest spirit of condescension would be I 
1 fatal; he r~st be a novelist first, an historical novelist 
secondly; he must knm\' the period of ,,vh ich he is writing but 
must not let his knowledg•J be too obvious or it will savor of 
pedantry; he must live up to the popular ideal of his heroes; 
he nnst have the insight and delicacy of a poet; and he should 
analyze his characters in the modern psychological manner. 
Indeed, the historical novel is not an easy road to literary 
fame and fortune. The outlook for the future in England at 
,, 
I 
I' 
6-· 
---------------,----,-,.---------------- ---
hope is seen in the work of French and Russian authors, but 
I the popularity of such novels as :?.en Eur, ::::.uo Vadis, and 
Scarawouche attests to the fact that the historical romance, 
even when it run~ counter to twentieth century realism, is 
here to stay. 
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